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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A. THE REFERENCE 

The Bulk Sales 
1

Act is a statute which attempts to protect 

certain creditors from the possible dishonesty of the merchants to whom they 

extend credit. It has 1ong been a standard part of commerci a 1 1aw and 

practice in Manitoba, familiar to all lawyers practising in that area. 

However, the coI~cern was expressed to the Commission by 1 oca 1 practi ti oners 

that The Bulk Sales Act is irrational, fails to achieve its purpose and is 

obsolete. Accordingly, we decided to undertake this review of the Act. 

A 1 thou,gh we wi 11, in this Report, describe and eva1 uate in some 

detail the prov'isions of The Bulk Sales Act, it is useful to summarize it 

briefly at this early stage. The Act's purpose is to deter and prevent 

business people from selling off their businesses and absconding with the 

proceeds, leaving their creditors unpaid and victimiized. Accordingly, the Act 

provides that no bulk sale may be completed in Manitoba unless the parties 

comply with certain formalities set out in the Act. A bulk sale is a sale by 

a retailer, manufacturer, commission merchant or other person in the business 

of buying and selling goods which takes place outs'ide the ordinary course of 

business of that person or which involves the sale of substantially all the 

inventory or equipment of that person. Such sa1es by owners of hotels, 

restaurants, gasoline stations and machine shops are also specifically 

covered. Such sales by wholesalers are expressly excluded from the Act. 

A person making a bulk sa1 e must provide to the purchaser a sworn 

statement naming all of his creditors and the amounts owing to them. The sale 

may not be compl1~ted unless and until the vendor has either paid all the 

lxhe Bulk Sales Act, C.C.S.M. c. 8100 [hereinafter referred to as The 
Bulk Sales Act (Man.)]. See Appendix A for the full text of the Act. 



creditors named by him in full or obtained the consent (or waiver) to the sale 

from ,at least 60% in number and value of those creditors . Where a bulk sale 

is comp1 eted without comp1 i ance with the!se requirements , any creditor of the 

vendo1r may, for six months following th,at sale, take steps to declare that 

sale void. 

The reasons for the concerns expressed by practitioners become 

immediately apparent, even from the above brief summary of the Act . Hhy are 

bu l k sales by some vendors covered, while others are not? Hhy are bulk sales 

involving inventory and equipment covered, while those involving other assets 

(such as land or accounts receivable) are not? Perhaps most significantly, 

why does a statute aimed at deterring and preventing the fraudulent conduct of 

certain merchants rely on the statements of those same merchants for that 

deterrence and prevention? 

In this Report, we seek the answers to these questions , with a view 

to deciding whether The Bulk sales Act is effective and, more fundamenta11 y, 

whetlher there is any need at a11 in modern ti mes for 1 egi s 1 ati on governing 

bulk sales. 

B. IBACKGROUND TO THE REPORT 

In undertaking this project, we recognized that any reform of bulk 

sales law would have an important impact on the conduct of business and the 

practice of law in Manitoba . For this reason, we published a Discussion Paper 

in ;July 1987, setting out our preliminary findings, and circulated it to 

interested persons and organizations for their comments. He a 1 so published 

notification of the availability of the Discussion Paper in the Manitoba legal 

profession's newsletter Headnotes and Footnotes. Numerous thoughtful 

responses were received and we take this opportunity to thank a11 those who 

responded for their valuable contributions; their names are set out in 

Appendix 8. He would particularly like to acknowlege and thank Professor E. 

Arthur Braid, Q.C. , for his thoughtful contributions and Donald J. Rapson and 

Stephen L. Harris for their assistance in advising us of the progress of the 

National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws i n their review of 

Article Six of the Uniform Commercial Code dealing with bulk transfers . A 

Drafting Committee, established by the Commissioners in conjunction with the 

2 
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American Law Institute, has continued the work undertaken by a subcommittee of 

the Uniform Commercial Code Committee of the American Bar Association ' s 

Section of !Corporation, Banking and Busines:s Law; we refer to the 

subcommittee's work in our Discussion Paper and this Report. Special mention 

should also b1! made of the earlier work done by the Law Reform Commission of 

British Columbia in the area of reform of bulk sales law. Their Report on 

Bulk Sales Legislation, published in 1983, irecommending repeal of the 

legislation, ,~as implemented by that province in 1985. The Commission ' s 

Report and Hork i ng Paper, in addition to the British Col umb1a experience with 

repeal, were valuable aids in our deliberations. 

C. STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT 

He begin our discussion in Chapter 2 with a brief look at the 

historical context in which bulk sales laws arose. In the next Chapter, we 

set out the p1rovisions of The Bulk Sales Act ht detai 1, including judicial 

interpretation of similar provisions of bulk sales legislation in other 

provinces . Cri ti ca1 eva1uation of the Act foll o,i,s in Chapter 4, wherein we 

conclude that the problems with the legislation are so overwhelming as to call 

for repeal. The rest of the Report is devoted to the question of whether the 

present BulJt Sales Act can and should be replaced by new legislation to 

govern bulk sales. In Chapter 5, we consider the impact on bulk sales of 

other laws and factors which were not present whE!n bulk sales laws were first 

introduced. He then consider other ways of devising an effective and 

commercially 11•iable legislative scheme, and outli1ne the broad parameters of a 

scheme desi gnt!d for this purpose. In the fi na1 Chapter of the Report, we 

evaluate this scheme and, in light of the comments received in response to our 

Di scusson Pap1!r as we 11 as the economic and 1ega1 considerations, recommend 

that The Bul.1tc Sales Act be repea 1 ed and not bei rep 1 aced with an alternate 

scheme . 

3 



CHAPTER 2 

THE HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE TO THE suu. SALES ACT 

The Bulk Sales Act has been a part of Manitoba 1aw for nearly 

eighty years; it was first enacted in Manitoba in 1909.1 The introduction 

into Manitoba, and indeed into Canada, o1F legislation governing the sale of 

goods in bulk can only be understood in -relation to the American experience. 

Not only did our laws follow temporally the enactment of bulk sales laws in 

most of the American states between 1900 and 1910, but the very existence of 

such l egi s 1 ation is strictly a North American phenomenon; no other 

Common,wealth country has enacted bulk sales statutes. 

A. THIE INTRODUCTION OF BULK SALES LAH INTO THE UNITED STATES 

The enactment of bulk sales law in the United States at the turn of 

the century was in response to the difficulties which many states were 

experiencing with fraudulent merchants. In an age of limited communication 

and transportation facilities , unscrupulous merchants were able to set up shop 

in a town, fi 11 it with stock obtained on credit , sell off the stock, and 

leave town without paying their suppl i en the money owed to them. These 

unscrupulous merchants were then free to move on to the next town, 

undetectable to their former suppliers and unsullied and unknown to their new 

suppliers . And indeed, 

[t]he state reports from 1890 to 1903 - the period of greatest 
agitation for bulk sales laws - aru filled with decisions which 
i nvo 1 ve the trans fer by a tradesman of his entire stock in gross, 
without making proper provision for his creditors.2 

lxhe Bulk Sales Act, 1909, S.M. 1909, c. 60. 

2Thomas C. Billig, 11 Bulk Sales Laws : A Study in Economic Adjustment", 
(1928) 77 U. Pa. L. Rev. 72, 76, quoting an address of Alexis C. Foster, 
President of the Denver Association of Credit Men (October 14, 1902), 
reported in Bulletin National Association 0£ Credit Men (Nov. 5, 1902) . 

4 
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The common 1aw afforded no re 1 i ef to CrE!ditors in this situation and 
3although the statute 0£ 13 Elizabeth had been; adopted in most states, it 

offered re1 i ef to the unpaid creditor only wherie the purchaser had acquired 

the goods with knowledge of the vendor's fraudulent intent. A national 

bankruptcy 1aw was not in p1ace until 1898 and the state by state 

administration of i nsolvency laws simply "placed another stumbling block in 

the path of creditors. 114 Even bankruptcy 1 egi s 1 ation, when introduced, was 

viewed as only ancillary relief to bulk sales legislation itself . As was 

stated at the time: 

What the credit man desires most is not a legal remedy to be 
administered subsequent to the sa l e of the debtor's assets, but 
notice in advance, of the proposed transfer, such as a bulk sa1es 
statute provides . If this notice is afforded him, the credit man is, 
from a business standpoint at least, in a vastly better position than 
if the sale already has taken place, although his debtor at the time 
of the t1ransfer may even have been technica1lly insolvent under the 
Bankruptcir; Act. 5 

In response to this situation, a well organized national campaign 

and a lobbying drive were begun by the Nation.:1.l Association of Creditmen, 

advocating the enactment of the state legislation to combat this "great public 
6evi1 11 As t~videnced by the following address,. their plea was, at times,• 

impassioned: 

3An Act agaiinst fraudulent Deeds, Alienations, &c., 1571, 13 Eliz. l, c. 5 
(U. K . ). 

4Billig, supra n. 2, at 80. 

5Billig, supra n. 2, at 101. But see NotE!, "The Application of Bulk 
Sales Statutes" (1920), 33 Harv. L.R. 717 at 718: 

Before the Federal Bankruptcy Act there was undoubtedly a serious evil . 
If an insolvent retail dealer could suddenly and secretly sell his stock 
in bulk, not only was it difficult for his creditors to find out what had 
been don1! with the proceeds, but the debtor could often make preferences 
which th1! remaining creditors were unable to defeat. But the Nat ional 
Bankruptcy Act obviates both these dangers, by providing for a speedy 
discovery of assets and by making a preferenice by an insolvent debtor an 
act of bankruptcy and voidable. Thus thes,e statutes are of little use 
except in cases where the se11 er is so1 vent at the t i me of the sa1e, or 
where the, purchaser acts bona Eide and the se11 er absconds . 

6Billig, supra n. 2, at 76, n. 19. 
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I dt::> not believe it is possible to legislate a thief into an honest sa1 
man, but I do believe it is possible to frame a law that will place 
almost insurmountable barriers in the way of that damnable class of 
pi ra1tes who swoop down upon a peaceful! and confiding community and 

the 

inc 
1 evaint between two suns. And what is more they take with them a 
clea1r title to their ill-gotten gains, leaving behind a broken faith 
in the honesty of mankind, and sometimes there also is left behind 
one of those creatures who sleeps in the ecstatic security of always 
having_ his fingers crossed - that ra.re individual, the conceited 
credlitman. 7 

leg 

Hoi,i 

1eg 
The Association's campaign for legislation proved highly successful: abs 

. in the decade from 1894 to 1904 at least a score of states 
ade 

passed "bulk bills" (as they were then called) which placed stringent 
requii rements upon any retail er who would dispose of his stock of 
merchandise in gross, as well as upon his transferee.a 

thi 

ban 

thi 

The passing of bulk sales legislation in the United States then was fra 

in response to three main factors: the prevalent evil of dishonest merchants exp 

selling off merchandise and absconding with the proceeds; the failure of the 

law to ilfford adequate relief from this eviil; and the lobbying efforts of a 

highly organized association to have enacted legislation to prevent fraudulent no 

bulk sales and thereby keep the cost of credit down. nee 
the 

B. THE INTRODUCTION OF BULK SALES LAH INTO CANADA pro 

dis 

The initial bulk sales Acts in Canada were enacted in the first the 

decade of this century. By 1920,9 m()st of the provinces had such 

legislation and today British Columbia is th1e only jurisdiction without a bulk 
lOa 
c. 
R.S 
R.S 

7Billig, supra n. 2, at 75, n. 17. Act 
Sal 

BBillig, supra n. 2, at 81. 197 
Col 

9The Conference 
first approved a 

of Commissioners 
Mode1 Bulk Sales 

on Uniformity of 
Act in 1920 and 

Legislation in Canada 
most provinces enacted 

by 
May 

it. In 1950, a Revised Mode1 Act was ,tdopted and al so enacted by many 
provinces . But soon afterwards it was dee i ded that more extensive revision 
was desirable. At the 1961 Conference, the present Model Act, based on the 
1959 re~•ised Ontario Act, was passed "with little enthusiasm". Since that 

11 E 
S.H 
L.T 

date, 
none 

no province has enacted the 1961 Act 
will." The subject of bulk sales 

and 
has 

" ... [i]t seems likely that 
not been considered by the 121 

Conference s i nee 1967. From Conference of Conrni ss i oners on Uniformity of the 
Legislation in Canada, 
(August, 1966), 165. 

Proceedings of t'.he Forty-Eighth Annual Meeting Que 
dee 
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sales Act. 10 These early statutes were similar in scope and operation to 

their modern day versions with the exception that no service industries were 
included. 

The specific reasons for the Canadian importation of bulk. sales 

legislation are not clear as there is a dearth of literature on the subject. 

However, it can be presumed that some of the factors leading to the American 

legislation must also have been present here; namely, the problem of 

absconding bull( sale vendors and the failure of the existing law to deal 

adequately with the problem. The latter problem was definitely as acute in 

this country as it was in the United States as , for example, no federal 
11bankruptcy legislation existed in Canada between 1880 and 1919. During 

this hiatus, some of the provinces passed laws governing insolvent debtors and 

fraudulent conveyances and preferences. 12 But as seen from the American 

experience, these laws did not address directly the bulk. sales evil . 

In a climate where the common law and e><isting legislation provided 

no redress against absconding merchants, bulk sales legislation became a 

necessity. ThE! historical context in which bulk sales laws arose accounts for 

their unique character, both in terms of the emphasis on inventory and the 

provision of ,advance notice to creditors of impending bulk sales. These 

distinguishing features of the legislation will nc,w be considered along with 

the other provisions of The Bulk Sales Act. 

lOBulk Sales llct, R.S .A. 1980, C. B-13; The Bu:lk Sales Act, R.S. S. 1978, 
C. 8-9; The B·ulk Sales Act, R. S. M. 1970, C. 13100; The Bulk Sales Act, 
R.S.O. 1980, c:. 52; Quebec Civil Code , Arts. 1!569a-l569e; Bulk Sales Act, 
R.S.N.B. 1973, c. B-9; Bulk Sales Act, R.S.N.S. 1967, c. 28 ; Bulk Sales 
Act, R.S.P.E.I.. 1974, c. B-6; The Bulk Sales Act, R.S.N . 1970, c . 28; Bulk 
Sales Ordinanc,9, R.0.Y.T. 1971, c. B-4; Bulk S'ales Ordinance, R.0.N.H. T. 
1974, c. B-3. On the recommendation of the Law Reform Commission of British 
Columbia, the Sale of Goods in Bulk Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, c . 371, was repealed 
by the Law Reform Amendment Act, 1985, S.B.C. 19,85, c . 10, s. 11, effective 
May 17, 1985 (S..C. Reg. 138/85). 

llEnacted that year was the Bankruptcy Act, S.C. 1919, c. 35 . see also 
S.H. Jacobs , "A Canadian Bankruptcy Act - Is It A Necessity?" (1917), 37 Can . 
L. T. 604. 

12In Manitoba: The Assignments Act, R.S.M. 1891, c. 7; An Act to declare 
the true construction of the Act passed in the thirteenth year of the Reign 0£ 

Queen Elizabetl1 and chaptered five and inti tuled "An Act against fraudulent 
deeds, alienations, &c . ", R.S.M. 1891, C. 61. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE PROVISIONS OF THE BULK SALES ACT 

The object of bulk sales legislation is to deter debtors from 

fraudulently disposing of assets without first making adequate provision for 

the payment of creditors. The mechan·i sm designed to accomp1i sh this object 

consists of three parts: the requirement of advance notice to creditors of an 

impending sale in bulk; the power of creditors to block a sale until the 

vendor has satisfied their claims; and the remedial authority given to 

creditors to apply to have a sale whic:h is made in contravention of the Act 

set aside. These e1ements togethe1r make up what may be ca11 ed the 

ope,rational aspect of bulk sales legislation . A second important aspect is 

the• scope of the Act, in particular , the limited application of the Act to a 

select group of persons and transactions. 

In this Chapter we examine the provisions of Manitoba's Bulk. Sales 

Act under these two broad headings : scope and operation. In doing so, we 

consider jurisprudence from Manitoba as well as other Canadian jurisdictions, 

as bulk sales legislation differs only slightly from one province to the 

next . He reserve our analysis of bulk sales law and legislation for the next 

ChaLpter. 

A. SCOPE OF THE ACT 

The Bulk. Sales Act does not apply to every sale or transfer of 

prc,perty within the province. The scope of . the Act was purposely defined 

narrowly to address a particular historic problem and that scope remains 

largely unchanged today. 

Ta~:en together, five components define the scope of The Bulk. Sales Act: 

1. The vendors subject to the Act; 
2. The subject matter of a sale under the Act; 
3. The transactions included in the Act; 
4 . The transactions excluded from the Act; 
5. The creditors protected by the Act. 

8 
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Although each of these factors will be examined separately, they are 

closely interrel,1ted and courts generally have tended to take a comprehensive 

approach to questions concerning the scope and application of the Act. 

1. The Bulk Sale Vendor 

The Bu.Zk Sales Act provides that four categories of vendors are 

subject to the Act, namely: 

(a) persons who, as their ostensible occupation or part thereof, 
buy and sell goods, wares or merchandise ordinarily the subject 
of trade and commerce; 

(b) commission merchants; 

(c) manufacturers; 

(d) proprie,tors of hotels, rooming houses, restaurants, motor 
vehicly- service stations, oil or gasoline stations or machine 
shops . 

The coinfi nement of the Act primarily to those who se11 tangi b 1 e 

assets reflects the historic view that the fraudulent dissipation of the 

proceeds from the sale of goods and wares was the evil to be addressed. 

Recognition of this view by the courts is evidenced ~y statements such as: 

It is a matter of common knowledge that the mischief aimed at was the 
d1sposa1 of the1r stocKs 1n bu1K by traders~ merchants, reta\1 
shopkeepers, to the detriment of their creditors.£ 

lrhe Bulk Sales Act (Man . ), s. 2. Clause (d) was not part of the original 
legislation. It was added by S.M. 1951, c. 5. This was the result of 
decisions such ilS · sarthels, Shewan & Co. v. Peterson (1914), 24 Man. R. 
794, 16 D.L.R. 465 at· 466 (K.B.), which held that if the Act was to extend to 
hotelkeepers, it would have provided for them explicitly. 

2worthington y. Robbins and Cadigan (1924), 56, O.L.R. 285, [1925) 
D.L.R. 80 at 82 CS .C.). 

9 
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3Aside from some early anomalous cases, the provisions concerning the s 
4

vendors subject to the legislation have been strictly construed. As a w 

result, many businesses, such as those in the service sector, are not subject 

to bulk sales law. 

2. The Subject Matter of the Bulk Sale 

The l egi s 1 ati ve intent to confine bulk sa1es law to the sa1 e of 

tangibles is also apparent from the definition of the assets which may form a 

bulk s.ale. A sale in bulk is defined hi the Act as a "sale of a stock, or 

part thereof . . 115 under certain co,nditi ons (wh1 ch wi 11 be discussed 
mlater). Stock was originally defined as the "stock of goods, wares, 
tmercha1ndise or chattels ordinarily the subject of trade and commerce" as well 

as the! "goods, chattels and fixtures ordinarily used in connection with any 

business", 6 and was interpreted to mean the inventory of a business. For 

example, in a case where the majority of the purchase price for a business was 

attri butab 1 e to goodwi 11 , and machinery and equipment used in the manufacture 

and bi:>ttling of drinks, but "[t]he stock of goods wares and merchandise 

necessary to make the Act applicable amounted to little or nothing, viz: a 

7 
a 
t 

3rd. , at 83 where the court found that a farmer was a vendor within the K 

meaning of The BulJt Sales Act. Foll 'd in Scott v. Haycock. and Nutt, 8 
[1926] 1 O.L.R. 430 (Ont. S.C.). 

9
4see ,Tohn Marten Paper Co. Ltd. v. Amoerican Type Foundry Co . , [1924] 3 
D.L.R. 1080 (Alta. S.C. App. Div . ) at 1082 where the Court opined: V 

s 
It may be thought unjust that all business concerns are not covered by the A 

Act. But that 1s a matter for the Lugislature. The Court has to decide 
up,on the mean1 ng of the words of the! Act as they are found and it ought 

4no,t to seek to extend the meant ng so els to cover cases wh1 ch it may think 
5should have been covered. 

5rhe sulk. sales Act (Man.), s. 1. Tlhe Act defines "sale" as follows: 
"whether used alone or in the expression 'sale 1n bulk'. includes a transfer, 
conveyance, barter or exchange; and 'sell' has a similar meaning". 

6rhe Bulk. Sales Act, S.M. 1924, c. 23, S. :2(e). 

10 
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small amount of syrups and extracts," the court lhe ld that the Bulk Sales Act 

was inapplicable. 7 

In 11951, 8 the definition of stock was expanded to its present form: 

(1) stock of goods, wares, merchandise or chattels ordinarily the 
subject of trade and commerce; 

(2) the goods, wares, merchandise or chattels in which a person 
trades, or that he produces or that are the output of, or with 
which he carries on, a business, trade or occupation.9 

How1~ver, even given this broad definition of stock - encompassing 

more than simply inventory10 - the courts have refused to extend its meaning 

to anything other than tangible assets. Accordingly, property consisting of 

1Re Crystal Springs MEg. Co., [1935] 4 O.L. R. 331 at 332 (N.S.S.C.) , 
al though in 1thi s case the Bulk Sales Act was app11 ed as it was "invoked by 
the parties to the sa1e." See also Adams River Lumber Co. Ltd. v. 
Kamloops sawm.ills Ltd. (1921), 30 B.C.R. 354, 70 D.L.R. 863 (S.C.). 

8rheBulkSa1'esAct, S.M. 1951, c. 5. 

9rhe Bulk S,!lles Act (Man.), s. 1. In some jurisdictions the "expanded" 
version was the definition incorporated into the original legislation, and no 
subsequent expansion of the definition was made: see, e.g . , The Bulk Sales 
Act, S.0. 1917, C. 33, S. 2. 

lOsee In Re St . Thomas Cabinets Ltd . (1921), 50 0 .L. R. 492, 61 0.L.R . 
487 (S.C.); Interlake Tissue Mills Ltd . V. Geo.rge Everall Co . Ltd. (1921), 
50 O.L.R. 165, 64 D.L. R. 206 (S.C.). 

11 



film distri bution 11contracts or package! motor coach 12tours, have been 

held niot to be within the meaning of sto1ck under bulk sales law. A sale of 

real property is also outside the scope of the Act. 

It should be noted that certain assets which are not within the 

definition of stock, may be caught collaterally by The Bulk sales Act . This 

can arise where a sale - consisting of both "bulk sales" assets and "non-bulk 

sales" assets - is set aside as a whole for breach of the Act as the Court is 

not willing to sever the bulk sales assets from those which are not; "the 

legal cannot be separated from the illegal." 13 

3. The Nature of the Bulk Sale Transactiom 

To constitute a bulk sale, not only must the vendor fall within one 

of the previously specified categories and the assets being transferred be 

within the statutory and judicial meaning of the term "stock", the sale must 

also take place under one of three circumstances. It must be one which is: 

(1) out of the usual course of business or trade of the vendor; 
(2) of substantially the entire stock of the vendor or; 
(3) of an interest in the business of the vendor.14 

llzn Rie United Exhibitors oE Canada (1924), 27 O.H.N. 142, [1924] 4 0. L.R. 
816 (S.C.). 

12simpson & Lane School Bus Ltd. v. Ma}estic Tours Ltrd. et al. (1986), 
44 Alta. L.R. (2d) 265 (Q.B.). 

13RoyaJ Bank oE Canada V. Meadow Sweet Dairies Limited et al., [1942] 3 
H.H.R. 289 (Alta . S.C.) at 293, where a sale of stock and equipment as well as 
real property was he1 d to be contrary to the Act. see also McMillan v. 
Jones, [1923] 2 H.H. R. 641 (Sask. C.A.). But see Canadian Credit Mens 
Trust Association V. Westerguard (1951),, 1 H.H.R. (N.S.) 822; [1951] 2 
D.L.R. 697 (Alta . C.A . ), where, in a mixed sale of land and chattels, the 
Court apportioned the consideration for the sa1 e between the two and va 1 i dated 
the sale of land but invalidated the sale of chattels . 

14TheJ9ulkSalesAct (Man.), S. 1. 
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The 1courts have determined that these provisions are to be read 

disjunctivel y . A sale of stock may not constitute a substantial part of a 

business and yet be outs i de the usual course of that business . For example, 

the sale of part of a business , 15 and the sale of a quantity of stock over a 
16period of months at prices below wholesale value., were found to be within 

the Act becausH they were sales made outside the usual course of dea1 i ng of 

the businesses . 

Sales of substantially the entire stock of the vendor, whether made 

inside or outside the ordinary course of a business, will be bulk sales within 

the meaning of the Act . No guidance was gi ven as to what constitutes a 

substantial port i on of stock, and the cases cons i dering this point are few. 

One case used the quantity of stock sold as t he indicia; however, it did not 

exclude the us,e of other criteria, such as the va1ue of stock so1d, in 

appropriate circumstances. 17 

The nneani ng to be ass i gned to the third phrase - of an interest in 

the business of the vendor - is unclear. What is clear i s that this interest 

does not mean the sale of a partnership interest in an enterprise, even where 

that enterpri sei is a vendor of inventory, For exa1mple, where a partner so1 d 

his share in a hardware firm, the Ontario Court of Appeal held that the sale 

was not of an interest in the business. 18 The piartner, not the firm, was 

the vendor and he sold his entire share in the business, not merely an 

15Interlake Ti:ssue Mills Ltd. v. George Everall Co. Ltd., supra n. 
10. This case involved a manufacturer of paper bags and enve 1 opes who sold 
the p 1 ant and machinery connected with the enve1ope branch of the business. 
But see Overl,md Towing Co. V. B. Howey Contractors Ltd. and Thompson 
(1982), 18 Alta . L.R. (2d) 351 (Q.B.) . 

16webber v. Hall (1921), 56 D.L. R. 253 (N . S.C.A . ). 

l7commercial Motor Bodies & Carriages Ltd . V . Perth Ltd . ( 1930), 65 
O.L.R. 383, [1930) 3 D. L.R. 617 (S.C . ). See also John Allan Ltd. Trustee 
v. T. Eaton Com;pany, Limited (1927) , 8 C.B.R. 497 (Que. K.B. App. Side). 

18McLennan v. F1Ulton (1921), 50 0 .L.R. 572, 64 0.L.H. 558 at 562 (C. A. ). 
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e"interest" in the business . The court perceived no threat to creditors in 

this situation as the partnership assets could still be sold for the 

partnership debts and the transfer of i nterest was only from the surplus after 

the payment of debts . 

The provision was also considered in the case of a sale of an entire 

creame!ry business "as a going concern" , includi ng "all interest and goodwill 

thereof" and equipment but no inventory. The sale was attacked for fai l ure to 

comp1 y with the Bulk Sales Act on the basis that it was the sale of an 
19intere!St of the vendor in his business. In addressing the plaintiff's 

argument, the Court stated: 

He! further contends that the words "an interest in the trade or 
buisiness" read in their ordinary sense means an i nterest in the 
"occupation" or "industry" of the manufacturer and not merely in the 
goods produced by the occupation or industry, and raw materi a 1 s from 
which they can be produced. If that were the meaning of the section 
it would lead to inconvenient and unforeseen results. I am bound in 
fixing upon the intention of the Le9i s 1 ature to view the Act as a 
whole and to construe the words in 1 i ght of the who1 e Act. The pl ant 
without any stock of goods which was manufactured in it or any other 
stock of goods was sold as a going1 concern . That is not a sale 
within the plain ordinary conception of a sa l e of a stock of goods, 
which is the kind of a sale to which the Act is intended to apply, 
and I hold, though with doubt, that the Act does not apply . 20 

Neither of these cases is particularly helpful in determining the 

meaning of "an interest in the business of the vendor" . We must conclude that 

the courts have failed to ascribe any independent meaning to the clause and it 

adds nothing to the two phrases which precede it. 

4. Transactions Excluded From The Bulk Sales Act 

As noted earlier, some transactions are implicity excluded from The 

sulk sales Act by virtue of the combined effect of the Act ' s definitions; for 

19Norris v. McKenzie (1933), 6 M.P.R. 556 , [1933] 3 D. L.R. 713 
(N.S.S.C.) . 

20[1933] 3 O.L.R. 713 at 715-716 (N .S.S.C.). 
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example, transfers made by proprietors in most service industries are not 

included . 

The Act also explicitly excludes transactions involving: 

(a) sales by executors, administrators, receivers, assignees or 
trustees, where the sale is for the benefit of creditors; 

( b) sa1es by authorized trustees under the Bankruptcy Act, 
official receivers or liquidators and public officials acting 
under judicial process; 

(c) sales by wholesale traders or merchants; 

(d) assignments by traders or merchants for the general benefit of 
creditors. 21 

The rationale for excluding persons in fiduciary positions and those 

acting pursuant to judicial order seems clear; in these cases, other legal 

duties and sanictions operate to prevent abuses and there is no threat of 

unchecked danger to creditors. However , the same ,cannot be said of the third 

exclusion - wholesalers - and the reason for their special status is puzzling 

and open to speculation. 

Two other exclusions from the Act arise implici tly by virtue of the 

term "sale" and the judicial interpretation of th.at term. The granting of a 

chattel mortgage, debenture or other security interest, whether for new 

consideration 1:>r to secure an antecedent debt, is apparently not a "sale" 

within the meaning of the Act. Also, transfer by a secured party pursuant to 

a right to sal,e under a security agreement is not a bulk sale by the secured 
22party and is not within the scope of the Act. 

21xheBulkSale•sAct (Man.) , S. 3. 

22Dcinkle V. Regal Shoe Co. L td., Endacott and Rae (1914), 7 H.H. R. 194 
(B.C .S.C.) . See also Lamontagne v. Tremblay, (1922) 23 O.H.N. 192, 
(H.C. Div.); .E:x Pacte Canada Metal Co.: Re McIntyre , [1925] 2 D. L. R. 889 
(Ont . H.C .); Ogilvie Flour Mills Co . V. Empire Bakery Ltd . , [1931] 2 
W.W. R. 766 (Sask. C.A . ). 
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~reditors Protected by The Bulk Sales Act er 
cl 

The Act defines "creditor" as: wa 
ve 

. a person to whom the vendor of stock is indebted, whether or not duthe debt is due, and includes a surety and the endorser of a 
promissory note or bill of exchange who would, upon payment by him of pa
the debt, promissory note or bi 11 of exchange in respect of which the 
suretyshi p was entered into or the endorsement was given, become a er 
creditor of such vendor.23 

Several points should be noted about this broad definition. The Act ro 
is not restricted to creditors who have actually supplied the vendor with the ro 
goods which are the subject matter of the bulk sale. All creditors of the 
vendor potenti a 11 y are covered: tr,ade and non-trade, 24 secured and 

ri 
co 

unsec1ured. Thus, a sole proprietor's credit card company, which extends 
credit for personal purchases, is protected in the same way as are the 

.L. 
proprietor"s inventory suppliers. Persons with unliquidated claims for 
damages in tort or breach of contract are not within the scope of the Act, 25 

but it would appear that creditors who have obtained judgment for such claims th 
are i included. 26 

st 
er 

L__Qf:ERATION OF THE BULK SALES ACT th 
in 

Having identified the scope of the Act, we will now consider how the er 
Act operates to fulfil its purpose. The• general scheme is as fo11 ows: the 
vendor is required to furnish to the purchaser an itemized list of his 

st 
di 
gr23The Bulk Sales Act (Man.), S, 1. 

24warner et al. V. Graham et al., (1946] 2 D.L.R. 277 (B.C .S.C.); 
Montreal Abattoirs v. Picotte (1917), 52 Que. S.C. 373. 

25pizzolati S Chittaro Manufacturing Co. Ltd. V. May et al. (1972), 26 27 
D.L.R. (3d) 274. (Ont. C.A. ) . The Court placed some reliance on the American Di 
judicial interpretation of "creditor" unider the Uniform Commercial Code and, 
as we,l l, on the meaning of that term, as understood in the context of other 28. 
debtor-creditor legislation . See also Commercial Motor Bodies s Carriages Da 
Ltd. V. Perth Ltd., supra n. 17. Ct 

18 
26showers v. Lewiss Rialto Hat Stores (1933), 71 Que. S.C. 485 . 
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creditors; uponi receipt of the list, the purchaser must ensure that the 

claims of the named creditors are dealt with satisfactorily - in one of three 

ways provided by the Act - before advancing th!! purchase monies to the 

vendor. Thus, both vendor and purchaser are assigIned special and distinct 

duties designed to protect the interests of creditors. The fai1 ure of either 

party to fulfil properly his own duties will trigger the remedies available to 

creditors under the Act: the right to block or to set aside a sale . 

In this part, the operational aspects of The Bulk Sales Act - the 

roles assigned to vendor and purchaser and judi ci a 1 interpretation of these 

roles - wil 1 be examined. The effects of non-compliance with the Act, and the 

rights and remedies that bulk sales law affords creditors will also be 

considered . 

1. The Duties of the Vendor 

Sectioni 5 of the Act provides that upon demand from the purchaser, 

the vendor is re,quired to furnish to him a written statement, verified by a 

statutory declaration, containing the names and addresses of the vendor ' s 

creditors, together with the amounts owing, payab1 e or accrui ng due to each of 

them. As discussed previously, all creditors of the bulk seller must be 

included, not simply creditors of the business of the seller27 or the 

creditors who supplied the assets which are now the subject matter of the sale. 

The r1~spons i bil ity for the completeness and accuracy of the 

statement and due1 ara ti on rests with the vendor. As we wi 11 see in our 

discussion of the duties of the purchaser, this reliance on the vendor has a 

great impact on the effectiveness of the Act. 28 

27rhompson V . l?ichardson (1967), 61 D.L.R. (2d) 162 (Alta. S.C . App . 
Div . ). See also supra n. 24. 

28Attorney-Genera l of Canada V. Bulletin Public,:1.tions Limited and The 
Dauphin Herald Company (1976) Ltd. (1979) , 3 Man. R. (2d) 14, at 23 (Co . 
Ct.). See also Bank of Nova Scotia v. Landry (1974), 10 N.B.R. (2d) 
186, 4 A.P. R. 186 (S.C.). 
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As a second requirement, before! the completion of a bulk sale the b1 

seller must either pay all his creditors in full or obtain written consents or t i 

waivers of the provisions of the Act fronn sixty per cent of his creditors in i • 

both number and value of claims exceeding fifty do11 ars as shown by the o' 

written statement.29 The courts require the "clearest proof" that this P1 

30provision was complied with before the sale was completed. 

In the event that clause (c) •- written consent of creditors - is t 

chosen as the means for compliance, the purchase price must be paid to a d 

trust1!e who is then responsible for distributing the proceeds for the general 

benef'i t of a11 creditors in accordance wii th the provisions of the Bankruptcy 

Act. 3•1 

2...,__JJ1e Duties of the Purchaser 

As discussed, upon demand from the purchaser, the vendor is required 

to furnish a statement of creditors, supported by a statutory declaration. 

The purchaser's corresponding duty is to make a request for that statement and 

decla1ration. The purchaser may not pay te> the vendor any part of the purchase 

prtce (except a deposit not exceeding fifty dollars), or give a promissory 

note or security for the purchase price or part thereof, or execute any 

conve:yance or encumbrance of the property until he has received the required 
32statement and declaration from the vendor. C 

0 
Although the payment of a deposit exceeding $50.00 accompanying an 

offer to purchase a business is precluded (a fact that would surprise most 

29rhe Bulk Sales Act (Man.), s. 5. 

30wa1ter v. Leduc Lumber Co. (1915), 8 H.l~.R. 360 (Alta. S.C.). 3 

3lrhe Bulk Sales Act (Han . ), ss . 6-8 . 3 

32rhe Bulk. Sales Act (Man.), s. 4(1)-41(4) . The request for the statement 3 
must be made, not only where the purcha1ser knew that the sale was one which s 
fe11 within The Bulk. Sales Act , but al s,o where he ought to have known that 
the :sale was within the ambit of the Act . See Herman v. Sit Hing Fung, 3 
[1953) l D.L.R. 507 (B.C.S.C.). ( 
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business peop1 e and 1 awyers), the Briti sh Col umbia Court of Appeal has he 1 d 
that upon their readi ng of the Act as a whole, a vi olat i on of this subsection 
is not a violat ion of a "provis ion of t he Act" as contemplated by section 10 
of the Act. 33 Accordingly, non- compliance with this provision does not 
permit an aggrieved creditor to avai l himself of the Act ' s remedial provisions . 

Once a purchaser has requested a statemt~nt and a declarat ion from 
the vendor, h'is further obl igations are very limited. As regards the 
declaration: 

A11 the purchaser is required to do is to get a1 dee 1 a ration in proper
form; he does not become the guarantor of the vendor's veracity, and 
a perjurous declaration will not avoid the sale if it is in proper 
form .. . .34 

In a simi lar vein, as long as the form of the statement of creditors 
35is in compliance with the Act , 

. . . the purchaser, having demanded and receii ved from the vendor a 
written statement verified by the statutory declaration of the vendor 
in the form prescribed by the statute, free fr,om any defects in form 
and free from any collusion between vendor and purchaser resulting i n 
an incomplete or false written statement, is not liable on account of 
a false or incomplete statement made by the vendor. The statute, it 
seems to me , declares firstly the duty of the purchaser and then the 
duty of the vendor , each distinct from the other .36 

Consequently, ;although a statement or declaration may have errors or 
omissions , a creditor ' s right to pursue remedies for non-compliance under the 

33Awram v. Bruni~ . [1950] 2 W.W . R. 282 (B .C.C.A. ) . 

34warner et al. V. Graham et al., [1946] 2 O.L.R. 277 at 279 (B .C.S.C. ) . 

35rhe Bulk. SalEis Act (Man . ) , 
statement and the dec laration ; 

Schedule A, sets out a permitted form 
s. 4(2) sets out the required contents . 

for the 

36Paddon v. McFarland 
(A lta. Dis .Ct . ) .. 

and McFarland and Goldbe·rg , [1930] 3 W.W . R. 632 
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Act wil l be restricted where the purchaser has no knowledge of those errors or 
omi ss i ems . In such cases, a creditor may pursue any remedies which may be 
available against the vendor under contra.ct or under statute, such as The 

Fraudu;tent Conveyances Act, but no cause of action lies against the purchaser 
(or th1~ vendor) under The Bulk. Sales Act. 

The rationale for limiting the purchaser's liability in this way can 
be explained as fol lows: 

If a purchaser had to embark on an inquiry in depth and at his peril
should miss out a creditor, then there would be no end of risk for an 
honest purchaser .37 

However, the purchaser is not allowed to turn a blind eye to 
substanti a 1 defects in the form of the statement or the dee 1 a ration. For 
exampll~. in a recent case from British Columbia , the County Court noted that, 
in the circumstances at hand: 

To me it is more than a matter of form that the document omits any 
men ti on that the vendor is a corporation, omits any description of 
the capacity of the person taking the oath, and of ultimate 
importance omits that the deponent held a persona1 knowledge of the 
matters set forth in the statement of creditors .. 

. . . Under these circumstances I hold the purchaser can 
gain no protection from this faulty document.38 

In cone1us ion, the responsi bi 1 i ty for the comp1etenes s and accuracy 
of the statement of creditors and supporting declaration rests with the 

37Larosa Food Importing & Distributing Ltd . V. Mel-J Holding Ltd. 
(1981), 33 B.C. L.R . 113 at 119 (Co. Ct.). 

38zd. at 120. The court's willingness to set this sale aside, however , 
may well be explained by their statement that,

[iln a very real sense the question here is which of the two innocent 
parties must bear the burden of the f raudulent act of the third person now 
out of the country. Under the circumstances at bar the consequences must 
~~: ':)~<;)'u\<ii,i<i \)':f t~i Q.."'\)i\ \ant (\)l.1'fthaser1 '«ho fa\ \ed to obta.\n the 
s;afeguard of a va1id statement and affidavit. 
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vendor. The purchaser has no duty to inquire behi' nd the statement . As 1ong 

as it and the declaration are substantially in the correct form, the purchaser 

wi 11 be free from 1 i abi 1ity. From analysis of the reported decisions, it is 

apparent that the circumstances where the form of ,a statement or a declaration 

will be callE!d into question and the purcha.ser held responsible are 

extraordinary and rare. 

3. The Effect of Non-Compliance with the Statutory Requirements 

The ,consequences of non-compliance with The Bulk sales Act are 

that the sale will be deemed fraudulent and void as against the vendor"s 

creditors, and every payment or transfer made on account of the purchase price 

wi 11 be deemed fraudu1ent and void as between the purchaser and the vendor's 
39creditors . •~here the purchaser has taken possi~ssion of any of the stock 

in bulk, he wi 11 be personally liable to account to the creditors for the 

value of the stock, including any proceeds received by him from the subsequent 

disposition of any of the stock. .40 

The vendor's creditors are given the power to set aside a bulk sale, 

as fraudulent ;and void as between the purchaser ,and themselves, and to hold 

the purchaser 1 i ab 1 e for the vendor's debts. A 1 though the term "void" is 

used , the courts have consistently held this to mean "voidable" . One 

explanation offered for this interpretation is that: 

It is now common ground between the parties that in the Bulk Sales 
Act the word "void" means "voidable" only and that a sale made 
without compliance with the Act is valid Unless and until the 
creditors e>f the vendor elect to have it set aside . The fact that 
the Act avoids the sale only as against the vendor's creditors 
i ndi cates il.n intention on the part of the 1E!gi s 1 ature that on the 
sale of property in the goods shall pass, subject to the right of the 

39The Bulk Sales Act (Man.), S, 9(1) . 

40The Bulk Sales Act (Man.), s. 9(2). 
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creditors to have the sale set aside as fraudulent against them.41 

Aside from the contractual and statutory remedies available to 
creditors against a fraudulent vendor who prepares an incorrect statement and 
falsely swears a declaration to that statement, the vendor also may be liable 
to criminal prosecution for swearing a false affidavit. 42 

4. Proceedings to Attack a Bulk Sale 

Proceedings to set aside a sale muist be instituted within six months 
43from the date of the completion of the sa.1 e. There is some authority for 

the proposition that the sale, if successfuilly attacked by creditors, is void 
only as against those creditors who bring actions within the prescribed 
time. 44 However, the more widely held view is that an action to set aside a 
bulk sale should be treated as one brought on behalf of or for the benefit of 
all creditors. 45 "All creditors" in this context, includes creditors as 
defined by the Act - persons to whom the vendor of stock is indebted at the 
time of the sale - and is not limited to only those who are listed on the 
vendor's statement of creditors . 

l 

A sale under The Bulk Sales Act may be rendered void by a creditor 
in one M two ways. First, an action for a declaration that the sale should 

41Re Crouse; Garson v. Can. Credit. Men's Trust. Ass'n,. [1929] 3 D.L.R. 
300 at 302. See also D'Amours V. Darve,!lu, [1934] l D.L.R. 65 (S.C.C.); 
Allen v. Patterson (1925), 57 O.L.R. 287 (C.A.) ; Draper V. Jackson 
(1916), 26 Man. R. 165, 26 D.L.R. 319 (C.A .). 

42crimi.nal code, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. C-46, s. 133. The swearing of a false 
affidavit is an indictable offence, punishable by imprisonment for up to 14 
years. 

43The Bulk Sales Act. (Man.) , s. 11. 

44Draper V. Jackson, supra n. 41 . 

45niggins v. Elliot. (1922), 65 D.L.IL 154 (N . S . C . A . ) ; Drinkle V. 

Regal Shoe Co. , supra n. 22, InterlaJte Tissue Mills Co. V. George 

Everall Co., supra n. 10. 
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be set aside as fraudulent and void may be instituted; this would be the 

usua1 course of ,action. Second, the sa1e may be vo·i ded by a creditor dealing 

with the subject matter of the sa1e in such a way as to show an intent to 

avoid the transaction. 46 This action may be as follows : 

.. . the creditor in this case was entitled to avoid the sales and 
it did so by levying on the goods under execution. There could not 
be a more unmistakeabl e way for the creditor to manifest its 
intention to attack the sales. It has long been the practice i n this 
Court to attack a fraudulent or voi dable sale or conveyance 
collateral l y in this way. It is not necessary that a direct action 
shall be instituted for the purpose .47 

The propriety of this manner of proceeding is also i mplicitly 

recognized in section 11, which in addition provides that, in an action to set 

aside a bulk sale , the burden of proof lies with the purchaser. 

In a proceeding wherein a sale in bulk is attacked or comes i n 
question, whether directly or collaterally, the burden of proof 
that this Act has been complied with is upon the person upholding the 
sale in bulk. [emphasis addedJ48 

This cioncl udes our discussion of the scope and operation of The 

Bulk Sales Act . In the next Chapter , we undertake ,i criti ca1 ana1ys is of the 

provisions of thE! Act and identify some compe11 i ng reasons for major overhaul 

of the Act. 

46xhe Bulk Sales Act (Man . ), s . 9(3). 

41webber V . H.all, Arano££ V. Hall , Mosher V. Hall (1921), 56 
D.L.R. 253 (N .S.C.A . ) . But see Draper V. Jackson, SU:Pra n. 41 . 

4Bxhe Bulk Sales Act (Man . ), S. 10. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EVALUATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE BULK SALES ACT 

Having detailed the provisions of the Act in the previous Chapter, 
we will now consider the problems associated with both the scope and operation 
of The Bulk Sales Act. In particular, w1? will note the irrational coverage 
provided by the Act and the ineffective practical application of the 
legislation. These problems are addressed, not in isolation, but in the 
context of the purpose of the Act: the prevention or deterrence of business 
people from liquidating their assets and absconding with the proceeds without 
making appropriate arrangements for the payment of creditors. 

A. SCOPE OF THE ACT 

1. The Scope of Vendors Covered 

The types of vendors whose sal 1es may be covered by The Bulk sales 

Act are historically based; they are the vendors who were perceived as 
threats to creditors nearly a century ago. Although the reasons for including 
certain vendors and excluding others may have been legitimate at that time, 
they may no longer be sustainable today. 

The Bulk Sales Act is confiined in scope to vendors who are 
retai 1 ers or manufacturers of tangi b 1 e goods and to a few specified service 
businesses. Excluded are wholesale merchants, most service enterprises, 
persons in positions of trust, such as fiduciaries, and those acting pursuant 
to judicial authority. However, the omission of both wholesalers and service 
bus i ne,sses from the ambit of the Act is harder to support as the hi stori ca1 
rationale for their exclusion has probably disappeared. Very few service 
busine,sses operated in the early 19OO's 'When members of the credit industry 
were lobbying for bulk sales legislation; those that did were small and no 
significant threat to creditors. But the growth of the service sector in this 
centuT"y calls into question the exclusion of this industry from bulk sales 
legislation. Likewise, the exclusion of wholesalers from The Bulk Sales Act 
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- the historical reasons for which are unclear - is difficult to justify in a 

modern day context . 

Current explanations which attempt to support the narrow scope of 

vendors covered by bulk sales legislation belie th1e reality of modern credit 

transactions . For example, Article Six of the American Uniform Commercial 

Code, which deals with bulk sales. regulates a class of businesses similar to 

that of our Act . The official Comment to the Arti c 1 t? provides this reason for 

its scope: 

While some bulk sales risk exists in the excluded businesses, they 
have in common the fact that unsecured credit is not commonly 
extended on the faith of a stock of merchandise.1 

Critics of the American bulk sales legislation do not accept this 

explanation: 

This is simply not true . Restaurants. hote l s, cleaners and virtually 
all other types of service enterprise necessarily do incur unsecured 
credit in substantial quantities for supplies, merchandise, and 
services which are used , consumed, and i n many instances, resold in 
the course of the service operation. The suppliers of these services 
are no more readily ab1 e to obtain security for their debts than are 
trade creditors of ordinary businesses; they are entitled to the same 
protection agai nst sales in bulk.2 

Indeed, although credit may not be extended to all businesses on "the faith of 

a stock of merchandise" , credit terms are available to most commercial 

establishments o,n the basis of the cash flow of the ongoing business, 3 and 

on "the overall financial ability, integrity, and stability" of the business 
4 

as a customer. Even more important to the business that is considering 

extending credit may be the hea1th of its own operations, rather than that of 

the potential customer's operations. 

luniform Commercial Code §6-102, Official Comment 2 (1986). 

2Louis W. Levit, "Bulk Transfers - Stepchild of The Uniform Commercial 
Code?" (1971), 46 Notre Dame Law. 694, 696 . 

3oonald J. Rapson , "Uniform Commercial Code Article 6: Should It Be Revised 
or 'Deep-Sixed'?"' (1983), 38 Bus . Law. 1753, 1757. 

4Levit, supra n. 2, at 696. 
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IndHed, in many industries and except for rather 1 arge amounts, there a 
are many 
spec:i fi c 
creditor 

indications that trade creditors pay little attention to the 
assets of the debtor to whom credit is extended . A trade 
is often more concerned with his own commercial vi abi 1 i ty 

a 

a 
and profit margin than specifically addressing the asset size of his 
debtor . Moreover, a si gnifi cant vo1ume of trade credit is extended 
involuntarily, such as when a carrier fails to collect on a C.0.0 . 

p 

cha1rge or 
funds . 5 

a customer"s check is dishonored for lack of sufficient 

t 
If unsecured credit may be extende,d to a11 businesses, regardless of f 

the type of operation, why should certain types of businesses, and protection t 

from those businesses, be omitted from the Act? One possible explanation is d 

that there is inherent risk to creditors of the excluded businesses - c 

retai 1 ers and manufacturers who dea1 in an inventory or stock of goods. c 

Implicit in this assumption is the view that there is something i nherent in 

the nature of the economy, or in the naturE! of these businessmen, which makes 

their creditors more vulnerable to fraudul1!nt dispositions of assets. We find p 

this argument difficult to accept . And indeed, a 

m 
[tlhe factors which originally might have justified singling out the 
particular types of businesses covered . . . no longer appear to 
exist. It is doubtful that there are any empirical data b 
demonstrating that the current economii: disruption is more likely to 
have a disastrous effect 
other businesses . 6 

on these particular businesses than on any 
s 

Accordingly, the distinctions drawn betwee,n different businesses by The Bulk. 

Sales Act and the narrow scope of businesses covered by the Act appear to be 
a 

without adequate justification in the modern commercial context. 
m 

p 
2. The Scope of the Subject Matter Covered b 

a 
Generally, the assets which may be the subject of a bulk sale are s 

goods, wares and chattels produced, sold or used in the operations by a 
i 

business. The selection of these assets to be included in The Bulk Sales 
bl 

Act reflects the same thinking which excluded businesses which do not deal in 
y1 

t 1 

Soon L. Baker, "Bulk Transfers Act - Patch, Bury or Renovate?" (1983), 38 
Bus. Law. 1771, 1779-80. 

6Rapson, supra n. 3, at 1758. UI 
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a stock of merchandise: the focus of the Act is on the bulk sale of tangible 

assets. But as we have seen, businesses which deal in an inventory of assets 

are not the only ones which purchase on credit; all commercial establishments 

potentially may do so. 

The cionfi nement of the Act to the sa1e of stock ignores the fact 

that sales of other assets in bulk may al so pose a threat to creditors ; in 

fact, any transaction which diminishes the assets of a business is a potential 

threat to the a.bi 1ity of creditors to co11 ect their accounts . Arguab1y, a 

disposition of intangibles or real property in such a magnitude as to 

constitute a significant diminishment of the assets of a business should be 

covered by bulk sales law . 

For example, i ntangibles such as accounts receivable, goodwill , 

patents and copyrights may constitute the major portion of a business's 

assets . The sa·1e of the bulk of the accounts recei vab1e of a 1umber company 

may pose as great a threat to creditors as the sale of the bulk of the 

inventory - the lumber - of that company. The sale of lumber would be covered 

by The Bulk sales Act but the sa1e of recei vab1es would not. This seems 

inexplicable and may, in effect , provide an opportunity for businesses to 

structure their commercial deals in such ways as to avoid the Act . 

Even i n the absence of the sale of a business per se, such 

arrangements as described above, conducted in the 1norma1 course of business, 

may adversely affect creditors. For example, the sale of real property, as 

part of the sa1e of a business or in the course of the activities of a 

business, such as a developer, may pose a threat to creditors who have 

advanced goods ()r services in reliance on the totall assets of the business. 

Similarly, the mortgaging of property , real or personal, to secure antecedent 

indebtedness may entai1 a significant change in the credi tworthi ness of a 

business to the detriment of creditors who have a 1 ready extended credit ; and 

yet, creditors do not receive notice of or protection against such 

transactions under The Bulk Sales Act. 

The transfer of assets in settlement of a debt is another 

transaction which reduces, without notice, the pool of assets available to 

unsecured creditors ; but this too is not covered by lbulk sales legislation. 
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From this discussion, it is apparnnt that the transfer of tangible 

assets is not the only evil to be guarded against; the disposition of a 

substantial portion of a business, however made up or conducted, may involve a 

significant change in the creditworthiness of a business . The narrow scope of 

the assets covered by The Bulk sales Act fails to take this into account . 

3. The Scope of Creditors Covered 

The Bulk Sales Act covers all creditors of the included business 

vendors. No di sti ncti on is made between trade and non-trade creditors or 

between secured and unsecured creditors. 

Non-trade creditors are those who extend credit to the proprietor or 

to the pa.rtners of a business for personal goods unrelated to the operation of 

the business , as, for example , for the purchase of a television on a 

department store account . It may be arguE!d, on the one hand , that these 

creditors should not receive the protection of bulk sales law. They extend 

credit in reliance on the creditworthiness of the businessman in his personal 

capacity., not in his commerci a 1 capacity. 

On the other hand , it may be argued equally that non-trade creditors 

rely on both the persona 1 and commerci c!l 1 assets of a businessman in 

determinfog his creditworthiness . And, indeed, the businessman who chooses 

not to i incorporate his business is aware tha.t his persona 1 assets are open to 

the claims of trade creditors, as are his business assets open to the claims 

of non-trade creditors. Accordingly , it may not be advisable to draw a 

distinctfon between trade and non-trade creditors for the purposes of bulk 

sales law. Both kinds of cr editors may reqiuire the protection of the law as 

they both may rely on the creditworthi nes;s of the business enterprise in 

extending credit . 

The failure of The Bulk Sales Act to distinguish between secured 

and unse!cured creditors may be more troublesome as the rights of secured 
1

creditors are already covered by The Personal Property security Act . 

7The Personal Property Security Act , C. C.S.M. c. P35. 
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Through a system of registration, interests in collateral are "perfected" or 
validated as against third parties; the Act provides rules for determining the 
priorities among creditors, generally according to the ti me of registration. 
A secured party has, as protection against default, an interest in particular 
property of the debtor and the power to realize on that collateral in 
satisfaction of a claim. Protection against a sale made out of the ordinary 
course of businiess, such as a bulk sale of collateral , is afforded the secured 
party by section 50 of the Act. It provides that where a debtor, with or 
without the consent of the secured party, transfers his interest in 
co11 atera 1 , the transferee becomes the debtor and the secured party retains 
interest in the co11 ateral upon registration of not:i ce of that interest within 
specified times. Thus, a security interest in p1ffsonal property cannot be 
destroyed simplly by transferring the property; the secured party may, in 
effect, cause the interest in the property to follow•. 

As a result, the secured creditor does not need to rely on the 
provisions of 1.'he Bulk Sales Act . In the event of a fraudulent bulk sale, 
the creditor retains the right to seize the collateral, now in the hands of 
the purchaser (assuming this right was retained in the security agreement), 
and may sell it in full or partial satisfaction of a claim. And, in fact, 
even though Thi? Bulk sales Act is said to operate for the benefit of an 

creditors, wherie a purchaser is held accountab1e under The Bulk sales Act 

for the sale p,ri ce of assets transferred in contravention of the Act , the 
rights of general creditors under The Bulk Sales- Act wi 11 be subject to 
those of secured creditors under The Personal'. Property Security Act . 

General creditors will collect only after the claims of secured parties have 
been satisfied. Thus, The Bulk Sales Act offers no additional re1i ef or 

8safeguards to most secured creditors . 

Bsee Rapson, supra n. 3, at 1760-61 for commEmtary on similar results 
under Articles 6 & 9 of the Uniform Commercial CodE?. But The Bulk Sales Act 
may afford som1~ relief to secured creditors whe,re the proceeds from the 
disposition of the security interest are insuffi cient to satisfy the actual 
credit advanced on that security. 
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4. The Transactions Covered by the Act 

It will be recalled that only threl! types of transactions are caught 

by The ,Bulk Sales Act: those made "out of the usual course of business"; 

those consti tuti ng "substantially the enti re1 stock of the vendor"; and those 

involving a sale of "an interest in the business" . Each of these has been the 

subject of judicial interpretation but no clear definitions have been 

establislhed . Likewise, with the interpretation of similar provis i ons under 

the Uniform Commercial Code, one commentator has noted: 

The question as to which transfers fa"ll within the ambit of bulk 
transfer law has been one of the most widely litigated and 
controversial issues under Article 6.9 

Due to the ambiguity of these terms, those who must comply with or rely on 

them ar e often left in the difficult position of determining whether The Bulk 

Sales Act applies to their situation. 

The problem with the ambiguity of these terms can be i llustrated by 

way of example. For instance, a vendor may dispose of an asset , such as a 

piece of equipment, in a one-time sale which is clearly out of the usual 

course of his business. That transaction would be caught by The Bulk Sales 

Act irrespective of the actual value of the equipment or its value in 

relation to the other assets of the busin,~ss. We doubt that a vendor would 

realize that he must comply with the provisions of the Act . Should such an 

ins i gni fi cant sa1 e be the subject of buH: sa1es 1aw? We think not. The 

qualitative nature of the phrase "out of the usual course" leads to anomalous 

results which could not have been within the contemplation of the drafters of 

the legislation. 

9saker, supra n. 5, at 1782. 
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Similarly, the provision "of substantial'ly the ent i re stock" lacks 

specificity. AHhough the term "substantially" connotes a quantitative test, 

the criteria anid standard to be used in applying this test are unclear. For 

examp1 e, the te1s t may be based upon a percentage of the quantity of stock 

transferred in relation to the entire stock of merchandise. On the other 

hand, it may be dependent upon the value of the assets sold as compared with 

the total value, of all the assets of the business . In the latter case, the 

uncertainty is further compounded by the variety of ways in which assets may 

be va1 ued: book value, fair market va1ue or actua 1 purchase price of the 

assets. With e'ither test, quantity or value, the actual percentage of assets 

which will satisfy the requirement of "substantially" is also uncertain . 

Prob1E!ms a 1 so arise insofar as the phrases "out of the ordi nary 

course" and "substantially the entire stock" are to be read disjunctively. 

For example, an anomalous result arises where the bulk of the assets of an 

enterprise or the enterprise itself is sold where it is but one business in a 

chain under common ownersh i p. This sa1 e would be caught by the provisions of 

the Act as a sale outside the ordinary course of the business of the vendor. 

Yet, in this instance, the bulk sale would not pose a threat to creditors as 

they could look to the assets of the rest of the chain for satisfaction of 

their accounts. 

Finally, the ambiguity of the transactions covered by The Bulk 

sales Act is apparent when any attempt is made to give meaning to the phrase 

"an interest in the business". As we saw in our previous discussion of the 

jurisprudence om this point, the courts have failed to agree on the meaning of 

this provision . They have ruled out its applicability to the transfer of a 

portion of a business, as for example where one partner buys out the shares of 

another, and having done so, have left the phrase with little, if any, 

meaning. One is 1eft to wonder how vendors, purclhasers and creditors a 1 i ke 

are to recognize when The Bulk Sales Act will apply to a particular 

transaction and. accordingly, when their rights and obligations under the Act 

will arise. 
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s. Conclusion - The Scope of the Act Is Irrational 

The scope of The Bulk Sales Act is irrational. The vendors 

covered by the Act reflect historical considerations which are no longer 

justifiE!d, and the arguments for continuingI to exclude some businesses, such 

as senl'ice establishments and wholesalers, are unconvincing. Further, the 

inclusi on of transactions involving only tangible personal property - also 

rooted in an antiquated vi ew of the structuire of the business community - only 

ser ves to compound the problems with the scope of the Act. Similarly, the 

inclusion of secured creditors within the purview of bulk sales law and the 

ambi guity of the provisions dea11 ng with the transactions covered by the Act 

further contribute to the confus i on . The problems with the scope of the Act, 

taken together with the ineffectiveness of the operation of the Act in 

practic1e, discussed next, seriously call into question how effective The Bulk 

Sales A,ct is in protecting the interests of creditors . 

B. OPEIRATION OF THE ACT 

1. Duties of the Vendor and Purchaser 

The most unique feature of The s1ulk Sales Act is the mechanism it 

employs to give the creditors of a bulk sale vendor notice of the sale before 

it takes place. This advance notice is designed to give creditors an 

opportunity to demand full payment of outstanding accounts before the purchase 

price is paid to the vendor. It also serves to give notice to creditors of a 

change in ownership where the sale consists of the whole operation of a 

business. This information will be of valu1e to creditors in assessing whether 

and on what terms they should extend credlit to the new owners but is really 

only a secondary benefit to the provision of advance notice. The notice 

allows creditors to ensure that the vendor does not abscond with the proceeds 

of salE! before their claims are satisfied. This assurance comes from the 

power given to creditors under the Act to block a sale where all claims have 

not beein paid in full or where creditors with claims representing sixty per 

cent of all claims, in number and amount,, have not waived the provisions of 

the Act or consented to the sale. This is the theory behind the operation of 

The Bulk Sales Act; the reality is quite different. 
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The difference between theory and practi ice arises from the actua1 

effect of the allocation of duties between vendor and purchaser and the nature 

of those duties. The vendor is required to furnish the purchaser with a list 

of all his creditors, supported by a statutory declaration. The duties of the 

purchaser are to, request that list, ensure that it is in the proper form and 

secure the vendor's assurance that the cred itors on that list have either been 

paid in full or have given the necessary waivers or consents to the sale . The 

purchaser must pcffform these-.i;,b1i gati ons before he advances the purchase price 

to the vendor. 

It is apparent that the primary responsi bi 1iti es under The Bulk 

Sales Act are allocated to the vendor who, in effect, sets the bulk sales 

machinery in mo,tion by supplying the list of creditors. The purchaser"s 

duties stem from this and are wholly dependent upon the nature of this 

i ni ti ati ve taken by the vendor. Herein lies the f,1tal fl aw of the operati on 

of the Act. 

A vendor who is intent on defrauding his creditors by se11 i ng off 

his goods in bulk and absconding with the proceeds may effectively avoid the 

provisions of 2·he Bulk Sales Act in several Wctys. He may supply the 

purchaser with a false bulk sales declaration indicating that he has no 

creditors. Havfog secured the list and ensured tlhat it is in the correct 

form, the purchaser win have fulfflled his responsibi1ities and is under no 

obligation to ·1ook behind the list and check the veracity of the vendor's 

information. 

r,. 1/endor may also get around the Act by furnishing a list whi ch is 

incomplete as to the number of creditors outstanding or t~e amou~ts owing • . If 

the required waivers or consents based upon that false information were g1~en 
there would be no further obligation on his part to confirm 

to the purehaser , h ld y the 
- In both these cases the purchaser in good fait cou pa

these det a1 1s .. • . 
vendor and would not incur liability for the c 1aims of cred1 tors who were 

unable to asse?rt their claims against the now absent vendor. 

fraudulently by complying only partiallybehave 

As Only S,·xty per cent in number and amount of creditors are 
A vendor may al so 

with the Act. 
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required to waive or consent to a sale, only that percentage need be notified 
of a sa 1 e. The ot her forty per cent of creditors need not receive notice. 
The effect of thi s is that a vendor may abscond with these creditors' portions 
of the proceeds of sa 1 e and yet be in fu11 comp1i ance with The BulJr. sales 

Act. 

It is worth noting in this discussion of notice provisions that, 
even i f creditors receive notice of a sale, the details of that notice may be 
insuff i cient to base a decision on whether to consent to the sale or waive the 
provisions of the Act . The BulJr. sales Act provides no requirement as to the 
content of the notice to be given to creditors and arguably, without adequate 
i nforma ti on, the advance notice to creditors is 1ittl e better than no notice 

at a11 . 

2. Rights and Remedies of Creditors 

A transaction conducted in contravention of the Act will be voidable 
as aga,nst cred,tors, and every payment made on account of the purchase pr\ce 
will be voidable as between creditors and the purchaser . Also, the purchaser 
wil 1 be accountab 1 e to the creditors for the purchase price of the assets

10
regardless of whether there has been a sale to a subsequent purchaser. 

Although the rights of creditors are sufficiently clear, the methods 
by which creditors may assert those rights are 1 ess c 1 ear. Section 9 of the 
Act appears to recognize two ways that creditors may assert their rights: "In 
an action brought, or proceedings had or taken • • • to set aside or have 
declared void a sale in bulk" or by way of "a seizure of the stock in the 
possession of the purchaser ... under judicial process" . These phrases 
refer to remedi a 1 actions based on dee1 a ration and execution. But they are 
references only, and the Act is parti cul arl y vague as to the extent to which 
execution may be relied upon by creditors in asserting their rights. The 
courts have held that a creditor may chal lenge a bulk sale by executing 

lOThe Bullr. Sales Act (Man . ), s. 9(1) and 9(3). 
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against the goocis in the possession of the purchaser , 11 but without a 

declaration that the sale is void, it is doubtful that merely executing on the 

goods would bring into play the sections of the Act dealing with the 

distribution of proceeds to al l creditors. 

As a final note on the remedies availabl,~ to creditors under The 

Bulk Sales Act, the six-month limitation period in which to enforce remedies 

causes some problems. The period is short, particularly in light of the fact 

that it runs from the date of completion of the sale, as opposed to the date 

that creditors b1ecome aware of the sa1 e. The former date provides greater 

certainty to the vendor and purchaser, but at the expense of the creditors. 

The parties to the transaction may be inclined simply not to comply with The 

Bulk Sales Act in the hopes that the limitation period will have expired 

before creditors become aware that a sale has taken pl ace and can take steps 

to enforce their rights under the Act. This may be a good strategy as, 

... the CrE!ditor faces a short limitations period within which he 
may ferret out as best he can the circumstances surrounding the sale, 
the price , the terms of payment and the list of creditors as 
disclosed by the vendor in his statement to the p,urchaser. He cannot 
find these palrti cul ars in any document requl red to be recorded and 
cannot compel the parties to the sale to disclose them except 
indirectly by maln,ainlng an action in which he may embark upon a 
fishing expedition. 2 

In addition, where the purchase price is paid in instalments or on 

the basis of a conditional sale, the date from which the limitation period is 

to run will not be precisely determinable. 13 Indeed, the Act 

does not work we 11 except in the case of sa1es for cash, 
especially when there are creditors for an amount more than the 
initial cash payment. Many sales today provide for a series of 

llsupra pp. 22-23. 

12fred M. Catzman, Q.C., "The Bulk Sales Act (Ontario)" (1958), 1 Can. Bar 
J. 38, 49. 

13Law Reform Commission of British Columbia, Report on Bulk Sales 
Legislation, 1983, 22. 
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paymt~nts over a long period of ti me by the purchaser and there is no 
mach'inery in our law for distribution o,f these instalments rateably 
to the vendor's creditors.14 

This lends further uncertainty to creditors who wish to assert their rights 

under th1e Act. 

3. Conclusion - The Act Does Not Operate To Fulfil Its Purpose 

In summary, we are of the view that the theory of bulk sales law -

a 1 erti ng creditors of a potenti a 1 prob 1 em bHfore it happens - does not work in 

practice. Paradoxically, The Bulk Sales Act is of littl e help in the very 

situation for which it is intended. If a v·endor wishes to se11 off his goods 

and abscond with the proceeds, the Act does little more than act as a slight 

inconvenience for the vendor to get around. This is easily accomp1 i shed by 

the vendor providing a statement which fails to accurately disclose the claims 

of creditors to a purchaser who, in turn, relies on that information in 

fulfilling his limited responsibilities und1er the Act. This, taken together 

with the short period in which creditors have to assert their rights, and the 

uncertainty as to what remedies to pursue, has led us to conclude that the Act 

offers little more than slight deterrent value to the would-be fraudulent bulk 

seller. 

D. CONCLUSIONS - THE CASE FOR REPEAL 

The Bulk Sales Act represents an outdated approach to the 

regulation of commercial activity. The legislation is a product of a 

differernt era when normal business transactions were conducted on a closer or 

more personal basis and the problems facing business people, and the solutions 

to those problems were re l atively simple compared to those in the modern 

context. As a solution to the problem of absconding debtors, The Bulk Sales 

Act may have been appropriate at the beginning of the century, but it is no 

1 onger so today. The Act's scope is too nilrrow in some respects, while being 

too wi die in others, and the preventative 1operationa1 aspects of the Act no 

1 onger ~,ork in practice. 

14J . Gomery, "Bulk Sales" (1967), 27 R. du B. 666, 670. 
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The result of the i rrati ona l i ty and i neffe!cti venes s of the Act has 
been that many business people and legal practitioners tend to have little 
regard for it; they either ignore it or structure their or their clients' 
affairs in such •ways as best to avoid the Act . Indeed, we are aware that it 
is not unusual for the parties to a bulk sale not to comply with The Bullr. 

Sales Act either by ignoring it completely or by having the vendor agree to 
indemnify the purchaser for any claims arising out of the Act . Obviously, the 
vendor has little to lose by not complying with th1~ Act - it is unlikely he 
will be caught and, if he is, no addi tional l i ability to the existing 
contractual one is provided by The Bulk Sales Ac1t. The purchaser ignores 
the Act at his peril, as the value of a vendor's indemnity may be 
questionable. However, in light of the low profile of The Bulk Sales Act 

and the short sh month limitation for taking acti o,n under it, a purchaser, 
anxious to purchase a business, may judge the risks to be minimal and 
acceptable . In summary, an attractive option fi:>r both the vendor and 
purchaser of a bulk sale is to ignore The BuU Sales Act, close the 
transaction quickly, and simply wait for the limitati1)n period to expire. 

Under the present circumstances, The Bulk Sales Act is of little 
use to creditors and, arguably, receives as much attention from business 
people and the legal profession as it deserves. It i!s not difficult for us to 
conclude that the Act is a dead letter in the law and should be repealed . The 
more difficult question is whether it can· and should be replaced. 
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CHAPTER !5 

THE suuc. SALES ACT IN THE !PRESENT DAY CONTEXT 

Whether a new Act can and shou1 d be enacted to rep 1 ace The Bulk 

Sales ,II.ct depends upon several considenltions. First, we must decide if 

there still is a need to protect creditors from bulk sales made by 

unscrupulous vendors. If so, we must thien ask if that need is now being 

adequately met by other forces, either economic or legal, in our society. If 

the need is not being met, we then must determine if a viable alternative to 

The Bul'.k sales Act can be found which is both effective and commercially 

acceptable. 

A. ECONOMIC FACTORS 

The Bulk Sales Act was enacted in a simp1er ti me when the 

marketplace was small and communicati ons were unsophisticated. As we have 

said, iit was a time when businessmen inteint on defrauding creditors could go 

from one town to the next setting up shop with goods bought on credit, selling 

those ,goods off in bulk and absconding with the proceeds, undetected and 

unaccountable. The success of such activities was due, in part, to the 

infancy of the credit industry and the atteindant opportunity for abuse. 

In the large centres of population, merchants started in business as 
distributors. They imported merchandise and sold it to small 
merchants in the surrounding country. Due to the 1 ack of 
transportation and banking faci 1i ti es, both shipments and payments 
were infrequent. The local merchant":s visits to his supplier were 
se1dom more than once or twice a year, depending on the distance to 
be travelled. On such visits, the distributor's customer would bring 
with him what funds he could spare and thus reduce his indebtedness. 
He would order further goods and then return home. Terms were, 
therefore, of necessity long and credit investigation was not 
considered essential, as the merchant usually owned the business 
personally, and his opinion of the cus.tomer's capability and honesty 
was the only guide in extending credit. I 

lcarl B. Flemington, "The Nature and Concept of Credit" in William J. 
Hambly, ed., Readings in Credits and CollecUons in Canada (1969) 7, 9. 
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Obviously, times have changed since the turn of the century. One 

change has been the great diversification in the economy. The shift in 

concentration of economic activity from primary resource industries to 

secondary i ndustr-i es and the public sector has altered si gni fi cantly the type 

and scope of transactions in the marketplace. Add to this the general 

increase in the volume of economic activity in all sectors , and it becomes 

apparent that th1e who1e strueture of the economy has changed radi ca11 y s i nee 

the inception of bulk sales law. 

A 1 ong ~ti th these changes there has been a virtual revo l ution in 

transportation a.nd communications technologies in this century. These 

developments have not only altered the way bus i ness is conducted but have also 

affected the nature of the problem with which The Bulk sales Act was 

designed to deal . Gone are the days when a fraudulent merchant could "abscond 

with the proceeds" simply by running off to the next town. Hith the relative 

sophistication of today's communications network, the absconding vendor is now 

forced to go farther afield, and to rely on other tactics to avoid his 

creditors . He is now compelled to l eave the country or hide behind corporate 

veils in the hopes of remaining undetected or unassailable. 

At the same time, the availability of cred'it information from trade 

and credit associations, professional credit analysis companies, such as Dun 

and Bradstreet, and banks and other financial institutions, has radically 
2changed the nature of the credit granting process. Information rather than 

intuiti on is now the primary factor in the making of credit decisions . And, 

indeed, this information goes a 1ong way i n protecti ing the creditor from the 

unscrupulous vendor; however , it is based upon the credit history of a 

merchant and cannot protect against unprecedented fraudulent behaviour. 

Although the ways that a fraudulent vendor can achieve his ends may 

have changed since the time when bulk sales legislation was introduced, it 

does not neees sa1ril y fo11 ow that the prob 1 em of fraudulent di spos i ti on of 

assets by bulk sale has disappeared. The incid,ence of these kinds of 

transactions is di fficu1t to determine empi ri ca11y , but some of the factors 

underlying the original impetus for bulk sales legislation still exist today. 

2Gordon J. Newman, "The Organization of the Credit and Collection 
Department", in id., 52, 60. 
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For example, cyclical economic trends continue to regulate the general health 

of the business convnunity, as well as the profitability of individual 

enterprises and, in hard economic times, genera 1 creditors are stil 1 

particularly vulnerable to the consequenc1!s of dishonest schemes employed by 

debtors seeking to avoid the payment of th1!i r debts. 

B. LEGAL FACTORS 

Since the enactment of The Bulk. Sales Act, significant 

deve1opments have a 1 so taken p 1 ace in a number of areas of the 1aw which 

relate to bulk sales. In particulitr, statutes governing reviewable 

transactions, remedies and personal property securities have arisen and 

evolved significantly in this century. 

1.,_____Reviewable Transaction Legislation 

3.{aJ The Bankcuptcy Act 

Federal bankruptcy legislation was not enacted in Canada until 1919; 
prior to this, the provinces were active in the field with insolvency 

legislation. But these provincial statut es, as well as the Bankruptcy Act, 

once it was enacted, were viewed as inadequate protection against the threat 

of fraudulent bulk sales. 

The National Bankruptcy Act is cited as furnishing an adequate 
rumedy in providing "for a speedy discovery of assets and making a 
preference by an i nso1 vent debto1r an act of bankruptcy and 
voidable." Theoretically, these provisions may seem to furnish the 
ml!rchandise creditor ample protection . As a practical matter, the 
average credit man p 1 aces these 1ega1 remedies in the same category 
with those afforded to the owner of the proverbial stolen horse who 
hild forgotten to lock the barn door.4 

The relationship between bank,·uptcy law and bulk sales law has 

chang•~d little since that time . The bankruptcy provisions which are of most 

3Bank.ruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. B-3 . 

4Thom,as Billig, "Bulk Sales Laws: A Study in Economic Adjustment" (1928), 
77 U. Pa . L. Rev. 72,101. 
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relevance to bulk sale situations are those governing acts of bankruptcy and 

unlawful settlements and preferences. Acts of bankruptcy are defined as 

inc1udi ng cases where a debtor makes a fraudulent conveyance or preference; 

departs from the country or disposes of property with the intent to defraud, 

delay or defeat creditors; or ceases to meet debt obligations as they become 
5

due. In each of these situations a creditor's re•medy against a debtor is 

to petition him into bankruptcy and attempt to collect any outstanding debt 
6through the di stri buti on scheme provided in the Bankruptcy Act. In the 

case of un l awfu 11 settlements and preferences, a creditor is protected from 

such transactions before and after bankruptcy; the transactions may be deemed 

fraudulent and void and set aside as against the trustee in bankruptcy acting 

on behalf of all creditors. 7 

The B,mkruptcy Act al so offers some protection to creditors 
through the imposition of criminal sanctions against debtors who commit any of 

a number of bankruptcy offences, including the fraudulent disposition of 
property before o,r after bankruptcy. 8 

The bankruptcy route has two major drawba.cks, particularly for the 

unsecured creditor . First, under the di stri buti on scheme of the Bankruptcy 

Act, the unsecured creditor ranks last behind a11 other types of creditors 

and must share, with all other unsecured cred i tors, the residue of the 

proceeds realizeol from the property of the bankrupt . Needless to say, in many 

cases this affords little or no relief to such claima.nts. The other drawback, 

as noted earlier, is that the Bankruptcy Act 1provides some relief to 

creditors, but only after the fact . Bankruptcy legislation fai l s to offer any 

system of preventing fraudulent transactions, except perhaps through the 

deterrent value of the criminal sanctions in respect of bankruptcy offences. 

5sankruptcy Act , R.S .C. 1985, Chap. B-3 , s. 42 . 

6sankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. B-3, s. 136. 

7Bankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap . B- 3, s. 91. 

Bsankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. B-3, s. 198 . 
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9
i!u The Fraudulent Conveyances Act 

The Fraudulent Conveyances Act overlaps bulk sales legislation 
insofar as it covers any conveyance made with the intent to defeat, hinder, 
delay or defraud creditors or others. 10 However , unlike The Bulk sales 

Act, uinder The Fraudulent Conveyances Act a fraudulent conveyance may only 
be set aside as void against prejudiced parti es where the purchaser has a 
fraudull ent intent in common with the vendor or has notice or knowledge of such 
intent on the part of the vendor. 11 Pl l though The Fraudulent Conveyances 

Act wi'll catch thos e bulk sales in which the vendor and purchaser have acted 
in concert to defeat creditors, it is lik.ely that the majority of fraudulent 
bulk sales consist of transfers to bona Eide purchasers and do not fall 

within the Act. 

Under bulk sales legislation, creditors have the opportunity to 
block any sale until their accounts have been paid in full, even in the 
absence of fraudulent intent on the part of either vendor or purchaser . This 
reliance on objective criteria is an important distinction. The failure of a 
vendor or purchaser to comply with the obligations imposed under The Bulk 

sales Act, irrespective of motive or intent, wi 11 trigger the rights and 
remedi ,es avai1 ab1 e to creditors under the Act. On the other hand, under The 

Fraudu.Zent Conveyances Act the court must engage in an inquiry into the 
states of mind of the vendor and purchaser and the difficulties in proving the 

requisite fraudulent intent in this manner are legion . 

Finally, it should be noted thctt, like bankruptcy law, fraudulent 

conveyance legislation provides only post Eacto relief to creditors; no 

advance notice of potential fraudulent transfers is provided. 

~iminal Code Provisions 

Two sections of the Criminal Code are of particular relevance to 

the bulk sales situation: section 380, the general section governing fraud; 

9The F'raudulent Conveyances Act, C.C.S.M. 1c. F160. 

lOxhe Fraudulent Conveyances Act, c.c.S.M. Fl60, s . 2. 

11The Fraudulent Conveyances Act, C.C.S.M. Fl60, S. 4. 
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and section 392, deal i ng with the defrauding of credi tors . The gener al fraud 

sect i on provides that everyone who, by deceit, fa1 sehood or other fraudulent 

means, defrauds the pub1 i c or any person of any pn:iperty , money or va1uab1 e 
12security is guil ty of a summary or i ndi ctab le offence . Secti on 350 of the 

Code states that everyone who, with intent to defraud his creditors, deals 

with his pr operty in any number of ways (includi ng sale, transfer, conveyance, 

removal, concealment, and dispositi on) is guilty of an i ndictable offence . 

As with fraudulent conveyance l egi s l ation . the requisite intent of 

the vendor must be established to secure a conviction under these secti ans, 

and the same difficulties with proof of intent arise. Although the Code 

provisions do not offer advance notice to creditors:, the threat of criminal 

sanction should be of some deterrent to the potential fraudulent bulk seller . 

3. Remedial Legislation 

Ca> Attachment of debts and property 

The attachment remedies - garnishment of debts and attachment of 

goods or land - are available to creditors under limited circumstances, 

especially before judgment . A garnishing order - attaching the debts, 

obligations and l i abilities owed by a garnishee to the debtor - is avai 1 able 

to a creditor before judgment where he has instituted a claim which is for a 

debt or liquidated demand in money arising out of certai n specified 
14transactions, such as simple contract. 

Attachment of a debtor's goods or land is also available to a 

creditor before judgment if the case can be brought within the purview of the 

12criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. C-46, s. 380. 

13criminal Code, R.S .C. 1985, Chap . C-46, s. 392. 

14The Queen's Bench Rules , Man . Reg. 115/86, R. 34(a). See generally R. 
524-533. Note: Substantial revision of Manitoba's Queen's Bench Rules is 
presently being undertaken; enactment of new Rules i s expected in early 1989. 
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"absconding debtors" rule. 15 This provision could cover a bulk sale 

situati oni, as the rule includes a debtor who is about to remove personal 

property from the provi nee or has disposed of or secreted away any of his 

property with the intent to delay, defeat or defraud creditors. 16 A 

creditor who can bring his case within thi s Rule may be granted an Attaching 

Order which binds a11 the personal property of the defendant ( except for 

personal property which is exempt from seizure under execution) . The 

defendant:' s rea 1 property may a 1 so be bound pursuant to this Order where a 

Certifi ute of Attachment for Registration is registered in the appropriate 

Land Titlles Office. 17 The Attaching Order will be for the benefit rateably 

of all creditors who obtain judgments and executions against the debtor. 

Obvious l y, the main purpose of ithese prejudgment remedies is to 

improve at creditor's ultimate recovery position by tying up certain assets of 

the debtor pending disposition of the action taken by the creditor . They wi 11 

be of assistance to a creditor who becomes aware that the vendor is intending 

to abscond from the jurisdiction or otherwise dissipate the proceeds of sale . 

For the unsuspecting creditor, who is caught: off guard when the debtor sells 

off his goods in bulk and departs the juridiction, the attachment remedies 

will be of little or no use. 

This observation regarding the prejudgment attachment remedies is 
18 equa11y true for post-judgment remedies such as the attachment of debts 

19 20and property and the use of writs of executi on to satisfy judgments . 

Clearly, these post-judgment remedies are of an enforcement nature only and do 

not offer the deterrent and policing functions of The Bulk Sales Act. 

15The Queen's Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 115/86, R. 582 . See generally R. 
581-619 . 

16The Queen ' s Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 115/86, IR. 582(c). 

17The Queen's Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 115/86, IR. 612-619. 

lBThe Queen's Bench Rules, Man. Reg . 115/86, IR . 524-533. 

19The Que,en' s Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 115/86, IR. 581-619 . 

20The Que,en' s Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 115/86, IR. 493-502. 
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(b) Mareva injunction 

The Mareva injunction is a relatively new development which has 

received great favour in the United Kingdom, in part, we suspect, because the 

United Kingdom has no absconding debtor legislation . It has not been as 

popular a remedy 'in Canada for reasons which we wi 11 s:ee. 

A court's jurisdiction to grant a Mareva injunction restraining a 

defendant from dealing with or disposing of any assets up to a stated amount 

arises from the court ' s statutory authority to order injunctions in all cases 

in which "it appt~ars to be just and convenient to do so". 21 The plaintiff 

must demonstrate,, as a condition precedent to the order, a strong prima 

Eacie case, 

. . . that the~ defendant is removing or there is a real risk that he 
is about to remove his assets from the j uri sdi cti on to avoid the 
possibility of a judgment, or that the defendant is otherwise 
dissipating or di sposing of his assets, in a manner clearly distinct 
from his usuaLl or ordinary course of business or living, so as to 
render the possibility of future tracing of the assets remote, if not 
impossible in fact or in law.22 

The Mareva injunction remedy is very similar to that of the 

previously discussed attachment of property before judgment where the debtor 

fa11 s within the absconding debtor rule. This, taken together with two other 

important factors i denti fi ed by the Supreme Court of Canada in the 1 eadi ng 
23Canadian case, - the federa 1 nature of our count1ry and the existence of 

provincial reciprocal enforcement of judgment statutes - explain, in part, the 

conservative approach taken to this remedy in Canada. 

21xhe Queen's Bench Act, C.C.S.M. c. C280. 

22Aetna Financial'. Services Ltd . v. Feigelman et al. (1985), 15 D.L.R. 
(4th) 161 (S.C.C.) at 178 , quoting the Ontario Court of Appeal in Chitel et 
al. v. Rothbart et al . (1982), 141 0.L.R. (3d) 268 at 289. 

23zbid. 
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In determining what constitutes a "removal of assets from the 

j uri sdi ct:i on", the Supreme Court i ndi cat:ed that the principles under 

considera.tion in a case in a unitary state such as the United Kingdom cannot 

be directly applied in a federal state such as Canada. "Jurisdiction" for the 

purposes of unlawful removal in the federal context may extend beyond 

judicial, provincial or territorial boundaries, to the national boundary. 

This is particularly true in light of the second factor - the availability of 

reci proca, l enforcement procedures between provinces and territories. The 

argument that a party can be exposed to some inevitable or irreparable loss if 

assets a1re moved i nter-provi nci ally is severely weakened by the presence of 

such legiislation. It may be that, in most cases, for a threatened removal of 

assets t ,o be of such a nature as to warrant the granting of a Mareva 

injunction, the removal would have to be out of the country. 

As it is questionable how open our courts wi 11 be to exercise their 

jurisdiction in granting the injunction in an inter-provincial absconding 

debtor case, for most bulk sale creditors, the Mareva injunction may offer 

little additional relief over the attachment of property remedy. In addition, 

as with the other remedies discussed, the provision of advance notice to 

creditors; is absent and the effectiveness of the Mareva injunction is 

dependent: upon a creditor's knowledge of a vendor's fraudulent or absconding 

intentions . 

.{£LThe Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments Act24 

This Act provides an aid to a crnditor who has recovered judgment 

against a debtor and wishes to have that judgment enforced against a 

j udgment--debtor who has gone to another j urt sdi cti on. Under the common law, 

to enforce the judgment the judgment-creditor would be required to bring a new 

action in the foreign juri sdi cti on based upon the ori gi na l judgment. The 

Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments Act al llows for enforcement of judgments 

between Canadian provinces and territories (except Quebec) through a simple 

24The Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments Act, C.C.S.M. c. J20. 
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25 sys tern of registration. A judgment which meet s certain requirements 
may be registered in the foreign jurisdiction and wil ll have the same force and 

27effect as if it had been given by the registering court . This kind of 
arrangement assists a creditor in an absconding vendor situation (assuming the 
vendor can be tracked to a reciprocating jurisdiction within the country) by 
expediting the process of recovering the outstanding debt, but is clearly an 
"after the fact" form of re 11 ef. 

4 . Security Legislation 

Two re~,; mes of personal property security 1 egi s 1 ation operate in 
28Manitoba: the federal Bank Act and the provincial Personal Property

29
security Act. The Bank Act permits chartered banks to take security 
in the inventory (and, in some cases, certain equipment) of wholesalers, 
retailers, manufacturers, farmers and fishermen; the Act sets forth a sys tern 
of public registrations maintained in offices of thE! Bank of Canada. 30 All 
other transactions involving security in personal property in Manitoba are 
governed by The PEirsonal Property Security Act. 

The enactment of The Personal Property S«?c:urity Act in Manitoba 
streamlined and simplified the securi ty granting process in the province. For 
creditors, The Pe;rsonal Property Security Act provideis a simple mechanism to 
obtain and register security interests in the goods they have supplied. Of 
particular interest to "bulk sale" creditors who supply inventory on an 
ongoing basis is the ability to register one master agreement to cover future 

25A Regulation Under the Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments Act Declaring 
Reciprocating sta:tes, Man. Reg . 222/80 . Several s t:ates and territories of 
Australia are also named as reciprocating jurisdictions. 

26The Reciprocal E'nforcement of Judgments Act, C.C.S. M. c. J20, S. 3(6) . 

27The Reciprocal E'nforcement of Judgments Act, C.C.S .M. C. J20, S. 7. 

28Bank Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. B- 1. 

29The Personal Property Security Act, C.C.S.M. c . P35. 

30Bank Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. B-1, s . 178. 
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advances, thereby e 1 i mi nati ng the necessity to register a security interest 

for each shipment made. 31 

The Personal Property Security A,ct and the Bank Act do offer 

alternate relief to The Bulk sales Act , not in the form of an alternate 

remedy per se, but in the increased opportunity for creditors to obtain 

security 'interests in collateral. However, security under the Bank Act is 

available only to chartered banks and the op,portunity to secure transactions 

under The Personal Property Security Act may not be embraced by nor afforded 

to a11 creditors. Some merchants may be umiti 11 i ng to give security for the 

merchandise supplied, while some creditors may not wish to take security. For 

example: 

There is considerable resistance by banks to finance a customer whose 
i nvent:ory is subject to a purchase monE!y security interest which 
takes priority over the bank's security, with the result that a 
supplier must forgo this protection if he chooses or is compelled not 
to jec>pardize his customer's bank credit at the price of retaining 
bus i neiss . 32 

Accordingly , even with the presence of secur'ity legislation, much commercial 

activity continues to be conducted on the basis of unsecured credit. 

C. CONCLUlSJ..Qtf 

Significant developments have arisen in the law since the enactment 

of The Bu:lk sales Act, particularly in the aireas of bankruptcy and personal 

property security legislation. These laws gc> a long way to assist creditors 

in protecting their interests against bulk sellers with fraudulent intentions; 

however, they fail to alert creditors of ani impending problem. Bulk sales 

legislation is designed to provide this protection, but, as we have seen, the 

legislation does not do so in practice. 

31Re West Bay Sales Ltd. and Hitachi Sales Corp. oE Canada Ltd. (1978), 20 
O.R. (2d) 752 , 88 D.L.R. (3d) 743 (H.C.). 

32F .M. Ca.tzman, "Law Reform Commission of British Columbia, Bulk Sales 
Legislation, Horking Paper No. 40" (1983-84), 8 Can. Bus . L.J. 109. 
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Although we have been unable to confirm in an empirical way a 

continued need for bu1 k sa1es 1aw. we have determined that repea1 of the 1aw 

would leave a gap. The Act serves to alert creditors of an impending sale 

which could be a threat to the co11 ecti on of their accounts. Whether this 

benefit is of sufficient magnitude and importance so as to warrant specific 
legislation remains open to question. 

Without resolving this issue, we decided that it would be useful to 

determine if it h possible to create a bulk sales law which could fulfil the 

objectives of the 

modern context . He 

the f1 na1 Chapter, 

offers and conclude 
enacted . 

present law, while being commercially acceptable in the 

attempt to devise such a scheme in the next Chapter. In 

we compare the costs of that scheme to the benefits it 

that a law to replace The Bulk Sales Act should not be 
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CHAPTER 6 

OPTIONS FOR A HEH ACT 

In this Chapter , we offer the broad parameters of a statute which 

might 1replace The Bu lk. Sales Act. In devisi ng a r eplacement scheme , we 

proceed from two bas i c premises. The first is t hat the objective of the 

present Bulk. Sales Act - to warn creditors of an i mpending sal e - may sti 11 

have some va1 i di ty today. The second is that our reasons for recommending 

that the present Act should be repealed wi 11 figure promi nently i n our choi ce 

of the best options to be incorporated i nt:o a new Act. That is to say, we 

wi 11 draw from our analysis of the prese,nt Act when making changes to its 

scope amd operation. Hor king f r om these two premises will inevitably mean 

that our recommendations wil 1 be directed at bo1 s teri ng the Act to make it 

applicable to a wider range of businesses and more effective in operati on . He 

see no case for implementing a "middle- ground approach" whereby some minor 

tinkering would be done to the Act without addressing its major flaws . 

Our framework for a new Act was ori ginally set out in detail in our 

earlier Discussion Paper; this Chapter n~states these principles in a more 

summary fashion . In arriving at our sugg1~stions for reform, in addition to 

our anal ysis of the Act, we relied on alternatives whi ch are suggested by 

other sources, including statutes in other Canadian provinces; Article Six of 

the Ameiri can Uni form Commerci a 1 Code; recommendations of the subcommittee of 

the Corporate, Banki ng and Business Law Section of the American Bar 
1

Association; and commentaries on these schernes. 

1At the! ti me of the writing of the Discuss i on Paper, only the work of the 
subcommittee had been reported. Since the completion of our research for this 
Report, a Orafti ng Committee of the Nati ona1 Conference of Commi ss i oners on 
Uni form State Laws and the American Law Institute has fi na1 i zed 
recommendations for revision to Article Six. The Commissioners have 
recommended that Article Six be repealed, but for states which might not 
accept outright repeal, a replacement for the present Article has been 

(Footnote continued to page 51) 
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A. SCOPE OF THE LEGISLATION 

1. Vendors 

AJ.1 sales ;fn bulk. aade in the Province ot.: .Manitoba by every 
business ent«uprise, without regard to its activj[ties or to its legal 
form, should be subject to bulk. sales law. 

We pre!viously concluded that the select appl i cation of The Bulk 

Sales Act to a few types of business vendors is untenab 1 e. The histori ca1 

justifications for limiting vendors under the Act primarily to those who deal 

in a stock of i niventory are unpersuasive in the modern business context, and 

the current explanations for such a restriction are of little merit. As there 

is little doubt that a new Act should incorporate a wider range of bus i nesses , 

the only question is how wide this expansion should be . 

This Issue has been the subject of some debate in relation to 

section 6-102 of the Uniform Commercial Code which provides that the Article 

covers enterprises whose pri nci pa1 business is the sa1 e of merchandise from 
2stock, i ncluding those who manufacture what they sell . One suggestion for 

changing the Article proposed adding some service businesses to the category 

of enterprises c,overed by the Arti c 1 e. This changE! has been imp1emented by 
3 

many of the sta.tes and cou1 d be adapted to Maniitoba' s si tua ti on through 

the addition of more service businesses to the 1 i st of such industries a 1 ready 

included in The Bulk Sales Act . 

(Footnote continued from page 50) 
approved and recommended for enactment. see Nati ona1 Conference of 
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, July 19 - August 5, 1988, Washington, 
O.C. Minutes andl Draft Uniform Commercial Code Revised Arti cle 6 - Bulk Sales . 

2uniform Commercial Code [hereinafter U.C.C.], §6-102(3) (1986). 

3Hawkland, "Proposed Revisions to U.C.C. Article 6" (1983), 38 Bus. Law. 
1729 at 1731; OiilVid H. Batten, "Article 6: Bulk. Transfers" (1982), 18 Wak.e 
Forest L. Rev. 339 ; see, e.g. , California, Florida, Idaho, Maryland, 
Massachussetts, Michigan , Nebraska , Nevada, New Hampshire, New York. , North 
Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Washington and Wisconsin , where the most typical 
addition is that of restaurants and other food dispen:sing establishments. 
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However, a more comprehensive reform - expanding the scope of bulk 

sales legislation to include all business v1rndors, regardless of the type of 

activity in which they are engaged - has received much favour with 

commentators of the Uniform Commercial Code!. 4 They have concluded , as have 

we, that it is outdated to draw distinctions between businesses on the basis 
5of the nature of their activities . Todaty, all types of businesses may 

extend credit and rely on credit, at least to some extent. Accordingly, any 

business may potentially be adversely affe!cted by a bulk sale made by a 

borrower or customer and, conversely, any business may have creditors who will 

be adversely affected by a bulk sale made by it. 

2. Subject Matter 

All .for-as of rights in property, whethe,r:- real or personal, tangible 
or iiritangible property, should be includE!d. 

By expanding the vendors included in bulk sales legislation, we have 

indirectly expanded the scope of assets which will be included . If the types 

of busin1esses covered are not confined to those whi ch deal in a stock. of 

inventory, likewise the assets which are the subject of a sale by such 

businessies will not be confined to inventory. This is consistent with our 

conclusion that the present Act fails to address the potential danger 

associatied with the bulk. sale of assets other than personal property - with 
the bulk sale of intangible assets and real property. 

Several commentators of the Uniform Commercial Code have also 

4oon L. Bak.er, "Bulk. Transfers Act - Patch, Bury, or Renovate?" (1983) , 38 
Bus. La~,. 1771; Louis L. Levit, "Bulk Trarnsfers - Stepchild of the Uniform 
Commerci,al Code?" (1971), 46 Notre Dame La1w. 694; Donald J. Rapson, "U.C.C. 
Article ,6: Should It Be Revised or 'Deep-Sixed'?" (1983), 38 Bus. Law. 1753. 
see also Oklahoma which includes all services within §6-102 . 

Ssee, e .g., Baker, id. at 1781: "The outmoded notion that businesses 
dealing in sale of inventories at retail pose the only significant fraud risk 
finds no support in logic or in experience." 
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suggested that the scope of assets in Article 6 be widely expanded. 6 We 

favour this view and believe the Act should clearly state the broadened scope 

of subject matter to be included. 

In incluiding real property, we are aware th,it sales of such property 

are already conducted under a system of registration and notice which requires 

disclosure of some of the details of a transaction and allows for public 

scrutiny by creditors and others. We are also aware that there may be 

practical problems which would have to be overcome if real property were to be 

included within the ambit of bulk sales law. In principle, however, we are of 

the view that , as the most valuable asset of a business is often its real 

property and, as the sale of that asset may represent a significant 

diminishment in a business's assets, its inclusion in the legislation is in 

keeping with the philosophy of bulk sales law. 

3. Creditors 

Both trade and[ non-trade creditors should be proit.ected, but secured 
creditors shou.ld be excluded. 

We notedl earlier that the present scope of business vendors under 

the Act creates i rrati onal disti ncti ons between creditors based upon whether 

they are supplying to inventory-intensive or servic1~-based enterprises. We 

also noted that within the scope of creditors which are covered by the Act, no 

disti ncti on is made between secured and unsecured cr,edi tors or between t rade 

and non-trade creditors. By broadening bulk sales le!gislation to include all 

businesses and assets, all creditors would be afforded protection under the 

Act regardless of the type of business to which they e~:tend credit. 

We believe, however, that secured creditors should be excluded from 

the protection of bulk sales legislation . Although Article 6 in the United 

States applies to i;t.11 creditors of a business vendor regardless of whether 

security has been 1taken,7 we agree with the commentators who have criticized 

6Baker, supra n. 4, at 1783; Levit, supra n. 4, at 695. See also The 
Bulk sales Act, R. S.N . 1970, c. 28, s. l(i) where stock includes certain 
specified intangibl e assets . 

7u.C.C. §6-104(1) (1986). see also U.C .C. §6-109 (1986) governing secured 
transactions . 
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this approach and have recommended that the Article apply only to "reliance" 

creditors. 8 In our view, secured creditors are adequately protected by The 

Personal l'roperty Security Act. 

With respect to trade creditors, we had concluded earlier that it 

may not b,e advisable to exclude non-trade creditors from the Act as they, like 

trade creditors, may rely on the business assets of an individual in extending 

credit. The Uniform Commercial Code follows this reasoning with the inclusion 

69of both types of creditors in Article but not without criticism. This 

criticism focuses primarily on the problems which may be associated with the 

inclusion of claims in tort or contract which have not gone to judgment, lO 

and would solve the problem by excluding all non-trade claims . Rather than 

8Rapson, supra n. 4, at 1760. See also, Baker, supra n. 4, at 1789 
and Hawklimd, supra n. 3, at 1750. The subcommittee on review of Article 6 
chose to keep secured parti es within the Arti c 1 e as it was concerned that a 
security i1nterest under Article 9 could be cut off by a bulk transfer. Under 
Article 91, a secured party has ten days from when a purchaser receives 
possession of collateral in which to perfect a security interest. In the 
absence of notification of a bulk sale under Article 6, a secured creditor may 
be unawar,e that a transfer has taken place and, accordingly, may fail to 
perfect a security interest within the given time period . 

A distinction between secured and unsecured creditors is made under 
the Ontario Bulk Sales Act, R.S .0. 1980, c. 52, s. 8(2)(a) and (b) . Both 
secured and unsecured trade creditors must be included on the vendor's 
statement of creditors furnished to the purchaser, but only unsecured 
creditors are permitted to consent to the completion of a sale in bulk thereby 
relieving the vendor of the ob1i gati on to n,otify a11 trade creditors of the 
impending bulk sale. 

9u.c.c. §6-104 Cl986). 

10LawrencE! B. Raff, "Bulk Transfers Under The Uniform Commercial Code" 
( 1962), 17 Rutgers L. Rev . 107, 112; Dona1 d J. Rapson, "Article 6 of the 
Uniform Commercial Code: Problems and Pitfalls in Conducting Bulk Sales" 
(1963), 6EI Com. L.J. 226,227, 

Suppose the wife of one of the owners of the business was involved in an 
automobile accident while driving their children to school in his car. 
Appanmtly, all the claimants (or potential claimants) in an auto 
liability case are "creditors".. entitled to all the rights and 
remedies of Article 6 in event of a bulk transfer of the husband's 
busi nE!SS. 

The author suggests that this problem could be eliminated by excluding 
non-trade creditors. 
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excluding non-trade creditors from bulk sales legislation, we believe that, as 

some non-trade creditors may benefit from bulk sa1es law, the better way to 

resolve the problem is to exclude unadjudicated claims from the Act . This is 

in 1 i ne with the Canadian case 1aw which exc1udes 1creditors who have not 

It obtained judgment for claims based on trade accounts. 11 

<e 
ng Finally, 1we believe the provincial government:, in its capacity as a 

on creditor. shou1 d re!cei ve the protection of the Act. ,I\ lthough the government 

is often accords to itself a 1i en and charge upon the iitssets of taxpayers to 

he secure the payment of taxes owing, 12 it does not generally incorporate 
10 special bulk sale provisions within taxing statutes, unlike many American 

13 
states. Therefore, the government, 1i ke other creditors, wou1 d benefit 

from the advance notice afforded by bulk sales legislation. 

4. Sale in Bulk89 
6 . 
a "Bulle sale" should be defined as "any transfer of' a aa.jor part of

ler the assets of j~he transferor's enterprise which transfer is out of 
res the ordinary course of the tranferor's business."
:he 
,ay 

"Transfer" shou'.ld be defined as "anyto any assets, including but not liaited 
assigrments and gifts. " 

fer 
ith 
., s 
red 
?by 
the 

conveyance o,f an interest in 
to sales, mcchanges, leases, 

11see also Bulk Sales Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 52, ss. 8 and 12, trade 
creditors only, rec,eive notice of a proposed bulk sale but all creditors, 
trade and non-trade, participate in the distribution of 1the proceeds of sale. 

de" 12see, e .g., The
the 24(1) ; The Gasoline·
es" Act, C.C.S .M. c. TSO, 

an 13see generally Lei~ ar. 

Corporation Capital Tax Act, C.C.S.M. c. C226, s. 
Tax Act, C.C.S .M. c. G40, s. 17(5); The Tobacco Tax 
s. 14(5) . 

R. Rydalch, "Dividing the Bulk Sales Stew in Utah : 
Hot Potatoes to the Courts, the Federal Government's Share, and Other Problemsuto under the Uniform Commercial Code - Bulk Transfers" 0972), 71 Utah L. Rev .and 71; Baker, supra n1. 4, at 1786; Hawkland, supra n. 3, at 1750. See

d's generally, Joseph H. Murphy and E. Parker Brown, II, "Bulk Sa1es Under New 
York State Tax Law" (1981), 53 N.Y.S.B.J . 190. But see The Retail Sales 
Tax Act, C.C.S.M. c. Rl30, S. 8.

Iing 
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"Jllaj.-,r Part" should be defined as "£0.rty percent or aore in £air 
aarkl!!t value of the transferor•s assets."' 

As discussed previously, three types of transactions are defined by 
The Bulk sales Act as being sales in bulk: those out of the usual course of 
business; those constituting substantially the entire stock of the vendor; 
and those which are in the nature of a sale in the interest of a business. 
Each of these phrases lacks clear definition and, accordingly, a great deal of 
uncertainty exists for vendors, purchasers and creditors alike in determining 
when a sale falls within the purview of the Act. 

To dea1 with the ambiguities of the present definition of "bulk 
sale" we have assigned clear meaning to each element of the definition. This I 
approach, also suggested by many American commentators of Article 6 and 

14recommended by the subcommittee on review of Article 6, has a number of 
distinct advantages over the present one. He use "outside the ordinary course 
of busin1ess" because it is a familiar phras.e in business law; there is ample 
jurisprudence on its meaning and little doubt would arise as to the type of 

15transaction which the Act was intended to cover. 

The clear meaning assigned to a "major part" - "forty percent or 
more in fair market value of assets" - would lend certainty to a central 
provision of the Act. This quantitative requirement, based upon value rather 
than vo 11 ume, seems logi ca1 as creditors a re ultimately concerned with the 
reduction of asset value rather than with the volume of assets transferred . 
Al though the use of any thresho 1 d number, such as forty percent, may seem 
somewhat arbitrary and inflexible, we believe that, on balance, clarity is of 
primary importance and outweighs any drawbacks associated with 
inflexibility. 16 The revised definition of ''major part" also overcomes the 

14see B,aker, supra n. 4, at 1783; Haw~:land, supra n. 3, at 1733-36; 
Levit, B1upra n. 4, at 710. 

15see, e.g., The Factors Act, C.C.S.M. c. FlO; The Personal Property 
Security Act, c.c .s .M. c. P35; The Sale of Goods Act, C.C.S.M. c. S10. 

16Baker, supra n. 4, at 1783 and Hawkland, supra n. 3, at 1732, suggest
(Footnote continued to page 57) 
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problem which arises with the sale of one outlet in a chain of businesses as, 
under our reform, the transfer would only come within the Act where forty 
percent or more of all of the vendor's assets 1 ocated within the provi nee 
are to be transferred. This is more in keeping with the purpose of the Act as 
creditors are not threatened by the sale of a major part of the assets of one 
outlet where the vendor has assets at other outlets which can be used to 
satisfy their claims . 

The previous anomalous situations, such as the "unusual" sale of a 
small percentage of assets, also would be overcome by this new definition . As 
"out of the usual course" and "major part" are conjunctive , only a transfer of 
a substan ti a1 va1ue of as sets - where that type ,of trans fer is a 1 so unusua1 

for that business - would be caught by the Act. 17 

s. Excluded Transactions 

The followiing transactions should be er.eluded: 

(a) gener;al assigrments for the benefit of all creditors of t he 
tranf1eror; 

(b) sales by executors, adlainistrators, rE,ceivers, trustees in 
bankruptcy, or any public official under Judicial process; 

(c) isola1~ed ~ fide transfers for consideration of less than 
$5,00<); 

(d) transi:ers aade in settleaent of a security interest; 

(e) transt:ers aade to give security; 

(f) transfers which are already subject to the requirement of 
notice, to creditors. 

(Footnote continued from page 56) 
a 50% threshold, but we believe that 40% represents a sufficient diminishment 
in assets to be a potential threat to the ability of creditors to collect 
their outstanding accounts. 

17Auction sales also should be included within the Act , as their omission 
could provide a loophole for unscrupulous vendors. see U.C.C. §6-108 (1986). 
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The first two types of transactions are presently exc1uded by The 

Bulk sale~. Act18 and we favour their continued exc1usion as other statutes 

or the courts provide sufficient safeguards to creditors. These transactions 

are also excluded by a provision of Article 6 of the Uni form Commercial Code, 

which has been adopted by a11 states,19 and supported by the subcommittee on 
''0Article 6 as well as by reviewers of the Code.'· 

He believe the other exclusions from bulk sales legislation should 

be added as the 1aw shou1 d not impede transactions which, for practi ca1 or 
21philosophical reasons, do not require bulk sales regu l ation. He would 

exempt flrom the burdens of compliance with bulk sales legislation 

insignificant sales, which we would define as bona Eide sales wi th an 

aggregate consideration of less than $5,000. 22 The bona Eide 

18The Bulk· Sales Act (Man . ), S. 4. 

19u.c.c. §6-103 (1986>. 

20Hawkland, supra n. 3, at 1743. See also Baker, supra n. 4, at 1790, 
who recommends that only general assignments which are made in good faith be 
excluded. Lack of good faith would be presumed if the transferor received 
anything of value which did not benefit the general creditors of the 
transferor; Thomas C. Billig and Kingsley R. Smith, "Bulk Sales Law: 
Transactfons Covered By These Statutes" (193:3), 39 H. Va. L.Q. 323, 330-33, 
discusses the problem of fraudulent assignments . 

21Another approach is the Bulk Sales Act , R.. S.O. 1980, c. 52, s. 3, which 
makes provision for judicial_ exemption of sales in bulk where, upon 
application, it is shown that "the sale is advantageous to the seller and will 
not i mpailr his ability to pay his creditors in full . " See also Bulk 
Sales Act, R.S.N .B. C. B-9, s. 3.1. 

22saker, ~rupra n. 4, at 1790, suggests transfers for a total consideration 
of less than $2,000 be excluded; Hawkland,. supra n. 3, at 1731, uses a 
slightly different approach, recommending tha1t only those enterprises whose 
tangible ,and intangible assets have a fair market value of $10,000 or more 
before a bulk transfer be included within the ambit of the legislation. 
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requirement is directed at vendors who attempt to conduct a bulk sale, in 

effect, through several small transfers. 

The exclusion of transfers in settlement of a security interest is 

in line with Canadian jurisprudence which holds that bulk sales law is not 

intended to des troy security interests and enab1 e genera 1 creditors to share 

equally with secured ones. He would add that transfers made in settlement of 

security interests only be excepted if the transfers are made in good
23

faith . The exemption is also incorporated in Article 6 and has been 
24adopted by all states. 

Transfers made to give security are excluded under the Uniform 

Commercial Code on two grounds: "security i nteres t:s of a11 kinds ; n persona 1 

property are regulated by Article 9, "Secured Trainsacti ons";25 and security 

transactions ar1e not considered likely to lead to the type of fraud to which 
26Article 6 is directed . Although this is part of the bulk sales 

legislation of a.11 the states, this i ssue has been described as "the toughest 
1127question in the whole area of this Article (6) . 

It has been argued that: 

23see Baker, supra n. 4, at 1790; Thomas C. Billig and William L. 
Branch, Jr., "The Problem of Transfers Under Bulk Sales Law: A Study of 
Absolute Transfers and Liquidating Trusts" (1936), 35 Mich. L. Rev. 732, 747. 

24u.c.c. §6-103(3) <1986). 

25u.c.c . §6-103(1) (1986), Official Comment 2. 

26Levit, supra n. 4, at 697. See generally, Peter N. Hill, "Bulk 
Transfers in th,e Guise of Security: A Wolfe in Sheep's Clothing" (1982), 60 
J .Ur.L. 85. 

27charles Bunn, Transcript of Hearings before the• Law Revision Commission 
of the State oJ: New York on the Uniform Commerci,11 Code, Article 6, 1 Law 
Rev. Commission Report 1954, State of New York, 19 as quoted in William D. 
Hawkland, "The Trouble with Article 6 of the U.C:.C.: Some Thoughts About 
Section 6-103" (1977), 82 Com. L.J . 113, 115. 
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Although a security transfer for new consideration is ordinarily not 
prejudicial to the interests of general unsecured creditors, their 
rights can be, and often are, seriously ieopardized by bulk transfer 
[sic] to secure antecedent indebtedness.2lT 

And indeed, the drafters of Arti c 1 e 6 i niti a"11 y opted for the inclusion in the 

Code of bulk transfers to secure antecedent indebtedness and excluded "the 

granting and foreclosing of security interests only where they had been given 

for new va 1 ue. 1129 However, this approach 11ave way to the present version 

because of what may best be described as "commercial realities". Although 

still a source of some debate, the present exclusionary approach continues to 

receive the general support of the subcommitt1?e on review of Article 6.30 

We recognize that the mortgaging of assets may represent a serious 

i mpedi men t to the abi 1 i ty of unsecured creditors to co11 ect their accounts. 

In this sense, it would be in keeping with the purpose of bulk sales 

legislation to include such transactions within the ambit of the Act. 

However, the inclusion of transactions wh'I ch mortgage the as sets of the 

vendor, whether they be real or personal assets, could undoubtedly be an undue 

commerci a 1 hindrance. Comp1 i ance with the Act wou1 d be required in every 

instance where the significant portion of a business's assets was given as 

collateral. On balance, we are of the v'iew that transfers made to give 

security should be exempted from bulk sales l1?gislation. 

Finally, some transfers are, in principle, akin to the earlier noted 

fiduciary relationship exclusions and do not require regulation by bulk sales 

law. Fo·r example, the Uniform Commercial Code exempts several kinds of 

transactions because notice of such transactions is given to creditors either 

28Levit, .supra n. 4, at 697. 

29Hawkland, supra n. 27, at 114. The Bulk Sales Act of Newfoundland, 
R.S .N. 1970, c. 28, s. 2(e), includes chattel mortgages for new consideration 
which affect substantially the enti r e stock of a seller and which are given as 
security ,outside the ordinary course of businE!Ss. 

30Hawkland, supra n. 27, at 115 . 
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pursuant to court order or through public notice. 31 He are of the opinion , 

however , that exclusion of specific types of transa1cti ons, as in the Uni form 

Commercial Code, may not be r equired. A general exemption of transactions 

which already require notice to creditors or public noti ce should suffice. 32 

6. Summary 

Needless to say, by expanding the scope of bulk sales legislation, a 

greater number of business tran sacti ons would be subject to the 1aw and the 

result would be greater intrusfon of the law in commercial dealings . Although 
the provision of ,exclusions from the Act would addre!SS this concern to some 

extent, the intrusion can only be justified if the benefits to be gained from 

bulk sales law outweigh the inconveniences associated with complyi ng with the 

law. To appreciate fully what these inconveniences may be, as well as their 

impact on creditors and on commerc i al freedom, consideration must be given to 

how a bulk sales Act would have to operate to fulfil the purpose of advising 

creditors in advance of a bulk sale. 

B. REFORM OF THE OPERATION OF THE ACT 

He notedl in Chapter 3 that the main problem with the operation of 

The Bulk Sales Jlct arises from the heavy reliance placed upon the bulk 

vendor; he is exp1~cted to supply the pur.chaser with ctn accurate and comp1 ete 

1ist of creditors. He a 1 so saw some prob 1 em with respect to the remedies 

available to creditors and the short limitation peri od under the Act; the 

latter in particuilar may work a hardship on creditors and be used by the 

parties to bulk sales to avoid the Act altogether. 

As it now stands, the Act may be easily subvierted by a vendor giving 

a false or incomJPlete statement and declaration . l~e think that there ar e 

several plausible ways that the Act may be changed to overcome this primary 

problem, including the implementation of a public registration system and the 

31u .c . c . §6-103 (1986) . 

32see, e.g., The, Corporations Act, C.C.S .M. c . C225 , ss . 209(4) and 
214(b), regarding dissolution and liquidation of corporations . 
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imposition of additional responsibilities upon the purchaser. Both methods 
have in common the aim of removing from the vendor as much responsibility as 
possible for the operation of the Act. The bulk sales statutes of Ontario and 
Nova Scotia, as well as the American Convnercial Code - Article Six, rely to 
varying degrees on provisions of this kind. He will consider these schemes in 

de~\s\ng a mode, for reform. 

1. Other Provincial Jurisdictions 

Only Ontario and Nova Scotia depar t to any extent from Manitoba and 
the other provinces in terms of the operation of their bulk sales laws. The 
Ontario legislation contemplates two ways that a bulk sale may be completed. 
Both are subject to the requirement that, prior to the sa 1 e, the vendor

33 
deli ver to the purchaser a statement of creditors verified by affidavit. 

The first method of comp1eti ng a sa 1 e a11ows the purchaser to pay 

the purchase price directly to the vendor in any of these three 
circumstances: if the claims of trade creditors (as disclosed in the 
statement or otherwise known to the buyer) do not exceed $5,000; if the seller 
verifies that all claims of trade creditors have been paid in ful 1; or if 
adequate provision has been made for the i nvnedi ate payment of a11 trade 
creditors upon completion of the sale. 34 The latter method of compliance 
contemplates a buyer withholding from the purchase price an amount sufficient 
to pay off the c 1 aims of a11 creditors and being abso 1 ved from any further 
liability to creditors if he does, in fact, pay the claims in full immediately 

35after the sale. 

33The Bulk. Sales Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 52, s. 4. Interestingly, the 
legislation used to have a further requirement of publication of notice of the 
intended sale in The Ontario Gazette, The Sulit Sales Act, S.O. 1959, c. 9, 
s. 7, a.s rep. by The Sulit Sales Act, S.O. 1960, c. 6, s. 3. 

34The Bulk Sales Act, R.S.0. 1980, c. 52, s . 8(1). 

35Fred M. Catzman, "Bulk Sales in Ontario" (1960), 3 Can. B.J . 28, 34. 
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The alternative way of complying with t he Ontario Bulk Sales Act 

involves the purchaser paying the proceeds of sale to a trustee who makes a 
36 pro rata dis1tribution among the creditors . Under this method, the 

vendor must ob1tain the consent of sixty per cent of unsecured trade creditors 

and deliver to all trade creditors, at least 14 days before the date of 

closing, details of the sale and a statement of business affairs. 

Both methods of closing a bulk sale under the Ontario Act are 

subject to a further requirement that an affidavit setting out the particulars 

of the sale and documentation showing that there has been compliance with the 

Act be fi 1ed wi th the office of the c 1 erk of the court within five days of 

comp1eti on of the sa1 e. 37 The Bulk Sales Act of Nova Scotia a 1 so makes 

provision for registration . The agreement for sale must be filed in a 

reg1 stry office, within 10 days of execution of thE! agreement, and no part of 

the purchase price may be paid within thirty days after execution of the 
38agreement; 1the operation of that Act do1~s not otherwise depart 

significantly f r om the Manitoba approach. 

The consequences of the buyer's non-compliance with the Ontario Act 

are the same as under our legislati on : the sale irn bulk is voidable and where 

the buyer has t aken possession of the stock in bulk, he will be personally 

liable to account to the seller's creditors for the value thereof . 

2. The Uniform Commercial Code - Arti cle Six 

The Uniform Commerci al Code also provides two ways in which to 

comp1ete a bulk. sa1e. The first is the heart of Arti c1e 6 and has been 

adopted by the majority of states . The second method is similar but adds an 

optional section imposing greater 1 i abi 1 i ty on the purchaser . He wi 11 examine 

both of these methods in more detail . 

36The Bulk Sales Act, R.S.O. 1980 , c. 52, s. 8(2) ands . 9. 

37The Bulk Sales Act, R.S.O. 1980, C, 52, s. 11. 

38The Bulk Sales Act, R.S.N . S. 1967, c. 28, s. 2. 
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Ca) Majority approach 

The operation of the Uniform Commercial Code is similar to The Bulk 

Sales Act to the extent that the transferor is required, upon request, to 
furnish the transferee with a list of his cre!ditors and the amounts owing to 
them, toge,ther with an affidavit in support. As under our law, responsibility 
for the completeness and accuracy of the list of creditors rests on the 
transferor and the transfer wi 11 not be rendered ineffective by errors or 
omissions in the list unless the transferee is shown to have had knowledge of 
them. Unlike our legislation, however, the parties are required to prepare a 
schedule of the property to be transferred, sufficient to iden ti fy it, and the 
transferee is to preserve the schedule and creditor list or file the 
documentation in a public office for a peric:>d of six months following the 
transfer to permit inspection by creditoirs. 39 Article 6 also imposes 
responsibility on the transferee to notify creditors by mail of a bulk 
transfer alt least 10 days before paying for the goods or taking possession of 

them. 40 

The Code does not impose a penalty for violation of Article 6 in the 
sense in which that term is normally used. When the requirements of Article 6 
are viol a t:ed, the on1y pena1ty to transferor and transferee is the consequence 
that the sa1e is ineffective as against the creditors of the transferor. 
However, in the event that the transferee does any act which places the goods 
beyond the reach of the transferor's creditors, the transferee will become 

41personally liable for the debt of the transfe~or. 

39u.c.c. §6-104(1) and (2) (1986). 

40u.c.c. •§6-105 (1986). §6-107 provides that the notice is to include the 
the names and addresses of the transferor and the transferee, and whether the 
debts of the transferor are to be paid in full as they fall due as a result of 
the trans;action. If the creditors are not to be paid in full as their 
accounts fall due, the notice must also include the location and description 
of the property to be transferred, the estimated total of the outstanding 
accounts, and an address where the schedule of property and list of creditors 
may be inspected. 

41Ronald A. Anderson, Anderson on the UniEorm Commercial Code, 3rd ed. 
(Rochester: The Lawyers Co-operative Publishing Co., 1985) 400-401 . 
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Article 6, like our Bulk Sales Act, does not specify the remedies 

which an aggr ieved creditor may employ , but a creditor may rely on any 

procedure provided by local law; 42 these include execution or garnishment 

against the t ransferred property and securing of a judgment for the fair 
43market value of the trans ferred property. These procedures must be taken 

within six months of the date of the transfer, 1t1nless the transfer has been 

concealed. in iwhi ch case action must be brought within six months of discovery 

of the transfer. 44 

Cb) Mi nority approach 

Sectfon 6-106 of the Uniform Commercial Code imposes further 

requirements upon a bulk sale . However, i t is an "optional" provision in the 

sense that states which choose to adopt Uniform Article 6 may choose not to 

include this section in their legislation. The nnajority of states have not 

adopted this provision45 for reasons which will be discussed shortly. 

I The section provides that, where a bulk transfer is made for new 

consideration, the transferee must, in addition to the requirements al ready 

I discussed under the majority approach, pay from the purchase price the clai ms 

of creditors as shown on the list furnished by the transferor or filed wi thin 
4630 days from the date of the mai 11 ng of the notice . Hhere any debts are 

in dispute, a necessary sum may be withheld from di stri buti on unti 1 the 

dispute is resolved and , in the event that the consideration payable is not 

! 
42u.c.c . §6- 104 Official Comment 2 (1986) . 

43Anderson, supra n. 41, at 401-402 . see also, Leonard Laki n, "Bulk 
Transfers : Hhat Hath The Uniform Commercial Code Hrought?" (1975) , 35 Md . L. \ 
Rev. 197, 229 . 

44u .c.c. §6-111 (1986) . Official Comment l states: "This Article imposes 
unusual obligations on buyers of property. A short statute of limitations is 
therefore appropr i ate . " 

45Anderson, sup,ca n. 41, at 411 lists 30 states which have omitted §6-106 
and 20 states which have adopted §6-106 in some form. 

46u. c . c. §6-106(1) (1986). The Code does not prescribe a procedure for 
compliance; a transferee under §6-106 may perform his duty in any suitable 
manner - U.C.C. §6- 106 Official Comment 3. 
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enough to satisfy fully all of the debts , distri bution is to be made on a pro 

rata basis . The section also makes provision for payment of the 
consideration into court and distribution therefrom through filing of 
claims.47 

As stated in the Official Comment to section 6-106, "... the 
purpose of the section is to give the transferor's creditors direct protection 
against improper dissipation by the transferor of the consideration which he 
receives . . . . ,.48 Whether a state deci dE!S to adopt section 6-106 depends 
upon its philosophy regarding the extent to which creditors should be 
statutorily protected. This divergence in opinion can be summarized as 
follows : 

Those acts [without section 6-106] were designed simply to give
notic,e to the seller's creditors. Underlying these acts was the 
presumption that the seller's creditors, once notified of the 
proposed bulk sale, could adequately p1rotect their interests. In 
contrast, tacts incorporating section 6-106], long favoured by credit 
men, reflect an assumption that the creditors' interests could be 
effectively protected only by 1mposin~J upon the transferee the 
personal duty to apply the new consideration from the bulk sale to 
the p,ayment of the se11 er' s debts .49 

It has been asserted that, where section 6-106 has been adopted and 
there has been non-compliance with the provisions of Article 6, the transferee 
will be personally liable to the transferor's creditors for their debts , even 
i f a fair consideration was paid and the transferee had acted in good 
faith.so Many reviewers of the Code believe that not only is this threat of 
persona 1 1 i ability for non-comp1 i ance with thE! Arti c 1 e the ha 11 mark of section 

47u.c.c. §6-106(4) (1986). This is an optional paragraph and as stated in 
the accomipanying explanatory note , "recommended for those states which do not 
have a general statute providing for payment of money in to court." 

48u.c.c. §6-106 (1986) Official Comment 1. 

49Lakin, supra n. 43, at 223. 

50Anderson, supra n. 41 , at 416. The author a 1 so notes, however, that a 
transferee is not liable to unpaid creditors of which he was not aware. 
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6-106, but that for Article 6 to be effective such a provision should be 
51mandatory. Others are of the view that fai1 ure to comply with §6-106 

renders a trans fer ineffective but does not make the transferee personally 

liable for the value of the property transferred or the amount paid for 
52it. Aside from the possible personal liability which may result under 

§6-106, other substantial burdens are also a consequence of such a 

provision. 53 

The dilemma over section 6-106 illustrates that, in constructing the 

operational scheme of a bulk sales act, consideration must be given to how far 

the l egi s lati on shou1 d go in protecting the interests of one group at the 

expense of another. 

5lsee Rapson, supra n. 4, at 1768. See also, Baker, supra n. 4, at 
1786; Leona M. Hudak & Edward J. King, "Reforming and Rewriting Article Six of 
the UCC" (1976), Com. L.J. 284, 287-288; Lennart V. Larson, "Bulk Transfers: 
Some Interpretive Problems" ( 1970), 2 Rut. -Cam. LJ. 101, 118; Levit, supra 
n. 4, at 702-705, 711; Rydalch, supra n. 13, at 88. But see Paul 
Carrington, "The Uniform Commercial Code - Sales, Bulk Sales & Documents of 
Title" (1960), 15 Wyo. L.J. 1, 16; Hawkland, 1!.upra n. 2; Myron Kove, 
"Procedural Problems in a Bulk Sale Under the Uniform Commercial Code" (1968), 
l U.C.C.L.J. 91, 101-105. 

52Hawkland, supi,a n. 3, at 1748, where the subcommittee of review of 
Article 6 proposed the following amendment: 

Failure to comply with this section renders the transfer ineffective 
against any omitted creditor ... but does not otherwise make the 
transferee piersonally liable for the value of the property transferred or 
the amount ~aid therefor, unless the transferee ... transfers the 
property to a purchaser for value in good faith, and without notice of any 
non-compl i anc:e with the requirements of this Arti c 1 e, in which case the 
transferee shall be personally liable to the creditors . . .. 

53Rapson, supra n. 4, at 1763: 

(1) Added delay and costs, particularly regarding disputed, contingent 
or unliquidated claims; 

(2) Abrogation of state and federal laws regatrding priorities and lien 
rights where pro rata distribution is required ; 

(3) Conflict of law problems where assets are located in more than one 
state and some states have section 6-106 and others do not; and 

(4) Problems associated with the failure of the Article to set out a 
comprehensive priority system of payment of creditors. 

see Kove, supra n. 51, at 102- 105; Levit, supra n. 4, at 705; Rydalch, 
supra n. 13, at 86. 
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The rationale of Article 6 is that creditors should be 
protected by imposing substanti al burdens; and sanctions upon buyers 
of businesses, even though they may have acted in good faith and paid 
top dollar for the purchase. Is that really fair? Does it make 
sense to place burdens upon a buyer in order to protect creditors 
of the seller who have taken the risk of extending unsecured credit? 
Can w,~ support a va1ue judgment that th,~ purchaser should bear the 
risk that a seller will not pay his c1reditors? If not, as has 
happened in most jurisdictions, section 6-106 will be rejected and 
the purchaser will have no duty to apply the purchase proceeds to the 
payment of the seller's debts.54 

3. Reform of the Act 

The alternative approaches just discussed incorporate the concepts 

of increasing the purchaser's respons i bil itiE!s - through the requirement to 

pay creditors from the proceeds of sale - and maki ng notice of a sal e more 

accessible to creditors - through public registration of the details of the 

sale. We rely on these and other concepts in considering the reforms which 

may be implemented to make bulk sales law more effective and provide a 

reasonable balance between the interests of creditors and those of the parties 

to a bulk sale . The fol l owing are our suggestions for the broad parameters of 

a reformed bulk sales statute. 

The vendor ' s duties should be as minimal as possible but he should 

be require!d to prepare and deliver to the purchaser a statement, verified by 

statutory declaration, detailing the outstilnding claims of all unsecured 

creditors . Responsibility for alerting creditors should then be shifted away 

from the vendor towards a more reliable person. This could be accomplished, 

as we have seen, in several ways. 

Verification by -purchaser - The purchaser could be required to 

check the vendor's list of creditors for completeness and accuracy. This has 

been suggested in relation to Article 6 and described as "fair and not unduly 

54Rapson, supra n. 4, at 1763-1764. 
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burdensome". The proposal contemplates that primary responsibility forwi 

the comp1eten1~ss and accuracy of the statement 1:,f creditors would rest with 

the vendor . J\ sa1 e wou 1 d not be rendered ineffective by errors or omissions 

in the statement unless the fact of such errors or omissions were known or 

disc1osed to or reasonably di scoverab 1 e by the purchaser. Such fact would be 

deemed known by a purchaser where it is revea·1 ed by the vendor's regular 

bookkeeping records or where it would be discovered by the purchaser's 

reasonable inquiry concerning the vendor's creditors. 56 

Although this practice would probably be effective in ensuring that 

creditors are not left out, we are of the opi ni on that such a provision would 

be extremely onerous on a purchaser, particularly one who wishes to acquire a 

business whi clh has a great number of creditors . The requirement to make 

reasonab 1 e inquiry concerning the vendor's creditors could prove both costly 

and time-cons;uming. Indeed, thorough investi!Jation may be impossible, 

introducing unacceptable uncertainty and risk into business acquisitions. 

Distribution by -purchaser - A section lik.e 6-106 of the Uniform 

Commerci a 1 Code could be adopted . By requiring the purchaser to distribute 

the proceeds of sale directly to the vendor's creditors, the possi bility of 

the vendor absconding with the funds would seem to be eliminated. The vendor 

would receive no monies until the claims of cred i tors had been satisfied. 

Despite the theoretical effectiveness of this method, the 

opportunity to defraud creditors remains even where a purchaser is required to 

pay the proceeds to creditors who are 1 i sted on the statement of creditors 

which has beeni furnished by the vendor. Substantial reliance is still placed 

on the accuracy and completeness of that statem1rnt: on the honesty of the 

vendor. 

55Hawkland, supra n. 3, at 1746. see also Henry A. Easley, III, "Bulk 
Sales - Transferee's Duty to Make Careful Inquiry of the Transferor's 
Creditors Abolished" (1973), 52 N.C.L. Rev. 165; Eric M. Reuben, "Significant 
Developments Uniform Commercial Code - Bulk. Sales •- Abrogation of Transferee's 
Duty to Conduct a Careful Inquiry to Discover Cr,edi tors. Adrian Tabin Corp . 
v. Climax Bout.ique, 34 N.Y. 2d 210, 313 N.E. 2d 66, 356 N.Y. 2d 606 (1974) . " 
(1974) , 55 B.U.L . Rev . 2B8. 

56Hawkland, su;pra n. 3, at 1745. 
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Public notice - We prefer a thii rd option - a mandatory system of 

public notice to creditors . Under this approach, a purchaser would be 

required to publish notice of a sale and pay the accounts of those creditors 

who advise of their claims. The vendor 's role in such a scheme would be 

negligible; he would merely collect whatever was left over after all accounts 

were settled. Most of the responsibility would be shifted to the purchaser 

and the creditors. 

Although a requirement of pub1ic notice in advance of a sa1 e could 

involve some delay in closing a transaction, this coul d be planned for in most 
57commercial transactions and would not cr,eate a hardship . We believe that 

most transactions could and should be coimpleted by giving notice in advance, 

but, to deal with those few instances where the delay would not be acceptable, 

some flexibility could be incorporated into the Act. We contemplate two 

methods of compliance, each carryinu different responsibilities and 

consequences, to provide this flexibility. 

<l> Pre-closing notice 

This method would work as follows. The purchaser would send written 

notice to each unsecured creditor named in the vendor ' s statement or otherwise 

known to the purchaser. The notice would i ndicate the vendor's name and 

address, together with any and a11 tradle names under which he carried on 

busine,ss; the purchaser's name and address; that the purchaser had agreed to 

buy thie vendor's business or , where the purchaser had only agreed to purchase 

specific assets of the vendor, that th1! purchaser had agreed to buy those 

named assets; the date of closing of the proposed purchase; the amount that 

the purchaser believed to be owing by the vendor to the creditor ; that, if the 

creditor disputed the amount owing to the vendor, he could so advise the 

purcha.ser in writing by a specified date, and that the i denti fi ed indebtedness 

would be paid in full to the creditor on the closing of the proposed purchase. 

57Many commercial transactions are already subject to the possibility of 
de1 ay by reason of regulatory requirements. For examp1 e, the purchase of a 
hotel or restaurant with a liquor licence is not possible without approval 
under The Liquor control Act, C.C.S.M. c. Ll60. That process can take 4 to 
6 weeks from filing of application to notification of decision. 
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The purchaser would also be required to place a similar notice in a 

daily newspaper and i n the Manitoba Gazette requiring any creditor of the 

vendor to advise the purchaser or his lawyer in •writing of the nature and 

amount of his c"laim by a specified date . 

The vendor and purchaser would be prohibited from closing the 

transfer until some reasonable period of time had elapsed from the mailing and 

pub l i cation of the notices. This mini mum period of ti me - say two weeks -

should be sufficient to allow a creditor to asct~rtain whether or not the 

vendor is indebted to him and t o send written notification of such 
indebtedness to the purchaser. 

Each creditor would be required to have confirmed, disputed or 

identified his claim prior to the expiration o1f the notice period . The 

purchaser would then be free to apportion the purchase price and acquire title 

to the assets. Failure of a creditor to advise of his claim within the 

a11otted time would absolve the purchaser from any respons i bil ity to that 

creditor, although the creditor's contractual right to proceed against the 

vendor would remain . 

We think that having the purchaser pay the proceeds directly to all 

creditors who have confirmed their claims would work well in this case . 

Practically speaking, this could be done by forwarding the proceeds to the 

vendor's solicitor on the trust condition that they be distributed to the 

confirmed creditor s according to their clai ms or that other adequate 

arrangements be made for their payment in full. Diisputed claims could be paid 

into court. In the event that the proceeds are insufficient to satisfy fully 

the estimated disputed and undisputed claims of all creditors, the purchaser 

could be requi rnd to pay the monies to a trustee for pro rata distri buti on 

to the creditors. 

Transferring the purchase price directly i nto the hands of creditors 

or through the court would help to eliminate the threat of the vendor 

mi sappropri ati ng the funds before the creditor accounts are paid. This, taken 

together with the publ i c notice provisions of the proposed scheme, we submit, 

would offer the! kind of preventative protection which bulk sales law is 

supposed to afford to creditors . 
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(2) Post-closing notice 

In the norma1 course, advance noti CE~ shoul d be given to creditors . 

However, as the delay caused by the notice requirements may be unacceptable in 

some circumstances, we propose a second method of compliance whereby a bulk 

sa1 e could be c 1 osed at the wi 11 of the vendor and purchaser without notifying 

creditors before the closing. Once the transaction has closed, the parties 

would then be responsible for providing notice, both directly and through 

pub l i cati on, in a manner similar to the advance notice scheme. However, in 

order to 1confi ne this method of compliance to extraordinary situations, both 

the vendor and the purchaser would have continuing joint and several liability 

for all creditors' claims as of the date of closing. 

Two conditions precedent would have to be met before this method 

could be invoked. First, the purchaser must have reasonable grounds for 

believing that he is and will be solvent upon completion of the transfer and 

the assumption of the vendor's debts . 58 This is intended to afford a 

minimum s~feguard to creditors that the purchaser will be financially able to 

make good on the assumed liabilities. Second, the vendor and purchaser would 

agree in writing to be bound by this method of compliance to ensure that both 

parties are aware that they are assuming some 1extraordinary responsibilities. 

Upon satisfaction of the condi tions precedent, the purchaser would 

be requirE!d to demand and receive from the veindor prior to the date of closing 

a statement of his creditors supported by a statutory declaration. Upon the 

close of the sale, the purchaser would pay to the vendor that part of the 

purchase p1ri ce exceeding the amount outstandi n,g to the vendor's creditors. In 

effect, the purchaser would be required to hold back an amount equal to the 

claims of creditors as listed on the vendor's statement. Although this would 

give rise to the familiar problem of the JPUrchaser having to rely on the 

vendor I s s;tatement, it is unlikely that the purchaser would do so blindly 

58we would use a solvency test similar to those found in many sections of 
The Corporations Act, C.C.S.M. c. C225. It should require that (a) the 
purchaser is and wi 11 , after the acquisition, be ab1 e to pay his 1 i abi 1 i ti es 
as they c,ome due, and (b) the realizable value of the purchaser's assets is 
and would, after completion of the purchase, be greater than the aggregate of 
his liabillities. 
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under this method of compliance, as the purchaser would ultimately be 

respons i b 1 e for a11 of the vendor's debts, whether or not they were on the 

statement. 

Once the transaction had closed, the purchaser would be required to 

notify creditors in a manner similar to that previously described, with one 

very important addition: the notice would also contain a statement that the 

bulk sale had closed as of a specified date and that the purchaser had become 

jointly and severa11y 1 i able with the vendor for ai11 the debts of the vendor 

as of that date. 

Admittedly, this is an onerous obligation to impose upon any 

purchaser, but it is intended to be so. As creditors would not receive 

advance notice of the bulk sale, there must be some mechanism for ensuring 

that creditors can co11 ect on their accounts after the trans fer. Under this 

method, the purchaser is given great incentive to satisfy himself that all of 

the creditors' claims are paid in full out of the purchase price of the bulk 

assets; otherwise, they wi 11 have to be paid out of his pocket. This should 

al so encourage the parties to give advance notice and discourage them from 

relying on this method of compliance as a matter of course. 

<3> Remedies available to creditors 

If the purchaser fails to comply 1"ifh any prollisi on or tlle Act, lie 

would become jointly and severally !fable tdt /J the vendor for t he c l aims of 

any creditor. We think. creditors shou Id be given the opportunity to bring an 

action against the purchaser on the basis of the ori gi nal contract for goods 

or services between the creditor and vendor. The imposition on the purchaser 

of joint and several liability with the vendor for the debts of all creditors 

is a potent remedy which need not be supplemented by any additional remedy. 

The vendor, of course, would remain liable to all his creditors under his 

contractual commitments to them and we think a creditor's remedy against the 

vendor should continue to be based upon their contrnct rather than upon a 

contravention of the Act. Finally, a court could, in its discretion, relieve 

the purchaser fronA liability for mi nor errors or orni s s ions where, in the 

circumstances of the case, inc1 udi ng the good faith of the purchaser, it was 

reasonable to do so. 
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C. SUMMARY 

Under our suggested reforms, the selective and outmoded application 

of the Act to specific types of vendors and subject matter would be overcome 

by expanding the scope of the legislation to include all businesses and both 

tangible and intangible assets . Likewise, the select group of creditors given 

protection would be expanded and the scope of creditors would be rationalized 

through the inclusion of reliance creditors only. A clearer and more specific 

definition of "sale in bulk" would also help to achieve the central purpose of 

the legislation as would the exclusion of c,ertai n t r ansactions from the Act. 

The operation of the Act wou l d ce,a.se to depend on the honesty of the 

vendor . Public notice would act as a safe!guard against careless or fraudulent 

vendors who state that no creditors exist or who omit creditors from their 

list. Every creditor would be afforded the oppportunity to r eceive advance 

notice of the details of a bulk sale. 

Although the proposed notice requirements could add increased 1ega1 

and ad11erti sing costs, which might fa11 most heavily on purchasers of sma11 

businesses, the overall costs would be equitably distributed . The vendor and 

purchaser would be responsible for the cc1sts of advertising and sending out 

notices while the expense of monitoring the publications in which notices 

appear would be incurred by creditors. The system may work a hardship on 

those few who could not afford to monitor the necessary publications , but 
59

protection of creditors through public notice is not unusua1. 

These legislative reforms addrE!SS many of the problems with the 

present Bulk Sales Act. By adjusting the scope of the vendors and creditors 

covered!, the Act is brought more in 1i ne \tith modern commercial dea1i ngs. By 

placingI less reliance on the information originating from the vendor, and more 

59see, e.g., The Trustee Act, C.C.S.IM. c. Tl60, s. 43; The Real 
Propert:y Act, C.C. S.M. c. R30, SS . 130(1), 155; The Corporations Act, 
C.C.S.M. c . C225, ss. 179(3), 209(4). 
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on independent methods of verification, the Act is less likely to be abused 

and disregarded. And, finally, by clarifying the methods of enforcement of 

rights under the Act, the wronged creditor would have clearer means of redress. 

As we have demonstrated, 1t is possible to close the gaps found in 

existing bulk sales legislation . However, it is still necessary to determine 

whether a model such as we have outlined should be implemented in Manitoba. 

To do so, the cos ts and benefits of its adoption must be considered in light 

of the uncertain need for bulk sales law in general. In the next Chapter, we 

undertake this analysis and reach our conclusion as to the ultimate fate of 
The Bulk Sales Act . 
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CHAPTER 7 

EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REFORM 

After reviewing the provisions of the present Bulk sales Act, we 

determined that the scope of the Act is so out-dated and its operation so 

ineffective that the Act is of little value in its present form and should be 

repealed . The more difficult question then became whether the Act should be 

rep 1 aced. To answer this, we considered whether there was sti 11 a need for 

the law, in a practical as well as a legal sense. He found that it was 

difficult to quantify this need, but from a liagal standpoint only a small gap 

would be left by the repeal of the bulk sales law. That gap would be the 

theoretica l benefit afforded to unsecured cnaditors by advance notice of an 

impending bulk sale. But what would be the c:ost of filling in the gap; would 

it be worth the benefit? 

To answer this, we devised a bu1 k sa'l es proposa 1 which we felt would 

address m,rny of the problems with the present Act. As we saw in the last 

Chapter, to afford creditors the type of reli1ef that bulk sales law promises , 

a fairly elaborate system of checks and balaInces must be created. He relied 

on a system of public notice to provide this, although other jurisdictions 

have shown that other schemes are possibl1~. Whatever type of system is 

chosen, w1~ concluded that, to address the piresent problems with bulk sales 

law, two key elements are needed: rationalization of the scope of 

transactions covered by the Act, and reform of the operation of the Act to 

provide uinsecured creditors with advance notice of a bulk sale. In saying 

this, we k.now that any scheme which offers these two elements wi 11 necessarily 

involve increased costs . But any scheme whi c'h does not offer these elements -

although it may have significantly lower costs - wil 1 not be worth 

implementing as it will add little to other legislation already affecting 

creditors. 

In this final Chapter of our Report, we weigh the costs and benefits 

of the two ways of addressing reform of bulk sales law - repeal or replacement 

- and ma~;e our final recommendations for repeal. He are aided in this 

analysis by the comments from members of the legal, business and credit 

communities who responded to our Discussion Paper. 
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A. REPEAL OR !REPLACEMENT OF THE BULK SALES ACT 

The benefits of a replacement scheme, such as the one we have 

proposed, were detailed in the last Chapter. The requirement of public notice 
e, we would take much of the onus away from the vendor, ensuring that creditors 

would become aware of a sale and that they could collect their accounts from 

the proceeds. The recommended changes to the scope of transactions and 

creditors cov1ared by The Bulk Sales Act would ensure that the Act was 
for applied more equitably. 

The costs of this scheme were a11 uded to. Aside from the more 
the onerous nature of the recommended requi rem1rnts for pub l i cati on and 

notification of creditors by mail , increased legal and advertising costs would 

al so result under this scheme. These would be incurred by the vendor and 

purchaser, whi"le the creditors would incur the cosit of monitoring publications 

for bulk sale notices. In addition to these increased monetary costs, the 

vendor and purchaser would be unable to close a bulk sale without incurring at 

least a one-month delay while advertis ing for creditors. This is an 

additional burden , unknown in our present Act and with the potential to alter 

dramatically the means of completing this type of transaction in this 

Province. Although the optional post-compliance provisions would be available 

to parties whcJ wished to avoid the delay, this system is not intended for 

common use and has its own major costs, including the purchaser's liability 

for a11 of th1~ vendor ' s debts. Finally, the change in the scope of the Act 

would eliminatE! some transactions but, in general, the legislation would be of 

broader appl i c,ati on under our reforms. This, tog1ether with the more onerous 

compliance provisions of the Act, leads to the inescapabl e conclusion that the 

proposed scheme represents a significant intrusive departure from present 

business pract,ces. 

Most of the dozen or so respondents to our Discussion Paper were in 

agreement that the present Bulk Sales Act is unsatisfactory and should be 
1repealed . Further, most believed that our replacement scheme would serve 
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edi t lThe exception was Fred M. Catzman, Q.C., of the Ontario Bar who has written 
several articles advocating retention of the leHislation and who responded 
against the idea of repeal of the Act. Letter from Fred M. Catzman, Q.C. , 
December 8, 1987. 
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to protect cr editors, but that the additional costs invol ved to accomplish 

this could not be justified. Many respondents, while recognizing the 

necessity of shifting the burden for compliance away from the vendor, were 

par ticular·Iy concerned that it would be the purchaser who would be saddled 

unjustly with the i ncreased costs of the scheme. 

The majority thought that the Act should not be rep 1 aced by our 

proposed scheme, or by any scheme at al l. 2 The general consensus was that, 

in the absence of a demonstrated need for bulk. sales legislation, the l aw 

imposes an unwarranted bur den upon commerci a 1 transactions . It was a 1 so 

pointed out that, as bulk. sales legislation is now treated as a "dead letter" 

in the la~, and ignored by many lawyers and business people, the l egislation 

has, in effect, been repealed by practice. Formal repeal would mere l y be 
3recognition of the status quo. This view is supported by the fact that 

repeal of the legislation in British Columbiat has been descri bed as "wholly 
4uncontroveirsial" . Finally, most respondents pointed to the availability of 

alternati vie creditor relief such as bankruptcy and persona 1 property security 

legislatiom, as offering adequate protection to creditors. 

As we noted, several respondents were uncomfortable with the idea of 

outright repeal of The Bulk. sales Act. The Busi ness Law Subsection of the 

Manitoba Elar Associ at i on was of the view that, as bu l k. sal es l aw provides 

salutary protection, the legislation should be maintained in some form. They 

2severa 1 respondents, however , did favour imp1 ementati on of a new scheme to 
replace the Act: letter from The Manitoba Insolvency Associati on Inc., March 
22, 1988; the Business Law Subsection of the Manitoba Bar Association 
suggested an alternate proposal which is discussed later . 

3Letter from Jim Rattenbury , Co-ordinator of Legal Research, Law Reform 
Branch of the Offi ce of the Attorney Genera1 , New Brunswick., September l O, 
1987. 

4Lett er from Arthur L. Close, Chai rman, Law1 Reform Commi ssion of British 
Columbia , October 20 , 1987. 
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agreed with our recommended changes to the scope of the legislation, but were 

of the view that implementing an intricate notice system to advise creditors 

of the availabil ity of bulk sale funds was unnecessary as creditors would 

become awar e of a sale during the ordinary course of business. They suggested 

that the Act s'imply impose a statutory trust on the funds received by the 

vendor for the benefit of the vendor ' s unsecured cr,editors . This would a11ow 

the unsecured creditors to make a claim upon the piurchase price " in specie", 

and would permit recourse to equitable remedies such as tracing. 5 

He appreciate that it is important to have some form of deterrent 

against fraudulunt bulk sales , but we are not convinced that a bulk sales 

statute should fiulfil this role, parti cularly in light of the deterrent effect 

of other l egi s 1 ati on, inc1 udi ng the Criminal Code.. Even if we assume that 

the Act should be kept for its salutary effect , we believe that the 

theoreti ca1 bem!fi ts of a statutory trust - the avai 1 abi 1 ity of equitable 

remedi es - would be illusory in practice. Tracing would be available only in 

the rare instances where the purchase monies had not been dissipated or become 

unidentifiable . Also, the right to trace could nc,t be exercised against a 

bona Eide purch,aser for value who was unaware of the existing trust . Even 

where the purchaser had acted in concert with a bulk seller, the imposition of 

a trust would add nothing to the remedies available to creditors under 

fraudulent conveyance legislation. Accordingly, although the imposition of a 

statutory trust on the proceeds of a bulk sale suggIests a way to simplify the 

operation of the Act while providing a deterrent to fraud, we believe that the 

practical probleims with its implementation would ouhteigh these considerations. 

In summary, we identify the following as the decisive factors in the 

debate over whether to replace or repeal the Act: 

1. Repea1 of The Bulk Sales Act is ca11 ed for because of the 
irrationality and ineffectiveness of the present scheme. 

SLetter and "Recommendations with Respect to The Manitoba Law Reform 
Commission Discussion Paper on The Bulk Sales Act" from Manitoba Bar 
Association, Business Law Subsection, January 18, 1988. 
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2. In considering whether the Act should be replaced, 
consideration should be given to the costs and benefits of a 
new Act which is designed to implement the goals of bulk sales 
law. 

3. The costs associated with an effective scheme include delay in 
closing a transaction, imposition of additional duties and 
liability on the purchaser, and increased monetary costs to all 
parties . 

4. The benefits to be gained from ,l comprehensive scheme enure 
largely to unsecured creditors , a1nd include : rationalization 
of the scope of transactions covered; provision of information 
and advance notice of an impending sale; and simplication of 
the forms of relief available against non-complying vendors . 

5. The costs and benefits of a comprehensive scheme must be 
weighed in light of these considerations: 

(a) In the modern commercial context, it is questionable 
whether the prob 1 em of bulk sa1es sti 11 poses a 
significant commercial threat to creditors . 

(b) Alternative means of prevent'lng bulk sales are available 
to creditors including obta.ining credit information on 
potential customers and taking security in personal 
property. 

Cc) Alternative forms of relief from fraudulent bulk sales 
are available including bankruptcy legislation, 
attachment and injunctions , reciprocal enforcement of 
judgments, fraudulent conveyance legislation and criminal 
law sanctions. 

( d) The extent of the deter-rent va1ue of bulk sa1es 
legislation is also question,a.ble, especially in light of 
the deterrent effect of fraudulent conveyance legislation 
and applicable provisions of the Criminal Code . 

Ce) The repeal of bulk sales legislation in British Columbia 
has been without adverse consequence, and many other 
jurisdictions, including the United Kingdom, have never 
adopted such laws. 

B. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In reaching our final recommendations, we have considered the costs 

and benefits of implementing a bulk sales statute which would meet the unique 

objectivHs for which the law was originally intended; other legal and economic 

factors which impinge upon this analys i s; and the views of representatives of 

the business , legal and credit communities. On balance, we are of the opinion 
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that the benefits of maintaining a viable bulk sales Act are outweighed by the 

costs. This, taken together with the questionablle need for bulk sales law 

both from a practical and legal point of view, lead us to recommend : 

RECOMMENDAH0N 

That The Elulk Sales Act should be repealed cmd no scheme should be 
implemented to replace it . 

C. CONSIDERATIONS UPON REPEAL 

The repea1 of The Bulk Sales Act woul cl put Manitoba out of step 

with the other provinces in the country, with the exception of British 

Columbia, and would be an abandonment of the generally accepted goal of 

uniformity of laws. He believe that the reasons for repea 1 of bulk sales 

legislation, however, override the goal of uniformity. The presence of bulk 

sales statutes in other jurisdictions should not pose a problem as in the many 

other ins tanc,~s where the 1aws between provi nc:es vary, the question of 

applicable law in the interprovincial bulk sale context will be resolved 

according to the usual conflict of laws principles. 

Specific reference to The Bulk Sales AGt is made in severa 1 other 

Manitoba statuites. Upon repea1 of the Act, thes.e references may be de1 eted 
6 7

without consequence except in the case of The Retail Sales Tax Act. 

This Act adopts the definition of a bulk sale contained in The Bulk Sales 

Act for purposes of co11 ecti ng taxes upon such ,il sale . Hi th the repea1 of 

The Bulk sa:Zes Act, a definition of "bulk sale" would have to be 

incorporated directly into The Retail Sales Tax AcL 

osts 

6The Cooperatives Act, C.C.S.M. c. C223, S. 144(4); The Machinery and 

Farm Equipment, Act, C.C.S.M. c. F40, S. 34(13); The Natural Gas Supply Act, 
C.C.S.M. C. 1~15, S, 27(2); The Credit Union ,and Caisses Populaires Act, 
C.C.S.M. c. C301, s. 126(4). 

7The Retail Sales Tax Act, C.C.S.M. c. R130, s. 8('1)-(3). 
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This is a Report pursuant to section 5(2) of The Law Re£orm 
Commission Act, signed this 21st day of December 1988. 

. C. Edwards , Ch • n 

~ssioner 

/L1?.J_, ... 
Eleanor R. Dawson, Commissioner 

~ 1{. ?yt ~ 
Pearl K. McGoni gal , Commissioner 
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Reform APPENDIX A 

Cl-llAPTER Bl00 

THE BULK SALES ACT 

HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, 
enacts as follows: 

Definitions. 
l In this Act, 

"creditor" means a person to whom the vendor of 
stock is indebted,, whether or not the debt is due, 
and includes a :surety and the endorser of a 
promissory note or bill of exchange who would, 
upon payment by him of the debt, promissory 
note or bill of exchange in respect of which the 
suretyship was entered into or the endorsement 
was given, become a creditor of such vendor: 
("creancier") 

"proceeds of the sale" includes the purchase 
price or consideration payable to the vendor, or 
passing from the purchaser to the vendor, on a 
sale in bulk, and the moneys realized by a 
trustee under a s,ecurity, or by the sale or other 
disposition of ainy property, coming into his 
hands as the consideration, or part of the 
consideration, for the sale: l"produit de la 
vente") 

"purchaser" includes a person who gives to a 
vendor real or personal property in barter or 
exchange for a stock in bulk: ("acheteur" ) 

"sale", whether used alone or in the expression 
"sale in bulk", includes a transfer, conveyance. 
barter or exchanige and an agreement to se 11. 
transfer, con\'ey, barter or exchange: ("\'ente"I 
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CHAPITRE Bl00 

LOI SUR LES VENTES EN BLOC 

SA MAJES'TE, sur l'avis et du consentement de 
l'Assemblee legislative du Manitoba, edicte: 

Definitions 
l Les definitions qui suivent s'appliquent 
a la present,e loi. 

"acheteu.r" Est assimilee a l'acheteur la 
personne qui donne a un vendeur des biens reels 
ou personnels en troc ou en echange d'un stock 
en bloc. ("purchaser") 

"creancier" Personne envers laquelle le vendeur 
de stock est endette, que la creance soit exigible 
ou non, et. s'entend egalement d'une caution et de 
l'endosse1c1r d'un billet a ordre ou d'une lettre de 
change qui, sur paiement de la creance, du billet 
aordre ou de la lettre de change qui a donne lieu 
au cautionnement ou a l'endossement, 
deviendrait un creancier de ce vendeur . 
("creditor" ) 

"produit de la vente" Sont assimiles au produit 
de la vente le prix d'achat ou la contrepar tie 
payable a,u vendeur ou passant de l'acheteur au 
vendeur :a !'occasion d'une vente en bloc ainsi 
que les so,mmes realisees par un syndic en vertu 
d'une garant ie, ou par la vente ou toute autre 
a lienation d'un bien qui vient a se trou \'er en sa 
possession a titre de contrepartie totale ou 
partielle de la vente. <"proceeds of the sale") 



R.S.:vt . 1987, c. 8100BCLK SALES 

"sale in bulk" means a sale of a stock, or part 
thereof, out of the usual course of business or 
trade of the vendor or of substantially the entire 
stock of llhe vendor, or of an interest in the 
business of the vendor; ("vente en bloc") 

"stock" means 
(a) st,ock of goods, wares, merchandise or 
chattels ordinarily the subject of trade and 
commerce; 
lb) the goods, wares, merchandise or chattels 
in which a person trades, or that he produces 
or that are the output of, or with which he 
carries on, a business, trade or occupation; 
("stock") 

"stock in bulk" means any stock or portion 
thereof that is the subject of a sale in bulk; 
("stock en. bloc") 

"trustee" means an authorized trustee under the 
Bankrupltcy Act (Canada) appointed for the 
bankrupky district wherein the stock of the 
vendor or some part thereof is located, or the 
vendor's business or trade or some part thereof is 
carried on at the time of the sale in bulk thereof; 
or any pe1rson named as trustee by the vendor or 
by the cr,editors of the vendor in their written 
consent to a sale in bulk; or any person 
appointed! as trustee under section 13; ("syndic") 

"vendor" includes a person who barters or 
exchanges stock in bulk with another person for 
other property, real or personal. ("vendeur") 

Persons to whom this Act applies. 
This Act applies only to sales in bulk 

h_v, 

"stock" 
al Stock d 'objets , de denrees, de 
marchandises ou de biens personnels qui 
font habituellement l'objet du commerce; 
bJ objets, denrees, marchandises ou biens 
personnels dont une personne fait commerce 
ou qu'elle produit, ou qui proviennent de son 
entreprise, de son commerce ou de sa 
profession, ou avec lesquels elle exerce une 
entreprise, un commerce ou une profession. 
("stock") 

"stock en bloc" Tout stock ou toute partie de 
stock qui fait l'objet d'une vente en bloc. ("stock 
in bulk") 

"syndic" Syndic autorise en application de la 
Loi sur la faillite (Canada) , nomme pour le 
district de faillite ou est situe le stock du 
vendeur ou une partie de ce stock ou dans lequel 
le vendeur exerce au moment de la vente en bloc 
la totalite ou une partie de son commerce ou de 
son entreprise; ce terme designe egalement toute 
personne designee comme syndic par le vendeur 
ou parses creanciers donnant leur consentement 
ec:rit a une vente en bloc ou toute personne 
dilsignee comme syndic en application de 
!'article 13. ("trustee") 

"vendeur" Est assimilee au vendeur la personne 
qui troque ou echange un stock en bloc avec une 
autre personne contre d'autres biens reels ou 
personnels. ("vendor") 

"vente" S'entend en outre, que le terme soit 
employe seul ou dans !'expression "vente en 
bloc", d'un transfert, d'un troc ou d'un 
echangeainsi que d'un contrat de vente, de 
transfert, de troc ou d'echange; " vendre" a une 
signification equivalente. ("sale") 

"vente en bloc" La vente d'un stock ou d'une 
partie de ce stock effectuee en dehors du cadre 
habituel de l'entreprise ou du commerce du 
vendeur ou la vente de la quasi-totalite du stock 
du vendeur ou d'un interet dans l'entreprise de 
ce dernier. ("sale in bulk") 

Personnes visees par la presente Joi 
2 La pre,;ente loi ne s'applique qu'aux 
ventes en bloc elTectuees : 
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(a) persons who, as their ostensible occupation or 
part thereof, buy and sell goods, wares or 
merchandise ordinarily the subject of trade and 
commerce; 
(b) commission merchants; 
(c) manufacturers: 
(d) proprietors of hotels, rooming houses, 
restaurants, motor vehicle service stations, oil 
or gasoline stations or machine shops. 

Scope of Act. 
3 Nothing in this Act applies to , or 
affects, a sale by an executor, administrator, 
receiver, assignee or trustee for the benefit of 
creditors, authorized trustee under the Bankruptcy 
Act (Canada), official receiver or liquidator, a 
public official acting uinder judicial process, or a 
trader or merchant selling exclusively by 
wholesale, or an assignment by a trader or 
merchant for the genera I benefit of his creditors. 

Statement of creditors to be furnished. 
4(1) Except as otherwise provided in this 
Act, a purchaser of stock in bulk, before paying to 
the vendor any part of the purchase price or giving 
a promissory note or security for the purchase price 
or part thereof, or executing a transfer, conveyance 
or encumbrance of prop,erty, shall demand of and 
receive from the vendor, and a vendor of stock in 
bulk shall furnish to the purchaser, a written 
statement verified by the statutory declaration of 
the vendor or his duly authorized agent or, if the 
vendor is a corporation, by the statutory 
declaration of its president, vice-president, 
secretary-treasurer or manager. 

Contents of statement. 
4(2) The statement shall contain the names 
and addresses of the creditors of the vendor. 
together with the amount of the indebtedness or 
liability due, owing, payable or accruing. due or to 
become due and payable by the vendor to each of 
the creditors. 
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a) par les per:sonnes dont la totalite ou une partie 
de la profession notoire consiste a acheter et a 
vendre des olojets, denrees ou marchandises qui 
font habituel lement I'objet du commerce: 
b) par les cornmissionnaires: 
c) par Jes fabricants: 
d) par les proprietaires d'h<itels, de maisons de 
rapport, de restaurants, de stations service, de 
stations d'essence ou d'ateliers de construction 
mecanique. 

Champ d'appliication de la loi 
3 Aucune disposition de la presente Joi ne 
vise et ne concerne ni une vente effectuee par un 
executeur testamentaire, un administrateur, un 
sequestre, un ,cessionnaire ou un syndic dans 
l'interet des creanciers, par un syndic autorise en 
application de la Loi sur la faillite (Canada), par un 
sequestre officiel ou un liquidateur , par un 
fonctionnaire agissant en vertu d'un acte de 
procedure judiciaire, par un commerc;ant ou un 
marchand vendant exclusivement en gros, ni une 
cession faite pair un commerc;ant ou un marchand 
dans l'interet general de ses creanciers. 

Releve des creances 
4(1) Sauf disposition contraire de la 
presente loi, avant de verser au vendeur toute 
portion du prix d'achat, de donner un billet a ordre 
ou une garantie en paiement de la totalite ou d'une 
partie du prix d'achat ou de passer un acte de 
transfert de biens ou de grever des biens d'une 
charge,l'acheteur d'un stock en bloc doit exiger et 
recevoir du vendeur, qui doit le lui fournir, un 
releve ecrit des creances atteste par une 
declaration sollennelle du vendeur ou de son 
representant duiment autorise ou, si le vendeur est 
une corporation, par une declaration solennelle du 
president. du vic,e-president, du secretaire-tresorier 
ou du directeur. 

Contenu du rel,eve 
4(2) Le r,eleve doit contenir les noms et 
adresses des cre,anciers du vendeur ainsi que le 
montant de la d,ette ou de !'obligation echue, due, 
payable, aechoir ou a devenir echue et payable par 
le vendeur achacun de ses creanciers. 
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Form ofstBLtement. 
4(3, The statement and declaration may be 
in the form set forth in Schedule A. 

Payment 0111 account of purchase price. 
4(4) A purchaser may. before obtaining the 
statement, pay to the vendor a sum not exceeding 
$50. on account of the purchase price. 

No prefereince or priority. 
4(5) iF'rom and after the furnishing of the 
statement and declaration, no preference or 
priority shall be obtainable by any creditor of the 
vendor in irespect of the stock in bulk or the 
proceeds ,of sale thereof by attachment, 
garnishment proceedings, contract or otherwise. 

Payment olfcreditors in full . 
5 Before the completion of a sale in bulk, 

(a) the claims of the creditors of the vendor as 
shown by the written statement shall be paid in 
full; or 
(bl the vendor shall produce and deliver to the 
purchase1r a written waiver of the provisions of 
this Act, other than the provisions contained in 
section 4, from creditors of the vendor 
representing not less than 60% in number and 
amount ofthe claims exceeding $50. as shown by 
the writt,en statement, which waiver may be in 
the form set forth in Schedule 8;or 
(c) the vEmdor shall produce and deliver to the 
purchasl!r the written consent thereto of 
creditors of the vendor, representing not less 
than 60% in number and amount of the claims 
exceeding $50 . as shown by the written 
statement. 

When proceeds or sale to be paid over to 
trustee. 
6 Where a sale in bulk is made with the 
written consent of the creditors of the vendor under 
clause S(c), the purchaser shall pay, deliver or 
convey the entire proceeds of the sale to the person 
named as trustee by the creditors in the written 
consent, or, if no trustee is named therein, to thE:: 
trustee named by the vendor or appointed under 
section 12, t.o be dealt with as provided by section 7. 

Forme du releve 
4(31 Le releve et la declaration peuvent etre 
fails selon la formule prevue a !'annexe A. 

Paiement avaloir sur le prix d'achat 
4(4, L'acheteur peut, avant d'obtenir le 
re leve, verser au vendeur une somme de 50 $ au 
plus a valoir sur le prix d'achat. 

Aucun droit de preference ou de priorite 
4(5) A partir du moment ou le releve et la 
declaration sont fournis, un creancier du vendeur 
ne peut obtenir aucun droit de preference ou de 
priodte sur le stock en bloc ou sur le produit de la 
vente de ce stock par voie de saisie, de saisie-arret, 
de contrat ou de toute autre fai;on. 

Paiument integral des creances 
5 Avant la realisation d'une vente en 
bloc: 

al ou bien les creances des creanciers du vendeur 
inidiquees dans le releve ecrit doivent etre 
in,tegralement reglees; 
bl ou bien le vendeur doit produire et remettre a 
l'acheteur une renonciation ecrite au benefice 
d11s dispositions de la presente loi, a !'exclusion 
de !'article 4, provenant de ses creanciers 
reipresentant au moins 60 %, en nombre et en 
valeur des creances depassant 50 $ mentionnees 
dans le releve ecrit, cette renonciation pouvant 
et.re faite selon la formule prevue a !'annexe B: 
cl ou bien le vendeur doit produire et remettre a 
l'.acheteur le consentement ecrit de ses 
creanciers representant au moins 60 %, en 
nombre et en valeur, des creances de plus de 50 $ 
mentionnees dans le releve ecrit. 

Produit de la vente verse au syndic 
6 Lorsqu'une vente en bloc est realisee 
avec: le consentement ecrit des creanciers du 
vendeur donne en application de l'alinea 5c), 
l'acheteur doit verser, remettre ou transferer a la 
personne designee comme syndic par les creanciers 
clans le consentement ecrit ou, si aucun syndic n·y a 
ete designe, a celui designe par le vendeur OU 

nomme en application de !'article 12, la totalite du 
prodluit de la vente qui doit etre afTecte de la fa~on 
pre\"Ue 0. !'article 7. 
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Distribution of proceeds ofsale. 
7( I I Where the proceeds of the sale are paid, 
delivered or conveyed to a trustee under section 6, 
the trustee shall be a trustee for the general 
benefit of the creditors of the vendor and shall 
distribute the proceeds of the sale among the 
creditors of the vendor in proportion to the 
amounts of their claims as shown by the written 
statement, and such other creditors of the vendor 
as file claims with lthe trustee in accordance with 
the Bankruptcy Act (Canada). 

Method ofdistribu:tion. 
7(2/ The distribution shall be made in like 
manner as moneys are distributed by a trustee 
under the Bankrupt,cy Act (Canada) and in making 
the distribution all creditors' claims shall be 
proved in like manner, are subject to like 
contestation, and entitled to like priorities as in 
the case ofa distribuition under that Act. 

Rights and liabiliti.es. 
7(3) The credlitors, vendor and trustee have 
in all respects the same rights, liabilities and 
powers as the creditors, authorized assignor, and 
authorized trustee respectively have under the 
Bankruptcy Act (Canada), the vendor being 
deemed for such purpose to be an authorized 
assignor under that Act, and the trustee an 
authorized trusteH under that Act, and the 
priorities of creditors shall be determined as of the 
date of the completioin of the sale. 

Publication of notice before distribution. 
7(4) Before making distribution, 

(a) the trustee shall cause a notice thereof to be 
published once in The :\1anitoba Gazette and in 
not fewer than two issues of a newspaper 
published in the province and having a 
circulation in the locality in which the stock in 
bulk was situated at the time of the sale: and 
(bl a period of 14 days shall elapse after the last 
of such publications . 
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Repartition du produit de la vente 
7( I) Lorsque le produit de la vente est verse, 
remis ou transfere a un syndic en application de 
!'article 6, 1,e syndic a la qualite d'un syndic dans 
l'interet general des creanciers du vendeur et doit 
repartir le p,roduit de la vente entre les creanciers 
du vendeur au prorata de leurs creances dont le 
montant est indique dans le releve ecrit ainsi 
qu'entre les autres creanciers du vendeur qui 
deposent leurs creances entre les mains du syndic 
conformement a la Loi sur la faillite (Canada). 

Methode de repartition 
7(2) La repartition se fa it de la meme 
maniere que dans le cas de la repartition de 
sommes d'argent par un syndic sous le regime de la 
Loi sur la faillite (Canada). Pour la repartition, 
toutes les creances -des creanciers doivent etre 
prouvees de la meme fac;on et sont susceptibles 
d'etre contestees de la meme maniere et beneficient 
des memes priorites que dans le cas d'une 
repartition sous le regime de la Loi sur la faillite 
(Canada). 

Droits et obligations 
7(3) Les creanciers, le vendeur et le syndic 
ont, a tous e,gards, les memes droits, obligations et 
pouvoirs qu'ont respectivement les creanciers, le 
cedant autorise et le syndic autorise sous le regime 
de la Loi sur la faillite (Canada), le vendeur etant 
repute a cette fin etre un cedarit autorise en 
application de cette loi et le syndic etant repute 
etre un syndic autorise en application de cette loi; 
l'ordre de preference entre les creanciers doit etre 
determine aujour de la realisation de la vente. 

Publication d'un avis avant la repartition 
7(4) Avant de proceder a la repartition : 

al le syndiic doit en donner a vis dans un numero 
de la Gazette du Manitoba et dans deux numeros 
au moins ,d'un journal pub lie dans la province et 
diffuse dans la localite ou etait situe le stock en 
bloc au moment de la vente: 
bl ii doit s'ecouler un delai de 14 jours apres la 
derniere de ces publications. 
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No other no,tice. 
7(5) It is not necessary to publish any 
advertisement or notice of the distribution other 
than as provided in subsection (4). 

Fees of trustee. 
The fees or commission of the trustee 

shall not exceed 3% of the proceeds of the sale that 
come to his hands; and, in the absence of an 
agreement by the vendor to the contrary, the fees 
or commission, together with any disbursements 
made by the trustee, shall be paid by being 
deducted out of the moneys to be received by the 
creditors and shall not be charged to the vendor. 

Sale void against creditors unless Act 
complied with. 
9(1) A sale in bulk in respect of which th is 
Act has not been complied with shall be deemed to 
be fraudulent and void as against the creditors of 
the vendor; mnd every payment made on account of 
the purchase price, and every delivery of a note or 
other security therefor. and every transfer, 
conveyance and encumbrance of property by the 
purchaser shall be deemed to be fraudulent and 
void, as between the purchaser and the creditors of 
the vendor. 

Liability of1purchaser to account 
9(2) llf, however, the purchaser has received 
or taken poss:ession of the stock in bulk, or any part 
thereof, he is personally liable to account to the 
creditors of the vendor for the value thereof 
including all moneys, security or property realized 
or taken by him from, out of, or on account of the 
sale or other disposition by him of the stock in 
bulk, or any part thereof. 

Estoppel of purchaser. 
9(3) In an action brought, or proceedings 
had or taken., by a creditor of the vendor within the 
time limited by section 11 to set aside or have 
declared void a sale in bulk. or in the event of a 
seizure of the s tock in the possession of the 
purchaser, or some part thereof, under judicial 
process issue,d by or on behalf of a creditor of the 
vendor within such period. the purchaser ~hall ne 

Autre avis 
7(51 II n'est pas necessaire de publier 
d'aultre annonce ou avis que celui prev u au 
paragraphe (4). 

Honioraires du syndic 
8 Les honoraires ou la commission du 
synd!ic ne doivent pas depasser 3 % du produit de la 
vente qui vient a se trouver entre ses mains et, a 
defaut de convention contraire de la part du 
vendeur, les honoraires ou la commission du 
syndiic, auxquels s'ajoutent !es debours qu'il a faits, 
doive,nt etre payes par deduction sur les sommes 
que cloivent recevoir les creanciers et ne sont pas 
imputes au vendeur. 

Vente nulie a l'egard des creanciers 
9tll Est reputee frauduleuse et nulle a 
l'ega1rd des creanciers du vendeur la vente en bloc 
qui n'a pas respecte les dispositions de la presente 
loi: tout paiement a valoir sur le prix d'achat, toute 
remise d'un bi llet ou d'une autre garantie en 
paiement du prix ainsi que tout transfert de biens 
par l'acheteur ou toute charge dont ii greve les 
biens sont reputes frauduleux et nuls entre 
l'acheteur et les creanciers du vendeur. 

Achtiteur comptable aux creanciers 
9(2) Toutefois, si l'acheteur a re,;u la 
totali.te ou une partie du stock en bloc ou en a pris 
possession, ii est personnellement tenu de rendre 
compte aux creanciers de la valeur de ce stock ou de 
cette partie de stock, y compris de ('ensemble des 
sommes, garanties ou biens qu'il a realises ou 
obtenius par la vente ou toute autre alienation qu'il 
a faite de la totalite ou d'une partie du stock en 
bloc. 

Preclusion 
9(3l Dans une action ou procedure en 
annulation ou declaration de nullite d'une vente en 
bloc intenlee ou engagee par un creancier du 
vendi!ur dans le delai fixe a !'article 11 ou dans le 
cas d'une sais ie du stock en possession de l'acheteur 
ou d'une partie de ce stock pratiquee en vertu d'un 
acte de procedure judiciaire etabli par un creancier 
du "endeur ou au nom de ce creancier dans ce delai. 
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estopped from denying that the s tock in his 
possession at the time of the action, proceedings or 
seizure is the stock purchased or received by him 
from the vendor. 

Rights of creditors of purchaser. 
9(4) If the stock then in the possession of the 
purchaser, or some part thereof, was in fact 
purchased by him subsequent to the sale in bulk 
from a person other than the vendor of the stock in 
bulk and has not been paid for in full, the creditors 
of the purchaser, to the extent of the amounts 
owing to them for the goods so supplied, are 
enti tled to share with the creditors of the vendor in 
the amount realized. on the sale or other disposition 
of the stock in the possession of the purchaser at 
the time of the action, prvceedings or seizure, in 
like manner and with:n the same time as if they 
were creditors of the vendor. 

Burden of proof 01r1 purchaser. 
10 In a proceeding wherein a sale in bulk 
is attacked or comes in question, whether directly 
or col laterally, the burden of proof that this Act has 
been complied with is upon the person upholding 
t he sale in bulk. 

Limitations. 
11 '.'io act.ion shall be brought or 
proceedings had or taken to set aside or have 
declared void a sa!,e in bulk for failure to comply 
with this Act, unless the action is brought or 
proceedings had or taken within six months from 
the date of the comp,letion of the sale. 

Appointment of trustee by judge. 
12 Cpon the application of a person 
interested, if the creditors of the vtndor in their 
written consent to a sale in bulk ha"e not named a 
trustee and the vendor has not named one, a judge 
of the Court of Queen',; Bench. shall appoint a 
trustee and fix the security. if any. to be gi,·en by 
him. 

Uniform construction. 
13 Thi~ Act shall he ~1> interpreted .1nd 
con;:trutd a;; to effect its i;eneral purpo,;e ot' 111<1king 
uniform the law of the pm,·inces that enact it 
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l'acheteur e:st empeche de nier que le stock qu'il a 
en sa possession au moment de !'action, de la 
procedure 01u de la saisie est celui qu'il a acquis ou 
rec;u du vendeur. 

Droits des •~reanciers de l'acheteur 
9(4) Si le stock ou une partie du stock en 
possession die l'acheteur a, de fait, ete acquis par ce 
dernier, apres la vente en bloc, d'une personne 
autre que le vendeur du stock en bloc et que le prix 
de ce stock ou d'une partie de ce stock n'a pas ete 
integralem€'nt paye, !es creanciers de l'acheteur 
ont le droit, jusqu'a concurrence des sommes qui 
leur sont dues pour !es objets fournis, de prendre 
part, avec les creanciers du vendeur, a la 
repartition des sommes realisees par la vente ou 
toute autre alienation du stock en possession de 
l'acheteur au moment de !'action, de la procedure 
ou de la sais.ie, de la meme fa,;on et clans les memes 
delais que s'ils etaient des creanciers du vendeur. 

Charge de la preuve 
10 Dans une procedure ou une vente en 
bloc est attaquee ou contestee, que ce soit 
d irectemenit ou accessoirement, la charge de 
prouver qu'elle est conforme aux dispositions de la 
presente Joi incombe a la personne qui en soutient 
la validite. 

Prescription des actions 
11 Les act ions ou procedures en 
annulation ,ou declaration de nullite d'une vente en 
bloc pour dMaut de conformite aux dispositions de 
la presente Joi se prtscrivent a !'expiration d'un 
delai de six mois a partir <le la date de realisation 
de la vente. 

Nomination d'un syndic par un juge 
12 Sur demande de toute personne 
interessee et a defaut par Jes creanciers du vendeur 
d'avoir designe un syndic clans le consentement 
ecrit a une vente en bloc et a defaut egalement par 
le \'endeur cl'en a\'Oir designe un. un juge de la Cour 
du Banc de la Reine doit nomrner un s.vndic et fixer 
le montant de la garantie que ce dernier doit. le cas 
echeant. fournir . 

in terpretation uniforme 
13 La presente Joi doit etre interpretee rle 
fa,011 ,'I donner ple in effP.t ason intention genera!e 
d 'uniformi .,ation du droil des provinces qui 
J',_,dictent 
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SCHEDL'LE A 

Statement and Declaration 
Statement showing names and addresses ofall creditors of: 

·-----

:--!ature of When:'o'ame of Post Office 
Creditors Address Indebtedness Amount Due 

I, , of in the Province of :'vlanitoba, do solemnly declare that the above is 
a true and cor1rect statement of the names and addresses ofal I ,creditors of , and shows correctly 
the amount of indebtedness or liability due, owing, payable or accruing due or to become due and payable 
by to each of said creditors. ( If the declaration is made by an agent, add: 

I z1m the duly authorized agent of the vendor and have a personal knowledge of t he matters 
herein declared to). 

(Or, if the ,·endor is a corporation I 
I, , of in the Province of \lani.toba. do solemnly declare that the above is a 

true and corr,ect statement of the names and addresses of all the creditors of the Iname of 
corporation) aind shows correctly the amount of the indebtedness or liability due, owing, payable or 
accruing due, or to become due, and payable by the corporation to each of the said creditors, and that I am 
the of the said corporation, and have a personal knowledg:e of the matters herein declared to. 

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true, and knowing that it 
is of the same force and effect as if made under oath, and by virtue ofThe Canada Evidence Act. 

Declared before me at the of , in the Province of Manitoba, this day of 
, 19 

A Commissioner, etc. 
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A;li:\EXE A 

Releve el dee laration 
Releve indiquant les noms et adresses de tous les creanciers die: 

------- ----
'.\'om des Adresse '.liature de :Vtontant Echeance 

creanciers postale la dette 

Je soussigne, , de dans la province du :'vtanitoba, declare solennellement que ce qui 
est presente ci-dessus est un releve fide le et exact des noms et adresses de toiis Jes creanciers de 
et indique correctement le montant de la dette ou de \'obligation echue, due, payable, a echoir ou a devenir 
echue et payable par achacun desdits creanciers. (Si la dedaration est faite par un representant, 
ajouter: 
,Je suis le representanl dumenl autorise du vendeur et j'ai une connaissance personnelle des faits 
ci-declaresl. 
(Ou, si le vendeur est une corporation) 

Je soussigne, , de dans la province du ~ani.toba, declare solenne\\ement que ce qui 
est presenle ci-des.sus est un releve fidele et exact des noms et adresses de tousles creanciers de Ia (nom de 
la corporation) et indique correctemenl le montant de la dette ou de !'obligation echue, due, payable, a 
echoir ou a deveni.r echue et payable par la corporation a chacun desdils creanciers, et que je suis le de 
Iadite corporation, et que j'ai une connaissance personnelle des faits ci-declares. 
Je fais la presente- declaration en la croyant consciencieusement etre vraie et sachant qu'elle a la meme 
force et produit le meme effet que si elle etail faile sous serment, ,et en application de la Loi sur Ia preuve 

au Canada. 
Declare devant moi dans le ( la) de dans la province du :'vtanitoba, ce I 9 
Commissaire, etc. 
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BCl.K SALES 

SCHEOL:LE B 

Waiver 
. . We, the undersigned creditors of _ of in the Province of :'Janitoba, do hereby waive the 

prov1s1ons ofThe Bulk Sales Act, of the Province of :'llanitoba in so far as that Act would apply to affect or 
cause lo make fraudulent or void the sale in bulk by the said of his stock of goods wares me;ch d. 0 

and 0xture~, or _part thereof, or an interest in his business las the case may bel t~ 0 f ~~ :~: 
P_rovince ~f .'vtanitoba an_d we do he_re_by admit having receive:d notice of the intended sale and agree not to 
disturb, dispute or q~est1on the validity of the said sale in any way under the provisions of the said Act 

Dated this day of , 19 
Signed in the presence of 

L.R.~I. I 987, c 8 I 00 
n::-.;n:s E'.\ BLOC 

A:--i'.'\EXE B 

Renonciation'.'\ous, !es creanciers soussignes de de dans la province du :Manitoba, renonc;ons par le 
present acte au benefice des disposi tions de la Loi sur les ventes en bloc de la province du :Manitoba dans la 
mesure 01'.1 ces dispositions viseraient, modifieraient, rendraient frauduleuse ou nulle la vente en bloc par 
ledit de la totalite ou d'une partie de son stock d'objets, de denrees, de marchandises et d'objets fixes a 
demeure ou d'une partie de ceux-ci ou d'un interet dans son entreprise (selon le casl a de dans la 
province du Manitoba, et nous reconnaissons par le present acte avoir rec;u a vis de la vente projetee et nous 
nous engageons a ne pas nuire a la validite de ladite vente, a ne pas la contester et a ne pas la meltre en 

doute d'aucune fac;on en application des dispositions de ladite Joi. 

Faitce 19 . 
Signe en la presence de 
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	CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
	CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
	CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

	A. THE REFERENCE 
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	extend 
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	has 
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	standard 
	part 
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	practice in Manitoba, familiar to all lawyers practising in that area. However, the coI~cern was expressed to the Commission by 1 oca 1 practi tioners that The Bulk Sales Act is irrational, fails to achieve its purpose and is obsolete. Accordingly, we decided to undertake this review of the Act. 
	A 1 thou,gh we wi 11, in this Report, describe and eva1 uate in some detail the prov'isions of The Bulk Sales Act, it is useful to summarize it briefly at this early stage. The Act's purpose is to deter and prevent business people from selling off their businesses and absconding with the proceeds, leaving their creditors unpaid and victimiized. Accordingly, the Act provides that no bulk sale may be completed in Manitoba unless the parties comply with certain formalities set out in the Act. A bulk sale is a 
	A person making a bulk sa1 e must provide to the purchaser a sworn statement naming all of his creditors and the amounts owing to them. The sale may not be compl1~ted unless and until the vendor has either paid all the 
	lxhe Bulk Sales Act, C.C.S.M. c. 8100 [hereinafter referred to as The Bulk Sales Act (Man.)]. See Appendix A for the full text of the Act. 
	creditors named by him in full or obtained the consent (or waiver) to the sale from ,at least 60% in number and value of those creditors. Where a bulk sale is comp1 eted without comp1 i ance with the!se requirements , any creditor of the vendo1r may, for six months following th,at sale, take steps to declare that sale void. 
	creditors named by him in full or obtained the consent (or waiver) to the sale from ,at least 60% in number and value of those creditors. Where a bulk sale is comp1 eted without comp1 i ance with the!se requirements , any creditor of the vendo1r may, for six months following th,at sale, take steps to declare that sale void. 
	The reasons for the concerns expressed by practitioners become immediately apparent, even from the above brief summary of the Act. Hhy are bu l k sales by some vendors covered, while others are not? Hhy are bulk sales involving inventory and equipment covered, while those involving other assets (such as land or accounts receivable) are not? Perhaps most significantly, why does a statute aimed at deterring and preventing the fraudulent conduct of certain merchants rely on the statements of those same merchan
	In this Report, we seek the answers to these questions , with a view to deciding whether The Bulk sales Act is effective and, more fundamenta11 y, whetlher there is any need at a11 in modern times for 1 egi s 1 ation governing bulk sales. 
	B. IBACKGROUND TO THE REPORT 
	In undertaking this project, we recognized that any reform of bulk 
	sales law would have an important impact on the conduct of business and the 
	practice of law in Manitoba. For this reason, we published a Discussion Paper 
	in ;July 1987, setting out our preliminary findings, and circulated it to 
	interested persons and organizations for their comments. He a 1 so published 
	notification of the availability of the Discussion Paper in the Manitoba legal 
	profession's newsletter Headnotes and Footnotes. Numerous thoughtful 
	responses were received and we take this opportunity to thank a11 those who 
	responded for their valuable contributions; their names are set out in 
	Appendix 8. He would particularly like to acknowlege and thank Professor E. 
	Arthur Braid, Q.C. , for his thoughtful contributions and Donald J. Rapson and 
	Stephen L. Harris for their assistance in advising us of the progress of the 
	National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws i n their review of 
	Article Six of the Uniform Commercial Code dealing with bulk transfers . A 
	Drafting Committee, established by the Commissioners in conjunction with the 
	l to the sale a bulk sale itor of the declare that 
	oners become 
	t. Why are ebulksales 
	t conduct of ts for that 
	111th a view ndamenta11 y, on governing 
	form of bulk 
	Figure

	n1 toba 1ega1 thoughtful 11 those who set out in Professor E. 
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	ransfers. A w1 th the 

	American Law Institute, has continued the work undertaken by a subcommittee of the Uniform Commercial Code Committee of the American Bar Association ' s Section of !Corporation, Banking and Busines:s Law; we refer to the subcommittee's work in our Discussion Paper and this Report. Special mention should also b1! made of the earlier work done by the Law Reform Commission of British Columbia in the area of reform of bulk sales law. Their Report on Bulk Sales Legislation, published in 1983, irecommending repea
	C. STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT 
	He begin our discussion in Chapter 2 with a brief look at the historical context in which bulk sales laws arose. In the next Chapter, we set out the p1rovisions of The Bulk Sales Act ht detai 1, including judicial interpretation of similar provisions of bulk sales legislation in other provinces. Cri tica1 eva1uation of the Act follo,i,s in Chapter 4, wherein we conclude that the problems with the legislation are so overwhelming as to call for repeal. The rest of the Report is devoted to the question of whet
	CHAPTER 2 THE suu. SALES ACT 
	CHAPTER 2 THE suu. SALES ACT 
	THE HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE TO 

	The Bulk Sales Act has been a part of Manitoba 1aw for nearly 
	eighty years; it was first enacted in Manitoba in 1909.The introduction into Manitoba, and indeed into Canada, o1F legislation governing the sale of goods in bulk can only be understood in -relation to the American experience. Not only did our laws follow temporally the enactment of bulk sales laws in most of the American states between 1900 and 1910, but the very existence of such l egi s 1 ation is strictly a North American phenomenon; no other Common,wealth country has enacted bulk sales statutes. 
	1 

	A. THIE INTRODUCTION OF BULK SALES LAH INTO THE UNITED STATES 
	The enactment of bulk sales law in the United States at the turn of the century was in response to the difficulties which many states were experiencing with fraudulent merchants. In an age of limited communication and transportation facilities , unscrupulous merchants were able to set up shop in a town, fi 11 it with stock obtained on credit , sell off the stock, and leave town without paying their suppl i en the money owed to them. These unscrupulous merchants were then free to move on to the next town, un
	[t]he state reports from 1890 to 1903 -the period of greatest agitation for bulk sales laws -aru filled with decisions which i nvo 1 ve the transfer by a tradesman of his entire stock in gross, without making proper provision for his creditors.2 
	lxhe Bulk Sales Act, 1909, S.M. 1909, c. 60. 
	Bulk Sales Laws: A Study in Economic Adjustment", (1928) 77 U. Pa. L. Rev. 72, 76, quoting an address of Alexis C. Foster, President of the Denver Association of Credit Men (October 14, 1902), reported in Bulletin National Association 0£ Credit Men (Nov. 5, 1902) . 
	2Thomas C. Billig, 
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	The common 1aw afforded no re 1 i ef to CrE!ditors in this situation and 
	3

	although the statute 0£ 13 Elizabeth had been; adopted in most states, it 
	offered re1 i ef to the unpaid creditor only wherie the purchaser had acquired 
	the goods with knowledge of the vendor's fraudulent intent. A national 
	bankruptcy 1aw was not in p1ace until 1898 and the state by state 
	administration of i nsolvency laws simply "placed another stumbling block in 
	Even bankruptcy 1 egi s 1 ation, when introduced, was 
	the path of creditors. 
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	viewed as only ancillary relief to bulk sales legislation itself. As was 
	stated at the time: 
	What the credit man desires most is not a legal remedy to be administered subsequent to the sal e of the debtor's assets, but notice in advance, of the proposed transfer, such as a bulk sa1es statute provides. If this notice is afforded him, the credit man is, from a business standpoint at least, in a vastly better position than if the sale already has taken place, although his debtor at the time of the t1ransfer may even have been technica1lly insolvent under the 
	Bankruptcir; Act. 5 
	In response to this situation, a well organized national campaign 
	In response to this situation, a well organized national campaign 

	and a lobbying drive were begun by the Nation.:1.l Association of Creditmen, 
	advocating the enactment of the state legislation to combat this "great public 6
	evi1 As t~videnced by the following address,. their plea was, at times,
	11 

	• 
	impassioned: 
	3An Act agaiinst fraudulent Deeds, Alienations, &c., 1571, 13 Eliz. l, c. 5 
	(U. K. ). 
	4Billig, supra n. 2, at 80. 
	5Billig, supra n. 2, at 101. But see NotE!, "The Application of Bulk Sales Statutes" (1920), 33 Harv. L.R. 717 at 718: 
	Before the Federal Bankruptcy Act there was undoubtedly a serious evil . If an insolvent retail dealer could suddenly and secretly sell his stock in bulk, not only was it difficult for his creditors to find out what had been don1! with the proceeds, but the debtor could often make preferences which th1! remaining creditors were unable to defeat. But the National Bankruptcy Act obviates both these dangers, by providing for a speedy discovery of assets and by making a preferenice by an insolvent debtor an act
	6Billig, supra n. 2, at 76, n. 19. 
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	sales Act. These early statutes were similar in scope and operation to their modern day versions with the exception that no service industries were included. 
	10 

	The specific reasons for the Canadian importation of bulk. sales legislation are not clear as there is a dearth of literature on the subject. However, it can be presumed that some of the factors leading to the American legislation must also have been present here; namely, the problem of absconding bull( sale vendors and the failure of the existing law to deal adequately with the problem. The latter problem was definitely as acute in this country as it was in the United States as , for example, no federal 
	11
	11

	bankruptcy legislation existed in Canada between 1880 and 1919. During this hiatus, some of the provinces passed laws governing insolvent debtors and fraudulent conveyances and preferences. But as seen from the American experience, these laws did not address directly the bulk. sales evil . 
	12 

	In a climate where the common law and e><isting legislation provided no redress against absconding merchants, bulk sales legislation became a necessity. ThE! historical context in which bulk sales laws arose accounts for their unique character, both in terms of the emphasis on inventory and the provision of ,advance notice to creditors of impending bulk sales. These distinguishing features of the legislation will nc,w be considered along with the other provisions of The Bulk Sales Act. 
	lOBulk Sales llct, R.S.A. 1980, C. B-13; The Bu:lk Sales Act, R.S.S. 1978, 
	C. 8-9; The B·ulk Sales Act, R. S.M. 1970, C. 13100; The Bulk Sales Act, 
	R.S.O. 1980, c:. 52; Quebec Civil Code , Arts. 1!569a-l569e; Bulk Sales Act, 
	R.S.N.B. 1973, c. B-9; Bulk Sales Act, R.S.N.S. 1967, c. 28; Bulk Sales Act, R.S.P.E.I.. 1974, c. B-6; The Bulk Sales Act, R.S.N . 1970, c . 28; Bulk Sales Ordinanc,9, R.0.Y.T. 1971, c. B-4; Bulk S'ales Ordinance, R.0.N.H.T. 1974, c. B-3. On the recommendation of the Law Reform Commission of British Columbia, the Sale of Goods in Bulk Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 371, was repealed by the Law Reform Amendment Act, 1985, S.B.C. 19,85, c. 10, s. 11, effective May 17, 1985 (S..C. Reg. 138/85). 
	llEnacted that year was the Bankruptcy Act, S.C. 1919, c. 35. see also 
	S.H. Jacobs , "A Canadian Bankruptcy Act -Is It A Necessity?" (1917), 37 Can . L. T. 604. 
	12In Manitoba: The Assignments Act, R.S.M. 1891, c. 7; An Act to declare the true construction of the Act passed in the thirteenth year of the Reign 0£ Queen Elizabetl1 and chaptered five and intituled "An Act against fraudulent deeds, alienations, &c. ", R.S.M. 1891, C. 61. 
	7 
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	CHAPTER 3 THE PROVISIONS OF THE BULK SALES ACT 
	The object of bulk sales legislation is to deter debtors from fraudulently disposing of assets without first making adequate provision for the payment of creditors. The mechan·i sm designed to accomp1i sh this object consists of three parts: the requirement of advance notice to creditors of an impending sale in bulk; the power of creditors to block a sale until the vendor has satisfied their claims; and the remedial authority given to creditors to apply to have a sale whic:h is made in contravention of the 
	In this Chapter we examine the provisions of Manitoba's Bulk. Sales Act under these two broad headings : scope and operation. In doing so, we consider jurisprudence from Manitoba as well as other Canadian jurisdictions, as bulk sales legislation differs only slightly from one province to the next. He reserve our analysis of bulk sales law and legislation for the next ChaLpter. 
	A. SCOPE OF THE ACT 
	The Bulk. Sales Act does not apply to every sale or transfer of prc,perty within the province. The scope of . the Act was purposely defined narrowly to address a particular historic problem and that scope remains largely unchanged today. 
	Ta~:en together, five components define the scope of The Bulk. Sales Act: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	The vendors subject to the Act; 

	2. 
	2. 
	The subject matter of a sale under the Act; 

	3. 
	3. 
	The transactions included in the Act; 

	4. 
	4. 
	The transactions excluded from the Act; 

	5. 
	5. 
	The creditors protected by the Act. 
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	transfer of 
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	ope remains 
	t: 
	Although each of these factors will be examined separately, they are 

	closely interrel,1ted and courts generally have tended to take a comprehensive 
	approach to questions concerning the scope and application of the Act. 
	1. The Bulk Sale Vendor 
	The Bu.Zk Sales Act provides that four categories of vendors are 
	The Bu.Zk Sales Act provides that four categories of vendors are 

	subject to the Act, namely: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	persons who, as their ostensible occupation or part thereof, buy and sell goods, wares or merchandise ordinarily the subject of trade and commerce; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	commission merchants; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	manufacturers; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	proprie,tors of hotels, rooming houses, restaurants, motor vehicly-service stations, oil or gasoline stations or machine shops . 


	The coinfi nement of the Act primarily to those who se11 tangi b 1 e 
	The coinfi nement of the Act primarily to those who se11 tangi b 1 e 

	assets reflects the historic view that the fraudulent dissipation of the 
	proceeds from the sale of goods and wares was the evil to be addressed. Recognition of this view by the courts is evidenced ~y statements such as: 
	It is a matter of common knowledge that the mischief aimed at was the 
	d1sposa1 of the1r stocKs 1n bu1K by traders~ merchants, reta\1 
	shopkeepers, to the detriment of their creditors.£ 
	lrhe Bulk Sales Act (Man . ), s. 2. Clause (d) was not part of the original legislation. It was added by S.M. 1951, c. 5. This was the result of decisions such ilS ·sarthels, Shewan & Co. v. Peterson (1914), 24 Man. R. 794, 16 D.L.R. 465 at· 466 (K.B.), which held that if the Act was to extend to hotelkeepers, it would have provided for them explicitly. 
	2worthington y. Robbins and Cadigan (1924), 56, O.L.R. 285, [1925) 
	D.L.R. 80 at 82 CS.C.). 
	9 
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	Aside from some early anomalous cases, the provisions concerning the s 4
	vendors subject to the legislation have been strictly construed. As a w result, many businesses, such as those in the service sector, are not subject 
	to bulk sales law. 
	2. The Subject Matter of the Bulk Sale 
	The l egi s 1 ative intent to confine bulk sa1es law to the sa1 e of tangibles is also apparent from the definition of the assets which may form a bulk s.ale. A sale in bulk is defined hi the Act as a "sale of a stock, or 
	part thereof . . under certain co,nditi ons (wh1 ch wi 11 be discussed m
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	later). Stock was originally defined as the "stock of goods, wares, 
	t
	mercha1ndise or chattels ordinarily the subject of trade and commerce" as well as the! "goods, chattels and fixtures ordinarily used in connection with any business",and was interpreted to mean the inventory of a business. For example, in a case where the majority of the purchase price for a business was attributab 1 e to goodwi 11 , and machinery and equipment used in the manufacture and bi:>ttling of drinks, but "[t]he stock of goods wares and merchandise 
	6 

	necessary to make the Act applicable amounted to little or nothing, viz: a 
	7 a 
	t 
	3rd. , at 83 where the court found that a farmer was a vendor within the 
	K 

	meaning of The BulJt Sales Act. Foll 'd in Scott v. Haycock. and Nutt, 
	8 
	[1926] 1 O.L.R. 430 (Ont. S.C.). 9
	4see ,Tohn Marten Paper Co. Ltd. v. Amoerican Type Foundry Co . , [1924] 3 
	D.L.R. 1080 (Alta. S.C. App. Div . ) at 1082 where the Court opined: 
	V 

	s 
	It may be thought unjust that all business concerns are not covered by the 
	A 

	Act. But that 1s a matter for the Lugislature. The Court has to decide 
	up,on the mean1 ng of the words of the! Act as they are found and it ought 
	4
	no,t to seek to extend the meant ng so els to cover cases wh1 ch it may think 
	no,t to seek to extend the meant ng so els to cover cases wh1 ch it may think 
	5
	should have been covered. 

	5rhe sulk. sales Act (Man.), s. 1. Tlhe Act defines "sale" as follows: 
	"whether used alone or in the expression 'sale 1n bulk'. includes a transfer, 
	conveyance, barter or exchange; and 'sell' has a similar meaning". 
	6rhe Bulk. Sales Act, S.M. 1924, c. 23, S. :2(e). 
	10 
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	small amount of syrups and extracts," the court lheld that the Bulk Sales Act was inapplicable.
	7 

	In 11951, the definition of stock was expanded to its present form: 
	In 11951, the definition of stock was expanded to its present form: 
	8 


	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	stock of goods, wares, merchandise or chattels ordinarily the subject of trade and commerce; 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	the goods, wares, merchandise or chattels in which a person trades, or that he produces or that are the output of, or with which he carries on, a business, trade or occupation.9 


	How1~ver, even given this broad definition of stock -encompassing more than simply inventory-the courts have refused to extend its meaning to anything other than tangible assets. Accordingly, property consisting of 
	10 

	1Re Crystal Springs MEg. Co., [1935] 4 O.L.R. 331 at 332 (N.S.S.C.), al though in 1thi s case the Bulk Sales Act was app11 ed as it was "invoked by the parties to the sa1e." See also Adams River Lumber Co. Ltd. v. Kamloops sawm.ills Ltd. (1921), 30 B.C.R. 354, 70 D.L.R. 863 (S.C.). 
	8rheBulkSa1'esAct, S.M. 1951, c. 5. 
	9rhe Bulk S,!lles Act (Man.), s. 1. In some jurisdictions the "expanded" version was the definition incorporated into the original legislation, and no subsequent expansion of the definition was made: see, e.g. , The Bulk Sales Act, S.0. 1917, C. 33, S. 2. 
	lOsee In Re St. Thomas Cabinets Ltd. (1921), 50 0.L.R. 492, 61 0.L.R. 487 (S.C.); Interlake Tissue Mills Ltd. V. Geo.rge Everall Co . Ltd. (1921), 50 O.L.R. 165, 64 D.L.R. 206 (S.C.). 
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	It should be noted that certain assets which are not within the definition of stock, may be caught collaterally by The Bulk sales Act. This can arise where a sale -consisting of both "bulk sales" assets and "non-bulk sales" assets -is set aside as a whole for breach of the Act as the Court is not willing to sever the bulk sales assets from those which are not; "the legal cannot be separated from the illegal."
	13 

	3. The Nature of the Bulk Sale Transactiom 
	To constitute a bulk sale, not only must the vendor fall within one of the previously specified categories and the assets being transferred be within the statutory and judicial meaning of the term "stock", the sale must also take place under one of three circumstances. It must be one which is: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	out of the usual course of business or trade of the vendor; 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	of substantially the entire stock of the vendor or; 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	of an interest in the business of the 
	vendor.14 



	llzn Rie United Exhibitors oE Canada (1924), 27 O.H.N. 142, [1924] 4 0.L.R. 816 (S.C.). 
	12simpson & Lane School Bus Ltd. v. Ma}estic Tours Ltrd. et al. (1986), 44 Alta. L.R. (2d) 265 (Q.B.). 
	13RoyaJ Bank oE Canada V. Meadow Sweet Dairies Limited et al., [1942] 3 
	H.H.R. 289 (Alta. S.C.) at 293, where a sale of stock and equipment as well as real property was he1 d to be contrary to the Act. see also McMillan v. Jones, [1923] 2 H.H. R. 641 (Sask. C.A.). But see Canadian Credit Mens Trust Association V. Westerguard (1951),, 1 H.H.R. (N.S.) 822; [1951] 2 
	D.L.R. 697 (Alta. C.A.), where, in a mixed sale of land and chattels, the Court apportioned the consideration for the sa1 e between the two and va 1 i dated the sale of land but invalidated the sale of chattels . 
	14TheJ9ulkSalesAct (Man.), S. 1. 
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	The 1courts have determined that these provisions are to be read disjunctivel y . A sale of stock may not constitute a substantial part of a business and yet be outsi de the usual course of that business . For example, the sale of part of a business , and the sale of a quantity of stock over a 
	15 

	16
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	period of months at prices below wholesale value., were found to be within the Act becausH they were sales made outside the usual course of dea1 i ng of the businesses . 
	Sales of substantially the entire stock of the vendor, whether made inside or outside the ordinary course of a business, will be bulk sales within the meaning of the Act. No guidance was gi ven as to what constitutes a substantial portion of stock, and the cases considering this point are few. One case used the quantity of stock sold as t he indicia; however, it did not exclude the us,e of other criteria, such as the va1ue of stock so1d, in appropriate circumstances. 
	17 

	The nneani ng to be assi gned to the third phrase -of an interest in the business of the vendor -is unclear. What is clear i s that this interest does not mean the sale of a partnership interest in an enterprise, even where that enterpri sei is a vendor of inventory, For exa1mple, where a partner so1 d his share in a hardware firm, the Ontario Court of Appeal held that the sale was not of an interest in the business. The piartner, not the firm, was the vendor and he sold his entire share in the business, no
	18 

	15Interlake Ti:ssue Mills Ltd. v. George Everall Co. Ltd., supra n. 
	10. This case involved a manufacturer of paper bags and enve 1 opes who sold the p 1 ant and machinery connected with the enve1ope branch of the business. But see Overl,md Towing Co. V. B. Howey Contractors Ltd. and Thompson (1982), 18 Alta . L.R. (2d) 351 (Q.B.) . 
	16webber v. Hall (1921), 56 D.L.R. 253 (N.S.C.A.). 
	l7commercial Motor Bodies & Carriages Ltd. V. Perth Ltd. ( 1930), 65 
	O.L.R. 
	O.L.R. 
	O.L.R. 
	383, [1930) 3 D.L.R. 617 (S.C.). See also John Allan Ltd. Trustee 

	v. 
	v. 
	T. Eaton Com;pany, Limited (1927) , 8 C.B.R. 497 (Que. K.B. App. Side). 


	18McLennan v. F1Ulton (1921), 50 0.L.R. 572, 64 0.L.H. 558 at 562 (C.A. ). 
	13 
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	e
	"interest" in the business . The court perceived no threat to creditors in this situation as the partnership assets could still be sold for the partnership debts and the transfer of i nterest was only from the surplus after 
	the payment of debts . 
	The provision was also considered in the case of a sale of an entire 
	creame!ry business "as a going concern" , includi ng "all interest and goodwill 
	thereof" and equipment but no inventory. The sale was attacked for fai l ure to 
	comp1 y with the Bulk Sales Act on the basis that it was the sale of an 19
	intere!St of the vendor in his business. In addressing the plaintiff's 
	argument, the Court stated: 
	He! further contends that the words "an interest in the trade or buisiness" read in their ordinary sense means an i nterest in the "occupation" or "industry" of the manufacturer and not merely in the goods produced by the occupation or industry, and raw materi a 1 s from which they can be produced. If that were the meaning of the section it would lead to inconvenient and unforeseen results. I am bound in fixing upon the intention of the Le9i s 1 ature to view the Act as a whole and to construe the words in 
	apply.20 

	Neither of these cases is particularly helpful in determining the 
	meaning of "an interest in the business of the vendor" . We must conclude that 
	the courts have failed to ascribe any independent meaning to the clause and it 
	adds nothing to the two phrases which precede it. 
	4. Transactions Excluded From The Bulk Sales Act 
	As noted earlier, some transactions are implicity excluded from The 
	sulk sales Act by virtue of the combined effect of the Act ' s definitions; for 
	19Norris v. McKenzie (1933), 6 M.P.R. 556 , [1933] 3 D.L.R. 713 (N.S.S.C.) . 
	20[1933] 3 O.L.R. 713 at 715-716 (N.S.S.C.). 
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	example, transfers made by proprietors in most service industries are not included . 
	The Act also explicitly excludes transactions involving: 
	The Act also explicitly excludes transactions involving: 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	sales by executors, administrators, receivers, assignees or trustees, where the sale is for the benefit of creditors; 

	(
	(
	b) sa1es by authorized trustees under the Bankruptcy Act, official receivers or liquidators and public officials acting under judicial process; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	sales by wholesale traders or merchants; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	assignments by traders or merchants for the general benefit of 1 
	creditors.
	2



	The rationale for excluding persons in fiduciary positions and those acting pursuant to judicial order seems clear; in these cases, other legal duties and sanictions operate to prevent abuses and there is no threat of unchecked danger to creditors. However, the same ,cannot be said of the third exclusion -wholesalers -and the reason for their special status is puzzling and open to speculation. 
	Two other exclusions from the Act arise implici tly by virtue of the term "sale" and the judicial interpretation of th.at term. The granting of a chattel mortgage, debenture or other security interest, whether for new consideration 1:>r to secure an antecedent debt, is apparently not a "sale" within the meaning of the Act. Also, transfer by a secured party pursuant to a right to sal,e under a security agreement is not a bulk sale by the secured 
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	party and is not within the scope of the Act. 
	21xheBulkSale•sAct (Man.) , S. 3. 
	22Dcinkle V. Regal Shoe Co. Ltd., Endacott and Rae (1914), 7 H.H.R. 194 (B.C.S.C.) . See also Lamontagne v. Tremblay, (1922) 23 O.H.N. 192, 
	(H.C. Div.); .E:x Pacte Canada Metal Co.: Re McIntyre, [1925] 2 D. L. R. 889 (Ont. H.C.); Ogilvie Flour Mills Co . V. Empire Bakery Ltd. , [1931] 2 
	W.W.R. 766 (Sask. C.A.). 
	15 
	15 
	~reditors Protected by The Bulk Sales Act er cl The Act defines "creditor" as: wa ve 
	. a person to whom the vendor of stock is indebted, whether or not 
	du
	the debt is due, and includes a surety and the endorser of a promissory note or bill of exchange who would, upon payment by him of pathe debt, promissory note or bi 11 of exchange in respect of which the suretyshi p was entered into or the endorsement was given, become a creditor of such 
	er 
	vendor.23 

	Several points should be noted about this broad definition. The Act 
	ro 
	is not restricted to creditors who have actually supplied the vendor with the 
	is not restricted to creditors who have actually supplied the vendor with the 
	ro 

	goods which are the subject matter of the bulk sale. All creditors of the vendor potenti a 11 y are covered: tr,ade and non-trade, secured and 
	24 
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	co 
	unsec1ured. Thus, a sole proprietor's credit card company, which extends credit for personal purchases, is protected in the same way as are the 
	.L. 
	proprietor"s inventory suppliers. Persons with unliquidated claims for damages in tort or breach of contract are not within the scope of the Act, but it would appear that creditors who have obtained judgment for such claims 
	25 

	th are i included. 
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	er L__Qf:ERATION OF THE BULK SALES ACT 
	th 
	in Having identified the scope of the Act, we will now consider how the 
	er Act operates to fulfil its purpose. The• general scheme is as fo11 ows: the 
	vendor is required to furnish to the purchaser an itemized list of his 
	st di gr
	23The Bulk Sales Act (Man.), S, 1. 
	24warner et al. V. Graham et al., (1946] 2 D.L.R. 277 (B.C.S.C.); Montreal Abattoirs v. Picotte (1917), 52 Que. S.C. 373. 
	25pizzolati S Chittaro Manufacturing Co. Ltd. V. May et al. (1972), 26 
	27 

	D.L.R. (3d) 274. (Ont. C.A.). The Court placed some reliance on the American Di judicial interpretation of "creditor" unider the Uniform Commercial Code and, as we,l l, on the meaning of that term, as understood in the context of other 28. debtor-creditor legislation . See also Commercial Motor Bodies s Carriages Da Ltd. V. Perth Ltd., supra n. 17. Ct 
	18 26showers v. Lewiss Rialto Hat Stores (1933), 71 Que. S.C. 485. 
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	claims for >f the Act, r such claims 
	25 

	sider how the fol lows: the his 
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	creditors; uponi receipt of the list, the purchaser must ensure that the claims of the named creditors are dealt with satisfactorily -in one of three ways provided by the Act -before advancing th!! purchase monies to the vendor. Thus, both vendor and purchaser are assigIned special and distinct duties designed to protect the interests of creditors. The fai1 ure of either party to fulfil properly his own duties will trigger the remedies available to creditors under the Act: the right to block or to set aside
	In this part, the operational aspects of The Bulk Sales Act -the roles assigned to vendor and purchaser and judi ci a 1 interpretation of these roles -wil 1 be examined. The effects of non-compliance with the Act, and the rights and remedies that bulk sales law affords creditors will also be considered. 
	1. The Duties of the Vendor 
	Sectioni 5 of the Act provides that upon demand from the purchaser, the vendor is re,quired to furnish to him a written statement, verified by a statutory declaration, containing the names and addresses of the vendor ' s creditors, together with the amounts owing, payab1 e or accruing due to each of them. As discussed previously, all creditors of the bulk seller must be included, not simply creditors of the business of the selleror the creditors who supplied the assets which are now the subject matter of th
	27 

	The r1~sponsi bil ity for the completeness and accuracy of the statement and due1 ara tion rests with the vendor. As we wi 11 see in our discussion of the duties of the purchaser, this reliance on the vendor has a great impact on the effectiveness of the Act.
	28 

	27rhompson V . l?ichardson (1967), 61 D.L.R. (2d) 162 (Alta. S.C . App . Div.). See also supra n. 24. 
	28Attorney-General of Canada V. Bulletin Public,:1.tions Limited and The Dauphin Herald Company (1976) Ltd. (1979) , 3 Man. R. (2d) 14, at 23 (Co . Ct.). See also Bank of Nova Scotia v. Landry (1974), 10 N.B.R. (2d) 186, 4 A.P.R. 186 (S.C.). 
	As a second requirement, before! the completion of a bulk sale the b1 seller must either pay all his creditors in full or obtain written consents or t i waivers of the provisions of the Act fronn sixty per cent of his creditors in i • both number and value of claims exceeding fifty do11 ars as shown by the o' written The courts require the "clearest proof" that this P
	As a second requirement, before! the completion of a bulk sale the b1 seller must either pay all his creditors in full or obtain written consents or t i waivers of the provisions of the Act fronn sixty per cent of his creditors in i • both number and value of claims exceeding fifty do11 ars as shown by the o' written The courts require the "clearest proof" that this P
	statement.
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	30
	provision was complied with before the sale was completed. 
	In the event that clause (c) •-written consent of creditors -is t chosen as the means for compliance, the purchase price must be paid to a d trust1!e who is then responsible for distributing the proceeds for the general benef'i t of a11 creditors in accordance wiith the provisions of the Bankruptcy Act.•
	3
	1 

	2...,__JJ1e Duties of the Purchaser 
	As discussed, upon demand from the purchaser, the vendor is required to furnish a statement of creditors, supported by a statutory declaration. The purchaser's corresponding duty is to make a request for that statement and decla1ration. The purchaser may not pay te> the vendor any part of the purchase prtce (except a deposit not exceeding fifty dollars), or give a promissory note or security for the purchase price or part thereof, or execute any conve:yance or encumbrance of the property until he has receiv
	32
	statement and declaration from the vendor. 
	C 0 
	Although the payment of a deposit exceeding $50.00 accompanying an offer to purchase a business is precluded (a fact that would surprise most 
	29rhe Bulk Sales Act (Man.), s. 5. 
	30wa1ter v. Leduc Lumber Co. (1915), 8 H.l~.R. 360 (Alta. S.C.). 3 
	3lrhe Bulk Sales Act (Han . ), ss . 6-8 . 3 
	32rhe Bulk. Sales Act (Man.), s. 4(1)-41(4) . The request for the statement 3 
	must be made, not only where the purcha1ser knew that the sale was one which s 
	fe11 within The Bulk. Sales Act, but al s,o where he ought to have known that 
	the :sale was within the ambit of the Act. See Herman v. Sit Hing Fung, 3 
	[1953) l D.L.R. 507 (B.C.S.C.). ( 
	18 
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	Hing Fung, 
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	business peop1 e and 1 awyers), the Briti sh Columbia Court of Appeal has he 1 d that upon their reading of the Act as a whole, a vi olation of this subsection is not a violation of a "provision of the Act" as contemplated by section 10 of the Act. Accordingly, non-compliance with this provision does not permit an aggrieved creditor to avail himself of the Act's remedial provisions. 
	33 

	Once a purchaser has requested a statemt~nt and a declarat ion from the vendor, h'is further obl igations are very limited. As regards the declaration: 
	A11 the purchaser is required to do is to get a1 dee 1 a ration in proper
	form; he does not become the guarantor of the vendor's veracity, and 
	a perjurous declaration will not avoid the sale if it is in proper 
	form .. . .34 
	In a simi lar vein, as long as the form of the statement of creditors 35
	In a simi lar vein, as long as the form of the statement of creditors 35

	is in compliance with the Act , 
	. . . the purchaser, having demanded and receii ved from the vendor a written statement verified by the statutory declaration of the vendor in the form prescribed by the statute, free fr,om any defects in form and free from any collusion between vendor and purchaser resulting in an incomplete or false written statement, is not liable on account of a false or incomplete statement made by the vendor. The statute, it seems to me, declares firstly the duty of the purchaser and then the 
	duty of the vendor, each distinct from the 
	other.36 

	Consequently, ;although a statement or declaration may have errors or omissions , a creditor ' s right to pursue remedies for non-compliance under the 
	33Awram 
	33Awram 
	33Awram 
	v. 
	Bruni~ . 
	[1950] 2 W.W . R. 
	282 (B .C.C.A. ) . 

	34warner et al. 
	34warner et al. 
	V. Graham et al., [1946] 
	2 O.L.R. 
	277 at 279 (B .C.S.C. ). 

	35rhe Bulk. SalEis Act (Man. ) , statement and the dec laration ; 
	35rhe Bulk. SalEis Act (Man. ) , statement and the dec laration ; 
	Schedule A, sets out a permitted form s. 4(2) sets out the required contents . 
	for 
	the 

	36Paddon v. McFarland (A lta. Dis .Ct . ) .. 
	36Paddon v. McFarland (A lta. Dis .Ct . ) .. 
	and 
	McFarland 
	and 
	Goldbe·rg, 
	[1930] 
	3 
	W.W . R. 
	632 
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	Act wil l be restricted where the purchaser has no knowledge of those errors or omi ss i ems. In such cases, a creditor may pursue any remedies which may be The Fraudu;tent Conveyances Act, but no cause of action lies against the purchaser The Bulk. Sales Act. 
	Act wil l be restricted where the purchaser has no knowledge of those errors or omi ss i ems. In such cases, a creditor may pursue any remedies which may be The Fraudu;tent Conveyances Act, but no cause of action lies against the purchaser The Bulk. Sales Act. 
	available against the vendor under or under statute, such as 
	contra.ct 

	(or th1~ vendor) under 

	The rationale for limiting the purchaser's liability in this way can be explained as fol lows: 
	If a purchaser had to embark on an inquiry in depth and at his perilshould miss out a creditor, then there would be no end of risk for an honest 
	purchaser.37 

	However, the purchaser is not allowed to turn a blind eye to substanti a 1 defects in the form of the statement or the dee 1 a ration. For exampll~. in a recent case from British Columbia , the County Court noted that, in the circumstances at hand: 
	To me it is more than a matter of form that the document omits any men ti on that the vendor is a corporation, omits any description of 
	the capacity of the person taking the oath, and of ultimate importance omits that the deponent held a persona1 knowledge of the matters set forth in the statement of creditors .. 
	. . . Under these circumstances I hold the purchaser can 
	gain no protection from this faulty 
	document.38 

	In cone1us ion, the responsi bi 1 i ty for the comp1etenes s and accuracy of the statement of creditors and supporting declaration rests with the 
	37Larosa Food Importing & Distributing Ltd. V. Mel-J Holding Ltd. 
	(1981), 33 B.C. L.R. 113 at 119 (Co. Ct.). 
	38zd. at 120. The court's willingness to set this sale aside, however, may well be explained by their statement that,
	[iln a very real sense the question here is which of the two innocent parties must bear the burden of the fraudulent act of the third person now out of the country. Under the circumstances at bar the consequences must 
	~~: ':)~<;)'u\<ii,i<i \)':f t~i Q.."'\)i\\ant (\)l.1'fthaser1 '«ho fa\ \ed to obta.\n the 
	s;afeguard of a va1id statement and affidavit. 
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	ir can 
	nd accuracy 
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	vendor. The purchaser has no duty to inquire behi' nd the statement. As 1ong as it and the declaration are substantially in the correct form, the purchaser wi 11 be free from 1 i abi 1ity. From analysis of the reported decisions, it is apparent that the circumstances where the form of ,a statement or a declaration will be callE!d into question and the purcha.ser held responsible are extraordinary and rare. 
	3. The Effect of Non-Compliance with the Statutory Requirements 
	The ,consequences of non-compliance with The Bulk sales Act are that the sale will be deemed fraudulent and void as against the vendor"s creditors, and every payment or transfer made on account of the purchase price wi 11 be deemed fraudu1ent and void as between the purchaser and the vendor's 
	39
	39

	creditors . •~here the purchaser has taken possi~ssion of any of the stock in bulk, he wi 11 be personally liable to account to the creditors for the value of the stock, including any proceeds received by him from the subsequent disposition of any of the stock..
	40 

	The vendor's creditors are given the power to set aside a bulk sale, as fraudulent ;and void as between the purchaser ,and themselves, and to hold the purchaser 1 i ab 1 e for the vendor's debts. A 1 though the term "void" is used, the courts have consistently held this to mean "voidable" . One explanation offered for this interpretation is that: 
	It is now common ground between the parties that in the Bulk Sales Act the word "void" means "voidable" only and that a sale made without compliance with the Act is valid Unless and until the creditors e>f the vendor elect to have it set aside . The fact that the Act avoids the sale only as against the vendor's creditors i ndi cates il.n intention on the part of the 1E!gi s 1 ature that on the sale of property in the goods shall pass, subject to the right of the 
	39The Bulk Sales Act (Man.), S, 9(1) . 
	40The Bulk Sales Act (Man.), s. 9(2). 
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	creditors to have the sale set aside as fraudulent against them.41 

	Aside from the contractual and statutory remedies available to creditors against a fraudulent vendor who prepares an incorrect statement and falsely swears a declaration to that statement, the vendor also may be liable to criminal prosecution for swearing a false affidavit. 
	42 

	4. Proceedings to Attack a Bulk Sale 
	Proceedings to set aside a sale muist be instituted within six months 43
	Proceedings to set aside a sale muist be instituted within six months 43

	from the date of the completion of the sa.1 e. There is some authority for the proposition that the sale, if successfuilly attacked by creditors, is void only as against those creditors who bring actions within the prescribed time. However, the more widely held view is that an action to set aside a bulk sale should be treated as one brought on behalf of or for the benefit of all creditors. "All creditors" in this context, includes creditors as defined by the Act -persons to whom the vendor of stock is indeb
	44 
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	l 
	l 
	A sale under The Bulk Sales Act may be rendered void by a creditor in one M two ways. First, an action for a declaration that the sale should 
	41Re Crouse; Garson v. Can. Credit. Men's Trust. Ass'n,. [1929] 3 D.L.R. See also D'Amours V. Darve,!lu, [1934] l D.L.R. 65 (S.C.C.); Allen v. Patterson (1925), 57 O.L.R. 287 (C.A.) ; Draper V. Jackson (1916), 26 Man. R. 165, 26 D.L.R. 319 (C.A.). 
	300 at 302. 

	42crimi.nal code, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. C-46, s. 133. The swearing of a false affidavit is an indictable offence, punishable by imprisonment for up to 14 years. 
	43The Bulk Sales Act. (Man.), s. 11. 
	44Draper V. Jackson, supra n. 41. 
	45niggins v. Elliot. (1922), 65 D.L.IL 154 (N . S . C . A . ) ; Drinkle V. Regal Shoe Co. , supra n. 22, InterlaJte Tissue Mills Co. Everall Co., supra n. 10. 
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	be set aside as fraudulent and void may be instituted; this would be the 
	usua1 course of ,action. Second, the sa1e may be vo·i ded by a creditor dealing 
	with the subject matter of the sa1e in such a way as to show an intent to 
	avoid the transaction. This action may be as follows : 
	46 

	.. . the creditor in this case was entitled to avoid the sales and it did so by levying on the goods under execution. There could not be a more unmistakeabl e way for the creditor to manifest its intention to attack the sales. It has long been the practice i n this Court to attack a fraudulent or voi dable sale or conveyance collateral l y in this way. It is not necessary that a direct action shall be instituted for the 
	purpose.47 

	The propriety of this manner of proceeding is also i mplicitly 
	The propriety of this manner of proceeding is also i mplicitly 

	recognized in section 11, which in addition provides that, in an action to set 
	aside a bulk sale, the burden of proof lies with the purchaser. 
	In a proceeding wherein a sale in bulk is attacked or comes i n question, whether directly or collaterally, the burden of proof that this Act has been complied with is upon the person upholding the sale in bulk. [emphasis addedJ48 
	This cioncl udes our discussion of the scope and operation of The 
	This cioncl udes our discussion of the scope and operation of The 

	Bulk Sales Act. In the next Chapter, we undertake ,i criti ca1 ana1ysis of the 
	provisions of thE! Act and identify some compe11 i ng reasons for major overhaul 
	of the Act. 
	46xhe Bulk Sales Act (Man . ), s . 9(3). 
	41webber V. H.all, Arano££ V. Hall , Mosher V. Hall (1921), 56 
	D.L.R. 253 (N.S.C.A.) . But see Draper V. Jackson, SU:Pra n. 41. 
	4Bxhe Bulk Sales Act (Man .), S. 10. 
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	CHAPTER 4 
	EVALUATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE BULK SALES ACT 
	Having detailed the provisions of the Act in the previous Chapter, we will now consider the problems associated with both the scope and operation of The Bulk Sales Act. In particular, w1? will note the irrational coverage provided by the Act and the ineffective practical application of the legislation. These problems are addressed, not in isolation, but in the context of the purpose of the Act: the prevention or deterrence of business people from liquidating their assets and absconding with the proceeds wit
	A. SCOPE OF THE ACT 
	1. The Scope of Vendors Covered 
	The types of vendors whose sal 1es may be covered by The Bulk sales Act are historically based; they are the vendors who were perceived as threats to creditors nearly a century ago. Although the reasons for including certain vendors and excluding others may have been legitimate at that time, they may no longer be sustainable today. 
	The Bulk Sales Act is confiined in scope to vendors who are retai 1 ers or manufacturers of tangi b 1 e goods and to a few specified service businesses. Excluded are wholesale merchants, most service enterprises, persons in positions of trust, such as fiduciaries, and those acting pursuant to judicial authority. However, the omission of both wholesalers and service bus i ne,sses from the ambit of the Act is harder to support as the hi stori ca1 rationale for their exclusion has probably disappeared. Very fe
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	-the historical reasons for which are unclear -is difficult to justify in a modern day context. 
	Current explanations which attempt to support the narrow scope of 
	Current explanations which attempt to support the narrow scope of 

	vendors covered by bulk sales legislation belie th1e reality of modern credit 
	transactions . For example, Article Six of the American Uniform Commercial 
	Code, which deals with bulk sales. regulates a class of businesses similar to 
	that of our Act. The official Comment to the Arti c 1 t? provides this reason for its scope: 
	While some bulk sales risk exists in the excluded businesses, they have in common the fact that unsecured credit is not commonly extended on the faith of a stock of merchandise.1 
	Critics of the American bulk sales legislation do not accept this explanation: 
	This is simply not true. Restaurants. hotel s, cleaners and virtually all other types of service enterprise necessarily do incur unsecured credit in substantial quantities for supplies, merchandise, and services which are used , consumed, and i n many instances, resold in the course of the service operation. The suppliers of these services are no more readily ab1 e to obtain security for their debts than are trade creditors of ordinary businesses; they are entitled to the same protection agai nst sales in b
	Indeed, although credit may not be extended to all businesses on "the faith of 
	a stock of merchandise" , credit terms are available to most commercial 
	establishments o,n the basis of the cash flow of the ongoing business,and 
	3 

	on "the overall financial ability, integrity, and stability" of the business 4 
	as a customer. Even more important to the business that is considering 
	extending credit may be the hea1th of its own operations, rather than that of the potential customer's operations. 
	luniform Commercial Code §6-102, Official Comment 2 (1986). 
	2Louis W. Levit, "Bulk Transfers -Stepchild of The Uniform Commercial Code?" (1971), 46 Notre Dame Law. 694, 696 . 
	3oonald J. Rapson, "Uniform Commercial Code Article 6: Should It Be Revised or 'Deep-Sixed'?"' (1983), 38 Bus . Law. 1753, 1757. 
	Levit, supra n. 2, at 696. 
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	IndHed, in many industries and except for rather 1 arge amounts, 
	IndHed, in many industries and except for rather 1 arge amounts, 
	IndHed, in many industries and except for rather 1 arge amounts, 
	IndHed, in many industries and except for rather 1 arge amounts, 
	there 
	a 

	are many spec:i fi c creditor 
	are many spec:i fi c creditor 
	indications that trade creditors pay little attention to the assets of the debtor to whom credit is extended . A trade is often more concerned with his own commercial vi abi 1 i ty 
	a a 

	and profit margin than specifically addressing the asset size of his debtor . Moreover, a signifi cant vo1ume of trade credit is extended involuntarily, such as when a carrier fails to collect on a C.0.0. 
	and profit margin than specifically addressing the asset size of his debtor . Moreover, a signifi cant vo1ume of trade credit is extended involuntarily, such as when a carrier fails to collect on a C.0.0. 
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	a stock of merchandise: the focus of the Act is on the bulk sale of tangible assets. But as we have seen, businesses which deal in an inventory of assets are not the only ones which purchase on credit; all commercial establishments potentially may do so. 
	The cionfi nement of the Act to the sa1e of stock ignores the fact that sales of other assets in bulk may al so pose a threat to creditors ; in fact, any transaction which diminishes the assets of a business is a potential threat to the a.bi 1ity of creditors to co11 ect their accounts. Arguab1y, a disposition of intangibles or real property in such a magnitude as to constitute a significant diminishment of the assets of a business should be covered by bulk sales law . 
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	may pose as great a threat to creditors as the sale of the bulk of the inventory -the lumber -of that company. The sale of lumber would be covered by The Bulk sales Act but the sa1e of recei vab1es would not. This seems inexplicable and may, in effect, provide an opportunity for businesses to structure their commercial deals in such ways as to avoid the Act . 
	Even i n the absence of the sale of a business per se, such arrangements as described above, conducted in the 1norma1 course of business, may adversely affect creditors. For example, the sale of real property, as part of the sa1e of a business or in the course of the activities of a business, such as a developer, may pose a threat to creditors who have advanced goods ()r services in reliance on the totall assets of the business. Similarly, the mortgaging of property, real or personal, to secure antecedent i
	The transfer of assets in settlement of a debt is another transaction which reduces, without notice, the pool of assets available to unsecured creditors ; but this too is not covered by lbulk sales legislation. 
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	From this discussion, it is apparnnt that the transfer of tangible assets is not the only evil to be guarded against; the disposition of a substantial portion of a business, however made up or conducted, may involve a significant change in the creditworthiness of a business . The narrow scope of the assets covered by The Bulk sales Act fails to take this into account . 
	3. The Scope of Creditors Covered 
	The Bulk Sales Act covers all creditors of the included business vendors. No di stincti on is made between trade and non-trade creditors or between secured and unsecured creditors. 
	Non-trade creditors are those who extend credit to the proprietor or to the pa.rtners of a business for personal goods unrelated to the operation of the business , as, for example, for the purchase of a television on a department store account. It may be arguE!d, on the one hand , that these creditors should not receive the protection of bulk sales law. They extend credit in reliance on the creditworthiness of the businessman in his personal capacity., not in his commerci a 1 capacity. 
	On the other hand , it may be argued equally that non-trade creditors rely on both the persona 1 and commerci c!l 1 assets of a businessman in determinfog his creditworthiness . And, indeed, the businessman who chooses not to i incorporate his business is aware tha.t his persona 1 assets are open to the claims of trade creditors, as are his business assets open to the claims of non-trade creditors. Accordingly, it may not be advisable to draw a distinctfon between trade and non-trade creditors for the purpo
	The failure of The Bulk Sales Act to distinguish between secured and unse!cured creditors may be more troublesome as the rights of secured 
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	creditors are already covered by The Personal Property security Act . 
	The Personal Property Security Act, C.C.S.M. c. P35. 
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	7 
	Through a system of registration, interests in collateral are "perfected" or validated as against third parties; the Act provides rules for determining the priorities among creditors, generally according to the ti me of registration. A secured party has, as protection against default, an interest in particular property of the debtor and the power to realize on that collateral in satisfaction of a claim. Protection against a sale made out of the ordinary course of businiess, such as a bulk sale of collateral
	As a result, the secured creditor does not need to rely on the provisions of 1.'he Bulk Sales Act. In the event of a fraudulent bulk sale, the creditor retains the right to seize the collateral, now in the hands of the purchaser (assuming this right was retained in the security agreement), and may sell it in full or partial satisfaction of a claim. And, in fact, even though Thi? Bulk sales Act is said to operate for the benefit of an creditors, wherie a purchaser is held accountab1e under The Bulk sales Act
	those of secured creditors under The Personal'. Property Security Act . General creditors will collect only after the claims of secured parties have been satisfied. Thus, The Bulk Sales Act offers no additional re1i ef or 
	8
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	safeguards to most secured creditors . 
	Bsee Rapson, supra n. 3, at 1760-61 for commEmtary on similar results under Articles 6 & 9 of the Uniform Commercial CodE?. But The Bulk Sales Act may afford som1~ relief to secured creditors whe,re the proceeds from the disposition of the security interest are insuffi cient to satisfy the actual credit advanced on that security. 
	4. The Transactions Covered by the Act 
	It will be recalled that only threl! types of transactions are caught by The ,Bulk Sales Act: those made "out of the usual course of business"; those consti tuti ng "substantially the enti re1 stock of the vendor"; and those involving a sale of "an interest in the business". Each of these has been the subject of judicial interpretation but no clear definitions have been establislhed. Likewise, with the interpretation of similar provisions under the Uniform Commercial Code, one commentator has noted: 
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	Due to the ambiguity of these terms, those who must comply with or rely on 
	them ar e often left in the difficult position of determining whether The Bulk Sales Act applies to their situation. 
	The problem with the ambiguity of these terms can be i llustrated by way of example. For instance, a vendor may dispose of an asset, such as a piece of equipment, in a one-time sale which is clearly out of the usual course of his business. That transaction would be caught by The Bulk Sales Act irrespective of the actual value of the equipment or its value in relation to the other assets of the busin,~ss. We doubt that a vendor would realize that he must comply with the provisions of the Act . Should such an
	9saker, supra n. 5, at 1782. 
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	Similarly, the provision "of substantial'ly the enti re stock" lacks specificity. AHhough the term "substantially" connotes a quantitative test, the criteria anid standard to be used in applying this test are unclear. For s t may be based upon a percentage of the quantity of stock transferred in relation to the entire stock of merchandise. On the other hand, it may be dependent upon the value of the assets sold as compared with the total value, of all the assets of the business . In the latter case, the unc
	examp1 e, the te
	1

	Prob1E!ms a 1 so arise insofar as the phrases "out of the ordi nary course" and "substantially the entire stock" are to be read disjunctively. For example, an anomalous result arises where the bulk of the assets of an enterprise or the enterprise itself is sold where it is but one business in a chain under common ownershi p. This sa1 e would be caught by the provisions of the Act as a sale outside the ordinary course of the business of the vendor. Yet, in this instance, the bulk sale would not pose a threat
	Finally, the ambiguity of the transactions covered by The Bulk sales Act is apparent when any attempt is made to give meaning to the phrase "an interest in the business". As we saw in our previous discussion of the jurisprudence om this point, the courts have failed to agree on the meaning of this provision . They have ruled out its applicability to the transfer of a portion of a business, as for example where one partner buys out the shares of another, and having done so, have left the phrase with little, 
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	s. Conclusion -The Scope of the Act Is Irrational 
	The scope of The Bulk Sales Act is irrational. The vendors covered by the Act reflect historical considerations which are no longer justifiE!d, and the arguments for continuingI to exclude some businesses, such as senl'ice establishments and wholesalers, are unconvincing. Further, the inclusi on of transactions involving only tangible personal property -also rooted in an antiquated vi ew of the structuire of the business community -only ser ves to compound the problems with the scope of the Act. Similarly, 
	B. OPEIRATION OF THE ACT 
	B. OPEIRATION OF THE ACT 
	1. Duties of the Vendor and Purchaser 
	The most unique feature of The s1ulk Sales Act is the mechanism it employs to give the creditors of a bulk sale vendor notice of the sale before it takes place. This advance notice is designed to give creditors an opportunity to demand full payment of outstanding accounts before the purchase price is paid to the vendor. It also serves to give notice to creditors of a change in ownership where the sale consists of the whole operation of a business. This information will be of valu1e to creditors in assessing
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	The difference between theory and practiice arises from the actua1 effect of the allocation of duties between vendor and purchaser and the nature of those duties. The vendor is required to furnish the purchaser with a list of all his creditors, supported by a statutory declaration. The duties of the purchaser are to, request that list, ensure that it is in the proper form and secure the vendor's assurance that the creditors on that list have either been paid in full or have given the necessary waivers or co
	It is apparent that the primary responsi bi 1ities under The Bulk Sales Act are allocated to the vendor who, in effect, sets the bulk sales machinery in mo,tion by supplying the list of creditors. The purchaser"s duties stem from this and are wholly dependent upon the nature of this i ni ti ati ve taken by the vendor. Herein lies the f,1tal flaw of the operation of the Act. 
	A vendor who is intent on defrauding his creditors by se11 i ng off his goods in bulk and absconding with the proceeds may effectively avoid the provisions of 2·he Bulk Sales Act in several Wctys. He may supply the purchaser with a false bulk sales declaration indicating that he has no 
	creditors. Havfog secured the list and ensured tlhat it is in the correct 
	form, the purchaser win have fulfflled his responsibi1ities and is under no 
	obligation to ·1ook behind the list and check the veracity of the vendor's 
	information. 
	r,. 1/endor may also get around the Act by furnishing a list whi ch is incomplete as to the number of creditors outstanding or t~e amou~ts owing • . If the required waivers or consents based upon that false information were g1~en there would be no further obligation on his part to confirm to the purehaser , h ld y the 
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	required to waive or consent to a sale, only that percentage need be notified of a sa 1 e. The ot her forty per cent of creditors need not receive notice. The effect of thi s is that a vendor may abscond with these creditors' portions of the proceeds of sa 1 e and yet be in fu11 comp1i ance with The BulJr. sales 
	Act. 
	It is worth noting in this discussion of notice provisions that, even i f creditors receive notice of a sale, the details of that notice may be insufficient to base a decision on whether to consent to the sale or waive the provisions of the Act . The BulJr. sales Act provides no requirement as to the content of the notice to be given to creditors and arguably, without adequate i nforma ti on, the advance notice to creditors is 1ittl e better than no notice 
	at a11 . 
	2. Rights and Remedies of Creditors 
	A transaction conducted in contravention of the Act will be voidable as aga,nst cred,tors, and every payment made on account of the purchase pr\ce will be voidable as between creditors and the purchaser. Also, the purchaser wil 1 be accountab 1 e to the creditors for the purchase price of the assets
	10
	regardless of whether there has been a sale to a subsequent purchaser. 
	Although the rights of creditors are sufficiently clear, the methods 
	by which creditors may assert those rights are 1 ess c 1 ear. Section 9 of the 
	Act appears to recognize two ways that creditors may assert their rights: "In 
	an action brought, or proceedings had or taken • • • to set aside or have 
	declared void a sale in bulk" or by way of "a seizure of the stock in the 
	possession of the purchaser ... under judicial process" . These phrases 
	refer to remedi a 1 actions based on dee1 a ration and execution. But they are 
	references only, and the Act is parti cul arl y vague as to the extent to which 
	execution may be relied upon by creditors in asserting their rights. The 
	courts have held that a creditor may chal lenge a bulk sale by executing 
	lOThe Bullr. Sales Act (Man . ), s. 9(1) and 9(3). 
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	against the goocis in the possession of the purchaser, but without a declaration that the sale is void, it is doubtful that merely executing on the goods would bring into play the sections of the Act dealing with the distribution of proceeds to al l creditors. 
	11 

	As a final note on the remedies availabl,~ to creditors under The Bulk Sales Act, the six-month limitation period in which to enforce remedies causes some problems. The period is short, particularly in light of the fact that it runs from the date of completion of the sale, as opposed to the date that creditors b1ecome aware of the sa1 e. The former date provides greater certainty to the vendor and purchaser, but at the expense of the creditors. The parties to the transaction may be inclined simply not to co
	... the CrE!ditor faces a short limitations period within which he may ferret out as best he can the circumstances surrounding the sale, the price, the terms of payment and the list of creditors as disclosed by the vendor in his statement to the p,urchaser. He cannot find these palrti cul ars in any document requl red to be recorded and cannot compel the parties to the sale to disclose them except indirectly by maln,ainlng an action in which he may embark upon a fishing expedition. 2 
	In addition, where the purchase price is paid in instalments or on the basis of a conditional sale, the date from which the limitation period is to run will not be precisely determinable. Indeed, the Act 
	13 

	does not work we 11 except in the case of sa1es for cash, especially when there are creditors for an amount more than the initial cash payment. Many sales today provide for a series of 
	llsupra pp. 22-23. 
	12fred M. Catzman, Q.C., "The Bulk Sales Act (Ontario)" (1958), 1 Can. Bar J. 38, 49. 
	13Law Reform Commission of British Columbia, Report on Bulk Sales Legislation, 1983, 22. 
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	paymt~nts over a long period of time by the purchaser and there is no mach'inery in our law for distribution o,f these instalments rateably to the vendor's 
	creditors.14 


	This lends further uncertainty to creditors who wish to assert their rights under th1e Act. 
	3. Conclusion -The Act Does Not Operate To Fulfil Its Purpose 
	In summary, we are of the view that the theory of bulk sales law a 1 erting creditors of a potentia 1 prob 1 em bHfore it happens -does not work in practice. Paradoxically, The Bulk Sales Act is of littl e help in the very situation for which it is intended. If a v·endor wishes to se11 off his goods and abscond with the proceeds, the Act does little more than act as a slight inconvenience for the vendor to get around. This is easily accomp1 i shed by the vendor providing a statement which fails to accuratel
	-

	D. CONCLUSIONS -THE CASE FOR REPEAL 
	The Bulk Sales Act represents an outdated approach to the regulation of commercial activity. The legislation is a product of a differernt era when normal business transactions were conducted on a closer or more personal basis and the problems facing business people, and the solutions to those problems were rel atively simple compared to those in the modern context. As a solution to the problem of absconding debtors, The Bulk Sales Act may have been appropriate at the beginning of the century, but it is no 1
	14J. Gomery, "Bulk Sales" (1967), 27 R. du B. 666, 670. 
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	The result of the i rrati onal i ty and i neffe!cti venes s of the Act has been that many business people and legal practitioners tend to have little regard for it; they either ignore it or structure their or their clients' affairs in such •ways as best to avoid the Act . Indeed, we are aware that it is not unusual for the parties to a bulk sale not to comply with The Bullr. Sales Act either by ignoring it completely or by having the vendor agree to indemnify the purchaser for any claims arising out of the 
	Under the present circumstances, The Bulk Sales Act is of little use to creditors and, arguably, receives as much attention from business people and the legal profession as it deserves. It i!s not difficult for us to conclude that the Act is a dead letter in the law and should be repealed. The more difficult question is whether it can· and should be replaced. 
	CHAPTER !5 THE suuc. SALES ACT IN THE !PRESENT DAY CONTEXT 
	CHAPTER !5 THE suuc. SALES ACT IN THE !PRESENT DAY CONTEXT 
	Whether a new Act can and shou1 d be enacted to rep 1 ace The Bulk 
	Sales ,II.ct depends upon several considenltions. First, we must decide if 
	there still is a need to protect creditors from bulk sales made by 
	unscrupulous vendors. If so, we must thien ask if that need is now being 
	adequately met by other forces, either economic or legal, in our society. If 
	the need is not being met, we then must determine if a viable alternative to 
	The Bul'.k sales Act can be found which is both effective and commercially 
	acceptable. 
	A. ECONOMIC FACTORS 
	The Bulk Sales Act was enacted in a simp1er time when the marketplace was small and communicati ons were unsophisticated. As we have 
	said, iit was a time when businessmen inteint on defrauding creditors could go from one town to the next setting up shop with goods bought on credit, selling those ,goods off in bulk and absconding with the proceeds, undetected and unaccountable. The success of such activities was due, in part, to the 
	infancy of the credit industry and the atteindant opportunity for abuse. 
	In the large centres of population, merchants started in business as distributors. They imported merchandise and sold it to small merchants in the surrounding country. Due to the 1 ack of transportation and banking faci 1i ties, both shipments and payments were infrequent. The local merchant":s visits to his supplier were se1dom more than once or twice a year, depending on the distance to be travelled. On such visits, the distributor's customer would bring with him what funds he could spare and thus reduce 
	lcarl B. Flemington, "The Nature and Concept of Credit" in William J. Hambly, ed., Readings in Credits and CollecUons in Canada (1969) 7, 9. 
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	Obviously, times have changed since the turn of the century. One change has been the great diversification in the economy. The shift in concentration of economic activity from primary resource industries to secondary i ndustr-i es and the public sector has altered si gni fi cantly the type and scope of transactions in the marketplace. Add to this the general increase in the volume of economic activity in all sectors , and it becomes apparent that th1e who1e strueture of the economy has changed radi ca11 y s
	A 1 ong ~ti th these changes there has been a virtual revol ution in transportation a.nd communications technologies in this century. These developments have not only altered the way busi ness is conducted but have also affected the nature of the problem with which The Bulk sales Act was designed to deal . Gone are the days when a fraudulent merchant could "abscond with the proceeds" simply by running off to the next town. Hith the relative sophistication of today's communications network, the absconding ve
	At the same time, the availability of cred'it information from trade and credit associations, professional credit analysis companies, such as Dun and Bradstreet, and banks and other financial institutions, has radically 
	2
	2

	changed the nature of the credit granting process. Information rather than intuiti on is now the primary factor in the making of credit decisions . And, indeed, this information goes a 1ong way i n protecti ing the creditor from the unscrupulous vendor; however, it is based upon the credit history of a merchant and cannot protect against unprecedented fraudulent behaviour. 
	Although the ways that a fraudulent vendor can achieve his ends may have changed since the time when bulk sales legislation was introduced, it does not neees sa1rily fo11 ow that the prob 1 em of fraudulent di sposi tion of assets by bulk sale has disappeared. The incid,ence of these kinds of transactions is di fficu1t to determine empi ri ca11y, but some of the factors underlying the original impetus for bulk sales legislation still exist today. 
	2Gordon J. Newman, "The Department", in id., 52, 60. 
	2Gordon J. Newman, "The Department", in id., 52, 60. 
	2Gordon J. Newman, "The Department", in id., 52, 60. 
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	For example, cyclical economic trends continue to regulate the general health of the business convnunity, as well as the profitability of individual enterprises and, in hard economic times, genera 1 creditors are stil1 particularly vulnerable to the consequenc1!s of dishonest schemes employed by debtors seeking to avoid the payment of th1!i r debts. 
	For example, cyclical economic trends continue to regulate the general health of the business convnunity, as well as the profitability of individual enterprises and, in hard economic times, genera 1 creditors are stil1 particularly vulnerable to the consequenc1!s of dishonest schemes employed by debtors seeking to avoid the payment of th1!i r debts. 
	B. LEGAL FACTORS 
	Since the enactment of The Bulk. Sales Act, significant deve1opments have a 1 so taken p 1 ace in a number of areas of the 1aw which relate to bulk sales. In particulitr, statutes governing reviewable transactions, remedies and personal property securities have arisen and evolved significantly in this century. 
	1.,_____Reviewable Transaction Legislation 
	3
	.{aJ The Bankcuptcy Act 
	Federal bankruptcy legislation was not enacted in Canada until 1919; prior to this, the provinces were active in the field with insolvency legislation. But these provincial statut es, as well as the Bankruptcy Act, once it was enacted, were viewed as inadequate protection against the threat of fraudulent bulk sales. 
	The National Bankruptcy Act is cited as furnishing an adequate rumedy in providing "for a speedy discovery of assets and making a preference by an i nso1 vent debto1r an act of bankruptcy and voidable." Theoretically, these provisions may seem to furnish the ml!rchandise creditor ample protection . As a practical matter, the average credit man p 1 aces these 1ega1 remedies in the same category with those afforded to the owner of the proverbial stolen horse who hild forgotten to lock the barn door.4 
	The relationship between bank,·uptcy law and bulk sales law has chang•~d little since that time. The bankruptcy provisions which are of most 
	3Bank.ruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. B-3. 
	4Thom,as Billig, "Bulk Sales Laws: A Study in Economic Adjustment" (1928), 77 U. Pa . L. Rev. 72,101. 
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	relevance to bulk sale situations are those governing acts of bankruptcy and unlawful settlements and preferences. Acts of bankruptcy are defined as inc1udi ng cases where a debtor makes a fraudulent conveyance or preference; departs from the country or disposes of property with the intent to defraud, delay or defeat creditors; or ceases to meet debt obligations as they become 


	5
	due. In each of these situations a creditor's re•medy against a debtor is 
	to petition him into bankruptcy and attempt to collect any outstanding debt 6
	through the di stributi on scheme provided in the Bankruptcy Act. In the case of unl awfu11 settlements and preferences, a creditor is protected from such transactions before and after bankruptcy; the transactions may be deemed fraudulent and void and set aside as against the trustee in bankruptcy acting on behalf of all creditors.
	7 

	The B,mkruptcy Act al so offers some protection to creditors through the imposition of criminal sanctions against debtors who commit any of a number of bankruptcy offences, including the fraudulent disposition of property before o,r after bankruptcy.
	8 

	The bankruptcy route has two major drawba.cks, particularly for the unsecured creditor. First, under the di stribution scheme of the Bankruptcy Act, the unsecured creditor ranks last behind a11 other types of creditors and must share, with all other unsecured credi tors, the residue of the proceeds realizeol from the property of the bankrupt. Needless to say, in many cases this affords little or no relief to such claima.nts. The other drawback, as noted earlier, is that the Bankruptcy Act 1provides some rel
	5sankruptcy Act , R.S .C. 1985, Chap. B-3 , s. 42 . 
	6sankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. B-3, s. 136. 
	7Bankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. B-3, s. 91. 
	Bsankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. B-3, s. 198. 
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	i!u The Fraudulent Conveyances Act 
	The Fraudulent Conveyances Act overlaps bulk sales legislation insofar as it covers any conveyance made with the intent to defeat, hinder, delay or defraud creditors or others. However , unlike The Bulk sales Act, uinder The Fraudulent Conveyances Act a fraudulent conveyance may only be set aside as void against prejudiced parti es where the purchaser has a fraudull ent intent in common with the vendor or has notice or knowledge of such intent on the part of the vendor. Pl l though The Fraudulent Conveyance
	10 
	11 

	Under bulk sales legislation, creditors have the opportunity to block any sale until their accounts have been paid in full, even in the absence of fraudulent intent on the part of either vendor or purchaser . This reliance on objective criteria is an important distinction. The failure of a vendor or purchaser to comply with the obligations imposed under The Bulk sales Act, irrespective of motive or intent, wi 11 trigger the rights and remedi ,es avai1 ab1 e to creditors under the Act. On the other hand, und
	Finally, it should be noted thctt, like bankruptcy law, fraudulent conveyance legislation provides only post Eacto relief to creditors; no advance notice of potential fraudulent transfers is provided. 
	~iminal Code Provisions 
	Two sections of the Criminal Code are of particular relevance to the bulk sales situation: section 380, the general section governing fraud; 
	9The F'raudulent Conveyances Act, C.C.S.M. 1c. F160. 
	lOxhe Fraudulent Conveyances Act, c.c.S.M. Fl60, s. 2. 
	11The Fraudulent Conveyances Act, C.C.S.M. Fl60, S. 4. 
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	and section 392, deal i ng with the defrauding of credi tors. The general fraud secti on provides that everyone who, by deceit, fa1 sehood or other fraudulent means, defrauds the pub1 i c or any person of any pn:iperty, money or va1uab1 e 
	12
	12

	security is guilty of a summary or i ndi ctab le offence. Section 350 of the Code states that everyone who, with intent to defraud his creditors, deals with his property in any number of ways (includi ng sale, transfer, conveyance, removal, concealment, and dispositi on) is guilty of an i ndictable offence. 
	As with fraudulent conveyance l egi s l ation. the requisite intent of the vendor must be established to secure a conviction under these sectians, and the same difficulties with proof of intent arise. Although the Code provisions do not offer advance notice to creditors:, the threat of criminal sanction should be of some deterrent to the potential fraudulent bulk seller. 
	3. Remedial Legislation 
	Ca> Attachment of debts and property 
	The attachment remedies -garnishment of debts and attachment of goods or land -are available to creditors under limited circumstances, especially before judgment. A garnishing order -attaching the debts, obligations and l i abilities owed by a garnishee to the debtor -is avai 1 able to a creditor before judgment where he has instituted a claim which is for a debt or liquidated demand in money arising out of certai n specified 
	14
	14

	transactions, such as simple contract. 
	Attachment of a debtor's goods or land is also available to a creditor before judgment if the case can be brought within the purview of the 
	12criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. C-46, s. 380. 
	13criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. C-46, s. 392. 
	14The Queen's Bench Rules , Man . Reg. 115/86, R. 34(a). See generally R. 524-533. Note: Substantial revision of Manitoba's Queen's Bench Rules is presently being undertaken; enactment of new Rules i s expected in early 1989. 
	"absconding debtors" rule. This provision could cover a bulk sale situationi, as the rule includes a debtor who is about to remove personal property from the provi nee or has disposed of or secreted away any of his property with the intent to delay, defeat or defraud creditors. A creditor who can bring his case within thi s Rule may be granted an Attaching Order which binds a11 the personal property of the defendant ( except for personal property which is exempt from seizure under execution) . The defendant
	15 
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	Obvious l y, the main purpose of ithese prejudgment remedies is to improve at creditor's ultimate recovery position by tying up certain assets of the debtor pending disposition of the action taken by the creditor. They wi 11 be of assistance to a creditor who becomes aware that the vendor is intending to abscond from the jurisdiction or otherwise dissipate the proceeds of sale . For the unsuspecting creditor, who is caught: off guard when the debtor sells off his goods in bulk and departs the juridiction, t
	This observation regarding the prejudgment attachment remedies is 18 
	This observation regarding the prejudgment attachment remedies is 18 

	equa11y true for post-judgment remedies such as the attachment of debts 19 20
	and property and the use of writs of execution to satisfy judgments. Clearly, these post-judgment remedies are of an enforcement nature only and do not offer the deterrent and policing functions of The Bulk Sales Act. 
	15The Queen's Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 115/86, R. 582 . See generally R. 581-619 . 
	16The Queen's Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 115/86, IR. 582(c). 
	17The Queen's Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 115/86, IR. 612-619. 
	lBThe Queen's Bench Rules, Man. Reg . 115/86, IR . 524-533. 
	19The Que,en' s Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 115/86, IR. 581-619 . 
	20The Que,en' s Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 115/86, IR. 493-502. 
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	(b) Mareva injunction 
	The Mareva injunction is a relatively new development which has received great favour in the United Kingdom, in part, we suspect, because the United Kingdom has no absconding debtor legislation. It has not been as popular a remedy 'in Canada for reasons which we wi 11 s:ee. 
	A court's jurisdiction to grant a Mareva injunction restraining a defendant from dealing with or disposing of any assets up to a stated amount arises from the court ' s statutory authority to order injunctions in all cases in which "it appt~ars to be just and convenient to do so". The plaintiff must demonstrate,, as a condition precedent to the order, a strong prima Eacie case, 
	21 

	. . . that the~ defendant is removing or there is a real risk that he is about to remove his assets from the j uri sdiction to avoid the possibility of a judgment, or that the defendant is otherwise dissipating or di sposing of his assets, in a manner clearly distinct from his usuaLl or ordinary course of business or living, so as to render the possibility of future tracing of the assets remote, if not impossible in fact or in law.22 
	The Mareva injunction remedy is very similar to that of the previously discussed attachment of property before judgment where the debtor fa11 s within the absconding debtor rule. This, taken together with two other important factors i denti fied by the Supreme Court of Canada in the 1 eadi ng 
	23
	23

	Canadian case, -the federa 1 nature of our count1ry and the existence of provincial reciprocal enforcement of judgment statutes -explain, in part, the conservative approach taken to this remedy in Canada. 
	21xhe Queen's Bench Act, C.C.S.M. c. C280. 
	22Aetna Financial'. Services Ltd. v. Feigelman et al. (1985), 15 D.L.R. (4th) 161 (S.C.C.) at 178 , quoting the Ontario Court of Appeal in Chitel et al. v. Rothbart et al . (1982), 141 0.L.R. (3d) 268 at 289. 
	23zbid. 
	45 
	45 

	In determining what constitutes a "removal of assets from the j uri sdi ct:i on", the Supreme Court i ndi cat:ed that the principles under considera.tion in a case in a unitary state such as the United Kingdom cannot be directly applied in a federal state such as Canada. "Jurisdiction" for the purposes of unlawful removal in the federal context may extend beyond judicial, provincial or territorial boundaries, to the national boundary. This is particularly true in light of the second factor -the availability
	As it is questionable how open our courts wi 11 be to exercise their jurisdiction in granting the injunction in an inter-provincial absconding debtor case, for most bulk sale creditors, the Mareva injunction may offer little additional relief over the attachment of property remedy. In addition, as with the other remedies discussed, the provision of advance notice to creditors; is absent and the effectiveness of the Mareva injunction is dependent: upon a creditor's knowledge of a vendor's fraudulent or absco
	.{£LThe Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments Act
	.{£LThe Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments Act
	24 


	This Act provides an aid to a crnditor who has recovered judgment against a debtor and wishes to have that judgment enforced against a j udgment--debtor who has gone to another j urt sdi ction. Under the common law, to enforce the judgment the judgment-creditor would be required to bring a new action in the foreign juri sdi cti on based upon the ori gi nal judgment. The Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments Act al llows for enforcement of judgments between Canadian provinces and territories (except Quebec) th
	24The Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments Act, C.C.S.M. c. J20. 
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	sys tern of registration. A judgment which meets certain requirements may be registered in the foreign jurisdiction and wil ll have the same force and 27
	effect as if it had been given by the registering court. This kind of arrangement assists a creditor in an absconding vendor situation (assuming the vendor can be tracked to a reciprocating jurisdiction within the country) by expediting the process of recovering the outstanding debt, but is clearly an "after the fact" form of re11 ef. 
	4. Security Legislation 
	Two re~,;mes of personal property security 1 egi s 1 ation operate in 28
	Manitoba: the federal Bank Act and the provincial Personal Property29
	security Act. The Bank Act permits chartered banks to take security in the inventory (and, in some cases, certain equipment) of wholesalers, retailers, manufacturers, farmers and fishermen; the Act sets forth a systern of public registrations maintained in offices of thE! Bank of Canada. All other transactions involving security in personal property in Manitoba are governed by The PEirsonal Property Security Act. 
	30 

	The enactment of The Personal Property S«?c:urity Act in Manitoba streamlined and simplified the security granting process in the province. For creditors, The Pe;rsonal Property Security Act provideis a simple mechanism to obtain and register security interests in the goods they have supplied. Of particular interest to "bulk sale" creditors who supply inventory on an ongoing basis is the ability to register one master agreement to cover future 
	25A Regulation Under the Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments Act Declaring Reciprocating sta:tes, Man. Reg. 222/80. Several s t:ates and territories of Australia are also named as reciprocating jurisdictions. 
	26The Reciprocal E'nforcement of Judgments Act, C.C.S.M. c. J20, S. 3(6) . 
	27The Reciprocal E'nforcement of Judgments Act, C.C.S.M. C. J20, S. 7. 
	28Bank Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. B-1. 
	29The Personal Property Security Act, C.C.S.M. c. P35. 
	30Bank Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. B-1, s. 178. 
	advances, thereby e 1 i mi nating the necessity to register a security interest for each shipment made.
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	The Personal Property Security A,ct and the Bank Act do offer alternate relief to The Bulk sales Act , not in the form of an alternate remedy per se, but in the increased opportunity for creditors to obtain security 'interests in collateral. However, security under the Bank Act is available only to chartered banks and the op,portunity to secure transactions under The Personal Property Security Act may not be embraced by nor afforded to a11 creditors. Some merchants may be umiti 11 i ng to give security for 
	There is considerable resistance by banks to finance a customer whose i nvent:ory is subject to a purchase monE!y security interest which takes priority over the bank's security, with the result that a supplier must forgo this protection if he chooses or is compelled not to jec>pardize his customer's bank credit at the price of retaining busi neiss.32 
	There is considerable resistance by banks to finance a customer whose i nvent:ory is subject to a purchase monE!y security interest which takes priority over the bank's security, with the result that a supplier must forgo this protection if he chooses or is compelled not to jec>pardize his customer's bank credit at the price of retaining busi neiss.32 

	Accordingly, even with the presence of secur'ity legislation, much commercial activity continues to be conducted on the basis of unsecured credit. 
	C. CONCLUlSJ..Qtf 
	Significant developments have arisen in the law since the enactment of The Bu:lk sales Act, particularly in the aireas of bankruptcy and personal property security legislation. These laws gc> a long way to assist creditors in protecting their interests against bulk sellers with fraudulent intentions; however, they fail to alert creditors of ani impending problem. Bulk sales legislation is designed to provide this protection, but, as we have seen, the legislation does not do so in practice. 
	31Re West Bay Sales Ltd. and Hitachi Sales Corp. oE Canada Ltd. (1978), 20 
	O.R. (2d) 752 , 88 D.L.R. (3d) 743 (H.C.). 
	32F.M. Ca.tzman, "Law Reform Commission of British Columbia, Bulk Sales Legislation, Horking Paper No. 40" (1983-84), 8 Can. Bus . L.J. 109. 
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	Although we have been unable to confirm in an empirical way a continued need for bu1 k sa1es 1aw. we have determined that repea1 of the 1aw would leave a gap. The Act serves to alert creditors of an impending sale which could be a threat to the co11 ection of their accounts. Whether this benefit is of sufficient magnitude and importance so as to warrant specific legislation remains open to question. 
	Without resolving this issue, we decided that it would be useful to determine if it h possible to create a bulk sales law which could fulfil the 
	objectives of the modern context . He the f1 na1 Chapter, offers and conclude 
	enacted. 
	present law, while being commercially acceptable in the attempt to devise such a scheme in the next Chapter. In we compare the costs of that scheme to the benefits it that a law to replace The Bulk Sales Act should not be 
	present law, while being commercially acceptable in the attempt to devise such a scheme in the next Chapter. In we compare the costs of that scheme to the benefits it that a law to replace The Bulk Sales Act should not be 
	49 
	CHAPTER 6 
	OPTIONS FOR A HEH ACT 
	In this Chapter, we offer the broad parameters of a statute which might 1replace The Bulk. Sales Act. In devisi ng a replacement scheme , we proceed from two basi c premises. The first is t hat the objective of the present Bulk. Sales Act -to warn creditors of an i mpending sal e -may sti 11 have some va1 i di ty today. The second is that our reasons for recommending that the present Act should be repealed wi 11 figure promi nently i n our choi ce of the best options to be incorporated i nt:o a new Act. Tha
	Our framework for a new Act was ori ginally set out in detail in our earlier Discussion Paper; this Chapter n~states these principles in a more summary fashion . In arriving at our sugg1~stions for reform, in addition to our anal ysis of the Act, we relied on alternatives whi ch are suggested by other sources, including statutes in other Canadian provinces; Article Six of the Ameiri can Uni form Commerci a 1 Code; recommendations of the subcommittee of the Corporate, Banki ng and Business Law Section of the
	1
	1
	Association; and commentaries on these schernes. 

	1At the! time of the writing of the Discussi on Paper, only the work of the subcommittee had been reported. Since the completion of our research for this Report, a Orafti ng Committee of the Nationa1 Conference of Commi ssi oners on Uni form State Laws and the American Law Institute has fi na1 i zed recommendations for revision to Article Six. The Commissioners have recommended that Article Six be repealed, but for states which might not accept outright repeal, a replacement for the present Article has been
	(Footnote continued to page 51) 
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	A. SCOPE OF THE LEGISLATION 
	1. Vendors 
	AJ.1 sales ;fn bulk. aade in the Province ot.: .Manitoba by every business ent«uprise, without regard to its activj[ties or to its legal form, should be subject to bulk. sales law. 
	We pre!viously concluded that the select appl i cation of The Bulk Sales Act to a few types of business vendors is untenab 1 e. The histori ca1 justifications for limiting vendors under the Act primarily to those who deal in a stock of i niventory are unpersuasive in the modern business context, and the current explanations for such a restriction are of little merit. As there is little doubt that a new Act should incorporate a wider range of busi nesses , the only question is how wide this expansion should 
	This Issue has been the subject of some debate in relation to section 6-102 of the Uniform Commercial Code which provides that the Article covers enterprises whose principa1 business is the sa1 e of merchandise from 
	2
	2

	stock, i ncluding those who manufacture what they sell . One suggestion for changing the Article proposed adding some service businesses to the category of enterprises c,overed by the Arti c 1 e. This changE! has been imp1emented by 
	3 
	3 

	many of the sta.tes and cou1 d be adapted to Maniitoba' s si tua ti on through the addition of more service businesses to the 1 i st of such industries a 1 ready included in The Bulk Sales Act. 
	(Footnote continued from page 50) approved and recommended for enactment. see Nationa1 Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, July 19 -August 5, 1988, Washington, 
	O.C. Minutes andl Draft Uniform Commercial Code Revised Arti cle 6 -Bulk Sales . 
	2uniform Commercial Code [hereinafter U.C.C.], §6-102(3) (1986). 
	3Hawkland, "Proposed Revisions to U.C.C. Article 6" (1983), 38 Bus. Law. 1729 at 1731; OiilVid H. Batten, "Article 6: Bulk. Transfers" (1982), 18 Wak.e Forest L. Rev. 339 ; see, e.g. , California, Florida, Idaho, Maryland, Massachussetts, Michigan, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New York., North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Washington and Wisconsin , where the most typical addition is that of restaurants and other food dispen:sing establishments. 
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	However, a more comprehensive reform -expanding the scope of bulk sales legislation to include all business v1rndors, regardless of the type of activity in which they are engaged -has received much favour with commentators of the Uniform Commercial Code!. They have concluded , as have we, that it is outdated to draw distinctions between businesses on the basis 
	4 

	5
	5

	of the nature of their activities . Todaty, all types of businesses may extend credit and rely on credit, at least to some extent. Accordingly, any business may potentially be adversely affe!cted by a bulk sale made by a borrower or customer and, conversely, any business may have creditors who will be adversely affected by a bulk sale made by it. 
	2. Subject Matter 
	All .for-as of rights in property, whethe,r:-real or personal, tangible or iiritangible property, should be includE!d. 
	All .for-as of rights in property, whethe,r:-real or personal, tangible or iiritangible property, should be includE!d. 

	By expanding the vendors included in bulk sales legislation, we have indirectly expanded the scope of assets which will be included. If the types of busin1esses covered are not confined to those whi ch deal in a stock. of inventory, likewise the assets which are the subject of a sale by such businessies will not be confined to inventory. This is consistent with our conclusion that the present Act fails to address the potential danger associatied with the bulk. sale of assets other than personal property -wi
	Several commentators of the Uniform Commercial Code have also 
	Several commentators of the Uniform Commercial Code have also 

	4oon L. Bak.er, "Bulk. Transfers Act -Patch, Bury, or Renovate?" (1983) , 38 Bus. La~,. 1771; Louis L. Levit, "Bulk Trarnsfers -Stepchild of the Uniform Commerci,al Code?" (1971), 46 Notre Dame w. 694; Donald J. Rapson, "U.C.C. Article ,6: Should It Be Revised or 'Deep-Sixed'?" (1983), 38 Bus. Law. 1753. see also Oklahoma which includes all services within §6-102 . 
	La
	1

	Ssee, e.g., Baker, id. at 1781: "The outmoded notion that businesses dealing in sale of inventories at retail pose the only significant fraud risk finds no support in logic or in experience." 
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	suggested that the scope of assets in Article 6 be widely expanded.We favour this view and believe the Act should clearly state the broadened scope of subject matter to be included. 
	6 

	In incluiding real property, we are aware th,it sales of such property are already conducted under a system of registration and notice which requires disclosure of some of the details of a transaction and allows for public scrutiny by creditors and others. We are also aware that there may be practical problems which would have to be overcome if real property were to be included within the ambit of bulk sales law. In principle, however, we are of the view that, as the most valuable asset of a business is oft
	3. Creditors 
	Both trade and[ non-trade creditors should be proit.ected, but secured creditors shou.ld be excluded. 
	We notedl earlier that the present scope of business vendors under the Act creates i rrati onal distinctions between creditors based upon whether they are supplying to inventory-intensive or servic1~-based enterprises. We also noted that within the scope of creditors which are covered by the Act, no distinction is made between secured and unsecured cr,edi tors or between trade and non-trade creditors. By broadening bulk sales le!gislation to include all businesses and assets, all creditors would be afforded
	We believe, however, that secured creditors should be excluded from the protection of bulk sales legislation. Although Article 6 in the United States applies to i;t.11 creditors of a business vendor regardless of whether security has been 1taken,7 we agree with the commentators who have criticized 
	6Baker, supra n. 4, at 1783; Levit, supra n. 4, at 695. See also The Bulk sales Act, R.S.N. 1970, c. 28, s. l(i) where stock includes certain specified intangibl e assets . 
	7u.C.C. §6-104(1) (1986). see also U.C.C. §6-109 (1986) governing secured transactions . 
	this approach and have recommended that the Article apply only to "reliance" 
	creditors. In our view, secured creditors are adequately protected by The 
	8 

	Personal l'roperty Security Act. 
	With respect to trade creditors, we had concluded earlier that it may not b,e advisable to exclude non-trade creditors from the Act as they, like 
	trade creditors, may rely on the business assets of an individual in extending 
	credit. The Uniform Commercial Code follows this reasoning with the inclusion 9
	6

	of both types of creditors in Article but not without criticism. This 
	criticism focuses primarily on the problems which may be associated with the 
	inclusion of claims in tort or contract which have not gone to judgment, lO 
	and would solve the problem by excluding all non-trade claims . Rather than 
	8Rapson, supra n. 4, at 1760. See also, Baker, supra n. 4, at 1789 and Hawklimd, supra n. 3, at 1750. The subcommittee on review of Article 6 chose to keep secured parties within the Arti c 1 e as it was concerned that a security i1nterest under Article 9 could be cut off by a bulk transfer. Under Article 91, a secured party has ten days from when a purchaser receives possession of collateral in which to perfect a security interest. In the absence of notification of a bulk sale under Article 6, a secured cr
	A distinction between secured and unsecured creditors is made under the Ontario Bulk Sales Act, R.S.0. 1980, c. 52, s. 8(2)(a) and (b). Both secured and unsecured trade creditors must be included on the vendor's statement of creditors furnished to the purchaser, but only unsecured creditors are permitted to consent to the completion of a sale in bulk thereby relieving the vendor of the ob1igation to n,otify a11 trade creditors of the impending bulk sale. 
	9u.c.c. §6-104 Cl986). 
	10LawrencE! B. Raff, "Bulk Transfers Under The Uniform Commercial Code" ( 1962), 17 Rutgers L. Rev . 107, 112; Dona1 d J. Rapson, "Article 6 of the Uniform Commercial Code: Problems and Pitfalls in Conducting Bulk Sales" (1963), 6EI Com. L.J. 226,227, 
	Suppose the wife of one of the owners of the business was involved in an 
	Suppose the wife of one of the owners of the business was involved in an 
	automobile accident while driving their children to school in his car. 
	Appanmtly, all the claimants (or potential claimants) in an auto 
	liability case are "creditors".. entitled to all the rights and 
	remedies of Article 6 in event of a bulk transfer of the husband's 
	busi nE!SS. 

	The author suggests that this problem could be eliminated by excluding non-trade creditors. 
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	excluding non-trade creditors from bulk sales legislation, we believe that, as some non-trade creditors may benefit from bulk sa1es law, the better way to resolve the problem is to exclude unadjudicated claims from the Act. This is in 1 i ne with the Canadian case 1aw which exc1udes 1creditors who have not 
	It obtained judgment for claims based on trade accounts. 
	11 
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	ng Finally, 1we believe the provincial government:, in its capacity as a 
	on creditor. shou1 d re!cei ve the protection of the Act. ,I\lthough the government 
	is often accords to itself a 1ien and charge upon the iitssets of taxpayers to 
	he secure the payment of taxes owing, it does not generally incorporate 
	12 
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	special bulk sale provisions within taxing statutes, unlike many American 13 
	states. Therefore, the government, 1ike other creditors, wou1 d benefit from the advance notice afforded by bulk sales legislation. 
	4. Sale in Bulk
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	any assets, including but not liaited assigrments and gifts." 
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	11see also Bulk Sales Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 52, ss. 8 and 12, trade creditors only, rec,eive notice of a proposed bulk sale but all creditors, trade and non-trade, participate in the distribution of 1the proceeds of sale. 
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	Corporation Capital Tax Act, C.C.S.M. c. C226, s. Tax Act, C.C.S .M. c. G40, s. 17(5); The Tobacco Tax s. 14(5) . 
	R. Rydalch, "Dividing the Bulk Sales Stew in Utah: 

	Hot Potatoes to the Courts, the Federal Government's Share, and Other Problemsunder the Uniform Commercial Code -Bulk Transfers" 0972), 71 Utah L. Rev .
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	71; Baker, supra n1. 4, at 1786; Hawkland, supra n. 3, at 1750. See
	71; Baker, supra n1. 4, at 1786; Hawkland, supra n. 3, at 1750. See
	d's 
	generally, Joseph H. Murphy and E. Parker Brown, II, "Bulk Sa1es Under New York State Tax Law" (1981), 53 N.Y.S.B.J. 190. But see The Retail Sales Tax Act, C.C.S.M. c. Rl30, S. 8.
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	"Jllaj.-,r Part" should be defined as "£0.rty percent or aore in £air aarkl!!t value of the transferor•s assets."' 

	As discussed previously, three types of transactions are defined by The Bulk sales Act as being sales in bulk: those out of the usual course of business; those constituting substantially the entire stock of the vendor; and those which are in the nature of a sale in the interest of a business. Each of these phrases lacks clear definition and, accordingly, a great deal of uncertainty exists for vendors, purchasers and creditors alike in determining when a sale falls within the purview of the Act. 
	To dea1 with the ambiguities of the present definition of "bulk sale" we have assigned clear meaning to each element of the definition. This 
	I 
	I 

	approach, also suggested by many American commentators of Article 6 and 
	14
	14

	recommended by the subcommittee on review of Article 6, has a number of distinct advantages over the present one. He use "outside the ordinary course 
	of busin1ess" because it is a familiar phras.e in business law; there is ample 
	jurisprudence on its meaning and little doubt would arise as to the type of 15
	transaction which the Act was intended to cover. 
	The clear meaning assigned to a "major part" -"forty percent or more in fair market value of assets" -would lend certainty to a central provision of the Act. This quantitative requirement, based upon value rather than vo11 ume, seems logi ca1 as creditors a re ultimately concerned with the reduction of asset value rather than with the volume of assets transferred . Al though the use of any thresho 1 d number, such as forty percent, may seem somewhat arbitrary and inflexible, we believe that, on balance, cla
	16 

	14see B,aker, supra n. 4, at 1783; Haw~:land, supra n. 3, at 1733-36; Levit, B1upra n. 4, at 710. 
	15see, e.g., The Factors Act, C.C.S.M. c. FlO; The Personal Property Security Act, c.c.s.M. c. P35; The Sale of Goods Act, C.C.S.M. c. S10. 
	16Baker, supra n. 4, at 1783 and Hawkland, supra n. 3, at 1732, suggest
	(Footnote continued to page 57) 
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	problem which arises with the sale of one outlet in a chain of businesses as, under our reform, the transfer would only come within the Act where forty percent or more of all of the vendor's assets 1 ocated within the provi nee are to be transferred. This is more in keeping with the purpose of the Act as creditors are not threatened by the sale of a major part of the assets of one outlet where the vendor has assets at other outlets which can be used to satisfy their claims . 
	The previous anomalous situations, such as the "unusual" sale of a small percentage of assets, also would be overcome by this new definition . As "out of the usual course" and "major part" are conjunctive, only a transfer of a substan ti a1 va1ue of as sets -where that type ,of trans fer is a 1 so unusua1 for that business -would be caught by the Act. 
	17 

	s. Excluded Transactions 
	The followiing transactions should be er.eluded: 
	(a) gener;al assigrments for the benefit of all creditors of t he tranf1eror; 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	sales by executors, adlainistrators, rE,ceivers, trustees in bankruptcy, or any public official under Judicial process; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	isola1~ed ~ fide transfers for consideration of less than $5,00<); 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	transi:ers aade in settleaent of a security interest; 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	transt:ers aade to give security; 


	(f) transfers which are already subject to the requirement of notice, to creditors. 
	(Footnote continued from page 56) a 50% threshold, but we believe that 40% represents a sufficient diminishment in assets to be a potential threat to the ability of creditors to collect their outstanding accounts. 
	17Auction sales also should be included within the Act , as their omission could provide a loophole for unscrupulous vendors. see U.C.C. §6-108 (1986). 
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	The first two types of transactions are presently exc1uded by The Bulk sale~. Actand we favour their continued exc1usion as other statutes or the courts provide sufficient safeguards to creditors. These transactions are also excluded by a provision of Article 6 of the Uni form Commercial Code, which has been adopted by a11 states,and supported by the subcommittee on 
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	He believe the other exclusions from bulk sales legislation should 
	He believe the other exclusions from bulk sales legislation should 

	be added as the 1aw shou1 d not impede transactions which, for practi ca1 or 21
	philosophical reasons, do not require bulk sales regul ation. He would exempt flrom the burdens of compliance with bulk sales legislation insignificant sales, which we would define as bona Eide sales wi th an aggregate consideration of less than $The bona Eide 
	5,000.
	22 

	18The Bulk· Sales Act (Man. ), S. 4. 
	19u.c.c. §6-103 (1986>. 
	20Hawkland, supra n. 3, at 1743. See also Baker, supra n. 4, at 1790, who recommends that only general assignments which are made in good faith be excluded. Lack of good faith would be presumed if the transferor received anything of value which did not benefit the general creditors of the transferor; Thomas C. Billig and Kingsley R. Smith, "Bulk Sales Law: Transactfons Covered By These Statutes" (193:3), 39 H. Va. L.Q. 323, 330-33, discusses the problem of fraudulent assignments . 
	21Another approach is the Bulk Sales Act , R.. S.O. 1980, c. 52, s. 3, which makes provision for judicial_ exemption of sales in bulk where, upon application, it is shown that "the sale is advantageous to the seller and will not i mpailr his ability to pay his creditors in full . " See also Bulk Sales Act, R.S.N .B. C. B-9, s. 3.1. 
	22saker, ~rupra n. 4, at 1790, suggests transfers for a total consideration of less than $2,000 be excluded; Hawkland,. supra n. 3, at 1731, uses a slightly different approach, recommending tha1t only those enterprises whose tangible ,and intangible assets have a fair market value of $10,000 or more before a bulk transfer be included within the ambit of the legislation. 
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	requirement is directed at vendors who attempt to conduct a bulk sale, in effect, through several small transfers. 
	The exclusion of transfers in settlement of a security interest is 
	The exclusion of transfers in settlement of a security interest is 

	in line with Canadian jurisprudence which holds that bulk sales law is not 
	intended to des troy security interests and enab1 e genera 1 creditors to share 
	equally with secured ones. He would add that transfers made in settlement of 
	security interests only be excepted if the transfers are made in good23
	faith. The exemption is also incorporated in Article 6 and has been 24
	adopted by all states. 
	Transfers made to give security are excluded under the Uniform Commercial Code on two grounds: "security i nteres t:s of a11 kinds ; n persona 1 
	property are regulated by Article 9, "Secured Trainsactions";and security 
	25 

	transactions ar1e not considered likely to lead to the type of fraud to which 26
	Article 6 is directed . Although this is part of the bulk sales 
	legislation of a.11 the states, this i ssue has been described as "the toughest 1127
	question in the whole area of this Article (6) . 
	It has been argued that: 
	It has been argued that: 

	23see Baker, supra n. 4, at 1790; Thomas C. Billig and William L. Branch, Jr., "The Problem of Transfers Under Bulk Sales Law: A Study of Absolute Transfers and Liquidating Trusts" (1936), 35 Mich. L. Rev. 732, 747. 
	24u.c.c. §6-103(3) <1986). 
	25u.c.c. §6-103(1) (1986), Official Comment 2. 
	26Levit, supra n. 4, at 697. See generally, Peter N. Hill, "Bulk Transfers in th,e Guise of Security: A Wolfe in Sheep's Clothing" (1982), 60 J.Ur.L. 85. 
	2charles Bunn, Transcript of Hearings before the• Law Revision Commission of the State oJ: New York on the Uniform Commerci,11 Code, Article 6, 1 Law Rev. Commission Report 1954, State of New York, 19 as quoted in William D. Hawkland, "The Trouble with Article 6 of the U.C:.C.: Some Thoughts About Section 6-103" (1977), 82 Com. L.J. 113, 115. 
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	Although a security transfer for new consideration is ordinarily not prejudicial to the interests of general unsecured creditors, their rights can be, and often are, seriously ieopardized by bulk transfer [sic] to secure antecedent indebtedness.2lT 

	And indeed, the drafters of Artic 1 e 6 i nitia"11 y opted for the inclusion in the Code of bulk transfers to secure antecedent indebtedness and excluded "the granting and foreclosing of security interests only where they had been given for new va 1 ue. However, this approach 11ave way to the present version because of what may best be described as "commercial realities". Although still a source of some debate, the present exclusionary approach continues to receive the general support of the subcommitt1?e o
	1129 
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	We recognize that the mortgaging of assets may represent a serious i mpedi men t to the abi 1 i ty of unsecured creditors to co11 ect their accounts. In this sense, it would be in keeping with the purpose of bulk sales legislation to include such transactions within the ambit of the Act. However, the inclusion of transactions wh'I ch mortgage the as sets of the vendor, whether they be real or personal assets, could undoubtedly be an undue commerci a 1 hindrance. Comp1 i ance with the Act wou1 d be required 
	Finally, some transfers are, in principle, akin to the earlier noted fiduciary relationship exclusions and do not require regulation by bulk sales law. Fo·r example, the Uniform Commercial Code exempts several kinds of transactions because notice of such transactions is given to creditors either 
	28Levit, .supra n. 4, at 697. 
	29Hawkland, supra n. 27, at 114. The Bulk Sales Act of Newfoundland, 
	R.S.N. 1970, c. 28, s. 2(e), includes chattel mortgages for new consideration which affect substantially the enti re stock of a seller and which are given as security ,outside the ordinary course of businE!Ss. 
	30Hawkland, supra n. 27, at 115. 
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	pursuant to court order or through public notice.He are of the opinion, however, that exclusion of specific types of transa1cti ons, as in the Uni form Commercial Code, may not be r equired. A general exemption of transactions which already require notice to creditors or public noti ce should 
	31 
	suffice.
	32 

	6. Summary 
	Needless to say, by expanding the scope of bulk sales legislation, a greater number of business tran sactions would be subject to the 1aw and the result would be greater intrusfon of the law in commercial dealings . Although the provision of ,exclusions from the Act would addre!SS this concern to some extent, the intrusion can only be justified if the benefits to be gained from bulk sales law outweigh the inconveniences associated with complyi ng with the law. To appreciate fully what these inconveniences m
	B. REFORM OF THE OPERATION OF THE ACT 
	He notedl in Chapter 3 that the main problem with the operation of The Bulk Sales Jlct arises from the heavy reliance placed upon the bulk vendor; he is exp1~cted to supply the pur.chaser with ctn accurate and comp1 ete 1ist of creditors. He a 1 so saw some prob 1 em with respect to the remedies available to creditors and the short limitation peri od under the Act; the latter in particuilar may work a hardship on creditors and be used by the parties to bulk sales to avoid the Act altogether. 
	As it now stands, the Act may be easily subvierted by a vendor giving a false or incomJPlete statement and declaration . l~e think that there are several plausible ways that the Act may be changed to overcome this primary problem, including the implementation of a public registration system and the 
	31u.c.c. §6-103 (1986). 
	32see, e.g., The, Corporations Act, C.C.S.M. c. C225, ss. 209(4) and 214(b), regarding dissolution and liquidation of corporations . 
	imposition of additional responsibilities upon the purchaser. Both methods have in common the aim of removing from the vendor as much responsibility as possible for the operation of the Act. The bulk sales statutes of Ontario and Nova Scotia, as well as the American Convnercial Code -Article Six, rely to varying degrees on provisions of this kind. He will consider these schemes in 
	de~\s\ng a mode, for reform. 
	1. Other Provincial Jurisdictions 
	Only Ontario and Nova Scotia depar t to any extent from Manitoba and the other provinces in terms of the operation of their bulk sales laws. The Ontario legislation contemplates two ways that a bulk sale may be completed. Both are subject to the requirement that, prior to the sa 1 e, the vendor
	33 
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	deli ver to the purchaser a statement of creditors verified by affidavit. 
	The first method of comp1eting a sa 1 e a11ows the purchaser to pay the purchase price directly to the vendor in any of these three circumstances: if the claims of trade creditors (as disclosed in the statement or otherwise known to the buyer) do not exceed $5,000; if the seller verifies that all claims of trade creditors have been paid in ful 1; or if adequate provision has been made for the invnedi ate payment of a11 trade creditors upon completion of the sale. The latter method of compliance contemplates
	The first method of comp1eting a sa 1 e a11ows the purchaser to pay the purchase price directly to the vendor in any of these three circumstances: if the claims of trade creditors (as disclosed in the statement or otherwise known to the buyer) do not exceed $5,000; if the seller verifies that all claims of trade creditors have been paid in ful 1; or if adequate provision has been made for the invnedi ate payment of a11 trade creditors upon completion of the sale. The latter method of compliance contemplates
	34 

	35
	after the sale. 
	33The Bulk. Sales Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 52, s. 4. Interestingly, the legislation used to have a further requirement of publication of notice of the intended sale in The Ontario Gazette, The Sulit Sales Act, S.O. 1959, c. 9, 
	s. 7, a.s rep. by The Sulit Sales Act, S.O. 1960, c. 6, s. 3. 
	34The Bulk Sales Act, R.S.0. 1980, c. 52, s. 8(1). 
	35Fred M. Catzman, "Bulk Sales in Ontario" (1960), 3 Can. B.J . 28, 34. 
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	The alternative way of complying with t he Ontario Bulk Sales Act 

	involves the purchaser paying the proceeds of sale to a trustee who makes a 36 
	pro rata dis1tribution among the creditors. Under this method, the vendor must ob1tain the consent of sixty per cent of unsecured trade creditors and deliver to all trade creditors, at least 14 days before the date of closing, details of the sale and a statement of business affairs. 
	Both methods of closing a bulk sale under the Ontario Act are subject to a further requirement that an affidavit setting out the particulars of the sale and documentation showing that there has been compliance with the Act be fi 1ed wi th the office of the c 1 erk of the court within five days of comp1etion of the sa1 e. The Bulk Sales Act of Nova Scotia a 1 so makes provision for registration. The agreement for sale must be filed in a reg1 stry office, within 10 days of execution of thE! agreement, and no 
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	agreement; 1the operation of that Act do1~s not otherwise depart significantly f r om the Manitoba approach. 
	The consequences of the buyer's non-compliance with the Ontario Act are the same as under our legislati on : the sale irn bulk is voidable and where the buyer has t aken possession of the stock in bulk, he will be personally liable to account to the seller's creditors for the value thereof. 
	2. The Uniform Commercial Code -Arti cle Six 
	The Uniform Commerci al Code also provides two ways in which to comp1ete a bulk. sa1e. The first is the heart of Arti c1e 6 and has been adopted by the majority of states . The second method is similar but adds an optional section imposing greater 1 i abi 1 i ty on the purchaser. He wi 11 examine both of these methods in more detail . 
	36The Bulk Sales Act, R.S.O. 1980 , c. 52, s. 8(2) ands . 9. 
	37The Bulk Sales Act, R.S.O. 1980, C, 52, s. 11. 
	38The Bulk Sales Act, R.S.N. S. 1967, c. 28, s. 2. 
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	Ca) Majority approach 

	The operation of the Uniform Commercial Code is similar to The Bulk Sales Act to the extent that the transferor is required, upon request, to furnish the transferee with a list of his cre!ditors and the amounts owing to them, toge,ther with an affidavit in support. As under our law, responsibility for the completeness and accuracy of the list of creditors rests on the transferor and the transfer wi 11 not be rendered ineffective by errors or omissions in the list unless the transferee is shown to have had k
	39 
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	The Code does not impose a penalty for violation of Article 6 in the sense in which that term is normally used. When the requirements of Article 6 are viol a t:ed, the on1y pena1ty to transferor and transferee is the consequence that the sa1e is ineffective as against the creditors of the transferor. However, in the event that the transferee does any act which places the goods beyond the reach of the transferor's creditors, the transferee will become 
	41
	41

	personally liable for the debt of the transfe~or. 
	39u.c.c. §6-104(1) and (2) (1986). 
	40u.c.c. •§6-105 (1986). §6-107 provides that the notice is to include the the names and addresses of the transferor and the transferee, and whether the debts of the transferor are to be paid in full as they fall due as a result of the trans;action. If the creditors are not to be paid in full as their accounts fall due, the notice must also include the location and description of the property to be transferred, the estimated total of the outstanding accounts, and an address where the schedule of property an
	41Ronald A. Anderson, Anderson on the UniEorm Commercial Code, 3rd ed. (Rochester: The Lawyers Co-operative Publishing Co., 1985) 400-401 . 
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	Article 6, like our Bulk Sales Act, does not specify the remedies which an aggrieved creditor may employ, but a creditor may rely on any procedure provided by local law;these include execution or garnishment against the t ransferred property and securing of a judgment for the fair 
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	market value of the transferred property. These procedures must be taken within six months of the date of the transfer, 1t1nless the transfer has been concealed. in iwhich case action must be brought within six months of discovery of the transfer. 
	44 

	Cb) Mi nority approach 
	Sectfon 6-106 of the Uniform Commercial Code imposes further requirements upon a bulk sale. However, i t is an "optional" provision in the sense that states which choose to adopt Uniform Article 6 may choose not to include this section in their legislation. The nnajority of states have not adopted this provisionfor reasons which will be discussed shortly. 
	45 

	The section provides that, where a bulk transfer is made for new consideration, the transferee must, in addition to the requirements al ready 
	I 

	discussed under the majority approach, pay from the purchase price the clai ms 
	I 

	of creditors as shown on the list furnished by the transferor or filed wi thin 
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	30 days from the date of the mai 11 ng of the notice. Hhere any debts are 
	in dispute, a necessary sum may be withheld from di stribution unti 1 the 
	dispute is resolved and , in the event that the consideration payable is not 
	! 
	42u.c.c. §6-104 Official Comment 2 (1986). 
	43Anderson, supra n. 41, at 401-402 . see also, Leonard Laki n, "Bulk Transfers : Hhat Hath The Uniform Commercial Code Hrought?" (1975) , 35 Md . L. 
	\ 
	Rev. 197, 229 . 
	44u.c.c. §6-111 (1986). Official Comment l states: "This Article imposes unusual obligations on buyers of property. A short statute of limitations is therefore appropr i ate. " 
	45Anderson, sup,ca n. 41, at 411 lists 30 states which have omitted §6-106 and 20 states which have adopted §6-106 in some form. 
	46u.c.c. §6-106(1) (1986). The Code does not prescribe a procedure for compliance; a transferee under §6-106 may perform his duty in any suitable manner -U.C.C. §6-106 Official Comment 3. 
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	enough to satisfy fully all of the debts, distribution is to be made on a pro rata basis . The section also makes provision for payment of the consideration into court and distribution therefrom through filing of 
	claims.
	47 

	As stated in the Official Comment to section 6-106, "... the purpose of the section is to give the transferor's creditors direct protection against improper dissipation by the transferor of the consideration which he receives . . . . ,.4Whether a state deci dE!S to adopt section 6-106 depends upon its philosophy regarding the extent to which creditors should be statutorily protected. This divergence in opinion can be summarized as 
	8 


	follows : 
	follows : 
	Those acts [without section 6-106] were designed simply to givenotic,e to the seller's creditors. Underlying these acts was the presumption that the seller's creditors, once notified of the proposed bulk sale, could adequately p1rotect their interests. In contrast, tacts incorporating section 6-106], long favoured by credit men, reflect an assumption that the creditors' interests could be effectively protected only by 1mposin~J upon the transferee the personal duty to apply the new consideration from the bu
	Those acts [without section 6-106] were designed simply to givenotic,e to the seller's creditors. Underlying these acts was the presumption that the seller's creditors, once notified of the proposed bulk sale, could adequately p1rotect their interests. In contrast, tacts incorporating section 6-106], long favoured by credit men, reflect an assumption that the creditors' interests could be effectively protected only by 1mposin~J upon the transferee the personal duty to apply the new consideration from the bu

	It has been asserted that, where section 6-106 has been adopted and there has been non-compliance with the provisions of Article 6, the transferee will be personally liable to the transferor's creditors for their debts , even if a fair consideration was paid and the transferee had acted in good Many reviewers of the Code believe that not only is this threat of persona 1 1 i ability for non-comp1 i ance with thE! Arti c 1 e the ha 11 mark of section 
	faith.so 

	47u.c.c. §6-106(4) (1986). This is an optional paragraph and as stated in the accomipanying explanatory note , "recommended for those states which do not have a general statute providing for payment of money into court." 
	48u.c.c. §6-106 (1986) Official Comment 1. 
	49Lakin, supra n. 43, at 223. 
	50Anderson, supra n. 41 , at 416. The author a 1 so notes, however, that a transferee is not liable to unpaid creditors of which he was not aware. 
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	6-106, but that for Article 6 to be effective such a provision should be 51
	mandatory. Others are of the view that fai1 ure to comply with §6-106 
	renders a transfer ineffective but does not make the transferee personally 
	liable for the value of the property transferred or the amount paid for 52
	it. Aside from the possible personal liability which may result under 
	§6-106, other substantial burdens are also a consequence of such a 
	provision.
	53 

	The dilemma over section 6-106 illustrates that, in constructing the 
	The dilemma over section 6-106 illustrates that, in constructing the 

	operational scheme of a bulk sales act, consideration must be given to how far 
	the l egi s lation shou1 d go in protecting the interests of one group at the 
	expense of another. 
	5lsee Rapson, supra n. 4, at 1768. See also, Baker, supra n. 4, at 1786; Leona M. Hudak & Edward J. King, "Reforming and Rewriting Article Six of the UCC" (1976), Com. L.J. 284, 287-288; Lennart V. Larson, "Bulk Transfers: Some Interpretive Problems" ( 1970), 2 Rut. -Cam. LJ. 101, 118; Levit, supra 
	n. 4, at 702-705, 711; Rydalch, supra n. 13, at 88. But see Paul Carrington, "The Uniform Commercial Code -Sales, Bulk Sales & Documents of Title" (1960), 15 Wyo. L.J. 1, 16; Hawkland, 1!.upra n. 2; Myron Kove, "Procedural Problems in a Bulk Sale Under the Uniform Commercial Code" (1968), l U.C.C.L.J. 91, 101-105. 
	52Hawkland, supi,a n. 3, at 1748, where the subcommittee of review of Article 6 proposed the following amendment: 
	Failure to comply with this section renders the transfer ineffective against any omitted creditor ... but does not otherwise make the transferee piersonally liable for the value of the property transferred or the amount ~aid therefor, unless the transferee ... transfers the property to a purchaser for value in good faith, and without notice of any non-compl i anc:e with the requirements of this Arti c 1 e, in which case the transferee shall be personally liable to the creditors . . .. 
	53Rapson, supra n. 4, at 1763: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Added delay and costs, particularly regarding disputed, contingent or unliquidated claims; 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Abrogation of state and federal laws regatrding priorities and lien rights where pro rata distribution is required; 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Conflict of law problems where assets are located in more than one state and some states have section 6-106 and others do not; and 

	(4) 
	(4) 
	Problems associated with the failure of the Article to set out a comprehensive priority system of payment of creditors. 
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	The rationale of Article 6 is that creditors should be 
	The rationale of Article 6 is that creditors should be 
	protected by imposing substanti al burdens; and sanctions upon buyers of businesses, even though they may have acted in good faith and paid top dollar for the purchase. Is that really fair? Does it make sense to place burdens upon a buyer in order to protect creditors of the seller who have taken the risk of extending unsecured credit? Can w,~ support a va1ue judgment that th,~ purchaser should bear the risk that a seller will not pay his c1reditors? If not, as has happened in most jurisdictions, section 6-
	debts.54 


	3. Reform of the Act 
	The alternative approaches just discussed incorporate the concepts of increasing the purchaser's responsi bil itiE!s -through the requirement to pay creditors from the proceeds of sale -and maki ng notice of a sal e more accessible to creditors -through public registration of the details of the sale. We rely on these and other concepts in considering the reforms which may be implemented to make bulk sales law more effective and provide a reasonable balance between the interests of creditors and those of the
	The vendor ' s duties should be as minimal as possible but he should be require!d to prepare and deliver to the purchaser a statement, verified by statutory declaration, detailing the outstilnding claims of all unsecured creditors . Responsibility for alerting creditors should then be shifted away from the vendor towards a more reliable person. This could be accomplished, as we have seen, in several ways. 
	Verification by -purchaser -The purchaser could be required to check the vendor's list of creditors for completeness and accuracy. This has been suggested in relation to Article 6 and described as "fair and not unduly 
	54Rapson, supra n. 4, at 1763-1764. 
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	the comp1eten1~ss and accuracy of the statement 1:,f creditors would rest with the vendor. J\ sa1 e wou 1 d not be rendered ineffective by errors or omissions in the statement unless the fact of such errors or omissions were known or disc1osed to or reasonably di scoverab 1 e by the purchaser. Such fact would be deemed known by a purchaser where it is revea·1 ed by the vendor's regular bookkeeping records or where it would be discovered by the purchaser's reasonable inquiry concerning the vendor's creditors
	56 

	Although this practice would probably be effective in ensuring that creditors are not left out, we are of the opi nion that such a provision would be extremely onerous on a purchaser, particularly one who wishes to acquire a business whi clh has a great number of creditors . The requirement to make reasonab 1 e inquiry concerning the vendor's creditors could prove both costly and time-cons;uming. Indeed, thorough investi!Jation may be impossible, introducing unacceptable uncertainty and risk into business a
	Distribution by -purchaser -A section lik.e 6-106 of the Uniform Commerci a 1 Code could be adopted . By requiring the purchaser to distribute the proceeds of sale directly to the vendor's creditors, the possibility of the vendor absconding with the funds would seem to be eliminated. The vendor would receive no monies until the claims of credi tors had been satisfied. 
	Despite the theoretical effectiveness of this method, the opportunity to defraud creditors remains even where a purchaser is required to pay the proceeds to creditors who are 1 i sted on the statement of creditors which has beeni furnished by the vendor. Substantial reliance is still placed on the accuracy and completeness of that statem1rnt: on the honesty of the vendor. 
	55Hawkland, supra n. 3, at 1746. see also Henry A. Easley, III, "Bulk Sales -Transferee's Duty to Make Careful Inquiry of the Transferor's Creditors Abolished" (1973), 52 N.C.L. Rev. 165; Eric M. Reuben, "Significant Developments Uniform Commercial Code -Bulk. Sales •-Abrogation of Transferee's Duty to Conduct a Careful Inquiry to Discover Cr,edi tors. Adrian Tabin Corp. 
	v. Climax Bout.ique, 34 N.Y. 2d 210, 313 N.E. 2d 66, 356 N.Y. 2d 606 (1974) . " (1974) , 55 B.U.L. Rev . 2B8. 
	56Hawkland, su;pra n. 3, at 1745. 
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	Public notice -We prefer a thii rd option -a mandatory system of public notice to creditors . Under this approach, a purchaser would be required to publish notice of a sale and pay the accounts of those creditors who advise of their claims. The vendor 's role in such a scheme would be negligible; he would merely collect whatever was left over after all accounts were settled. Most of the responsibility would be shifted to the purchaser and the creditors. 
	Although a requirement of pub1ic notice in advance of a sa1 e could 
	involve some delay in closing a transaction, this coul d be planned for in most 57
	commercial transactions and would not cr,eate a hardship. We believe that most transactions could and should be coimpleted by giving notice in advance, but, to deal with those few instances where the delay would not be acceptable, some flexibility could be incorporated into the Act. We contemplate two methods of compliance, each carryinu different responsibilities and consequences, to provide this flexibility. 
	<l> Pre-closing notice 
	This method would work as follows. The purchaser would send written notice to each unsecured creditor named in the vendor ' s statement or otherwise known to the purchaser. The notice would i ndicate the vendor's name and address, together with any and a11 tradle names under which he carried on busine,ss; the purchaser's name and address; that the purchaser had agreed to buy thie vendor's business or, where the purchaser had only agreed to purchase specific assets of the vendor, that th1! purchaser had agre
	57Many commercial transactions are already subject to the possibility of de1 ay by reason of regulatory requirements. For examp1 e, the purchase of a hotel or restaurant with a liquor licence is not possible without approval under The Liquor control Act, C.C.S.M. c. Ll60. That process can take 4 to 6 weeks from filing of application to notification of decision. 
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	The purchaser would also be required to place a similar notice in a daily newspaper and i n the Manitoba Gazette requiring any creditor of the vendor to advise the purchaser or his lawyer in •writing of the nature and amount of his c"laim by a specified date. 
	The vendor and purchaser would be prohibited from closing the transfer until some reasonable period of time had elapsed from the mailing and publ i cation of the notices. This mini mum period of time -say two weeks should be sufficient to allow a creditor to asct~rtain whether or not the vendor is indebted to him and to send written notification of such indebtedness to the purchaser. 
	-

	Each creditor would be required to have confirmed, disputed or identified his claim prior to the expiration o1f the notice period. The purchaser would then be free to apportion the purchase price and acquire title to the assets. Failure of a creditor to advise of his claim within the a11otted time would absolve the purchaser from any responsi bility to that creditor, although the creditor's contractual right to proceed against the vendor would remain . 
	We think that having the purchaser pay the proceeds directly to all creditors who have confirmed their claims would work well in this case . Practically speaking, this could be done by forwarding the proceeds to the vendor's solicitor on the trust condition that they be distributed to the confirmed creditors according to their clai ms or that other adequate arrangements be made for their payment in full. Diisputed claims could be paid into court. In the event that the proceeds are insufficient to satisfy fu
	Transferring the purchase price directly i nto the hands of creditors or through the court would help to eliminate the threat of the vendor mi sappropriating the funds before the creditor accounts are paid. This, taken together with the publ i c notice provisions of the proposed scheme, we submit, would offer the! kind of preventative protection which bulk sales law is supposed to afford to creditors . 
	(2) Post-closing notice 
	(2) Post-closing notice 

	In the norma1 course, advance noti CE~ should be given to creditors. However, as the delay caused by the notice requirements may be unacceptable in some circumstances, we propose a second method of compliance whereby a bulk sa1 e could be c 1 osed at the wi 11 of the vendor and purchaser without notifying creditors before the closing. Once the transaction has closed, the parties would then be responsible for providing notice, both directly and through publ i cation, in a manner similar to the advance notice
	Two conditions precedent would have to be met before this method could be invoked. First, the purchaser must have reasonable grounds for believing that he is and will be solvent upon completion of the transfer and the assumption of the vendor's This is intended to afford a minimum s~feguard to creditors that the purchaser will be financially able to make good on the assumed liabilities. Second, the vendor and purchaser would agree in writing to be bound by this method of compliance to ensure that both parti
	debts.
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	Upon satisfaction of the condi tions precedent, the purchaser would be requirE!d to demand and receive from the veindor prior to the date of closing a statement of his creditors supported by a statutory declaration. Upon the close of the sale, the purchaser would pay to the vendor that part of the purchase p1ri ce exceeding the amount outstandi n,g to the vendor's creditors. In effect, the purchaser would be required to hold back an amount equal to the claims of creditors as listed on the vendor's statement
	I

	58we would use a solvency test similar to those found in many sections of The Corporations Act, C.C.S.M. c. C225. It should require that (a) the purchaser is and wi 11 , after the acquisition, be ab1 e to pay his 1 i abi 1 i ti es as they c,ome due, and (b) the realizable value of the purchaser's assets is and would, after completion of the purchase, be greater than the aggregate of his liabillities. 
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	under this method of compliance, as the purchaser would ultimately be responsi b 1 e for a11 of the vendor's debts, whether or not they were on the statement. 

	Figure

	Once the transaction had closed, the purchaser would be required to notify creditors in a manner similar to that previously described, with one very important addition: the notice would also contain a statement that the bulk sale had closed as of a specified date and that the purchaser had become jointly and severa11y 1 i able with the vendor for ai11 the debts of the vendor as of that date. 
	Admittedly, this is an onerous obligation to impose upon any purchaser, but it is intended to be so. As creditors would not receive advance notice of the bulk sale, there must be some mechanism for ensuring that creditors can co11 ect on their accounts after the transfer. Under this method, the purchaser is given great incentive to satisfy himself that all of the creditors' claims are paid in full out of the purchase price of the bulk assets; otherwise, they wi 11 have to be paid out of his pocket. This sho
	<3> Remedies available to creditors 
	<3> Remedies available to creditors 
	If the purchaser fails to comply 1"ifh any prollision or tlle Act, lie 

	would become jointly and severally !fable tdt/J the vendor for the claims of any creditor. We think. creditors shou Id be given the opportunity to bring an action against the purchaser on the basis of the original contract for goods or services between the creditor and vendor. The imposition on the purchaser of joint and several liability with the vendor for the debts of all creditors is a potent remedy which need not be supplemented by any additional remedy. The vendor, of course, would remain liable to al
	C. SUMMARY 
	C. SUMMARY 
	Under our suggested reforms, the selective and outmoded application of the Act to specific types of vendors and subject matter would be overcome by expanding the scope of the legislation to include all businesses and both tangible and intangible assets . Likewise, the select group of creditors given protection would be expanded and the scope of creditors would be rationalized through the inclusion of reliance creditors only. A clearer and more specific definition of "sale in bulk" would also help to achieve
	The operation of the Act woul d ce,a.se to depend on the honesty of the vendor. Public notice would act as a safe!guard against careless or fraudulent vendors who state that no creditors exist or who omit creditors from their list. Every creditor would be afforded the oppportunity to r eceive advance notice of the details of a bulk sale. 
	Although the proposed notice requirements could add increased 1ega1 and ad11erti sing costs, which might fa11 most heavily on purchasers of sma11 businesses, the overall costs would be equitably distributed. The vendor and purchaser would be responsible for the cc1sts of advertising and sending out notices while the expense of monitoring the publications in which notices appear would be incurred by creditors. The system may work a hardship on those few who could not afford to monitor the necessary publicati
	59
	protection of creditors through public notice is not unusua1. 
	These legislative reforms addrE!SS many of the problems with the present Bulk Sales Act. By adjusting the scope of the vendors and creditors covered!, the Act is brought more in 1i ne \tith modern commercial dea1i ngs. By placingI less reliance on the information originating from the vendor, and more 
	59see, e.g., The Trustee Act, . c. Tl60, s. 43; The Real Propert:y Act, C.C.S.M. c. R30, SS. 130(1), 155; The Corporations Act, C.C.S.M. c. C225, ss. 179(3), 209(4). 
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	Figure
	By 
	By 

	on independent methods of verification, the Act is less likely to be abused and disregarded. And, finally, by clarifying the methods of enforcement of rights under the Act, the wronged creditor would have clearer means of redress. 
	As we have demonstrated, 1t is possible to close the gaps found in existing bulk sales legislation. However, it is still necessary to determine whether a model such as we have outlined should be implemented in Manitoba. To do so, the costs and benefits of its adoption must be considered in light of the uncertain need for bulk sales law in general. In the next Chapter, we undertake this analysis and reach our conclusion as to the ultimate fate of 
	The Bulk Sales Act . 
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	CHAPTER 7 EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REFORM 

	After reviewing the provisions of the present Bulk sales Act, we determined that the scope of the Act is so out-dated and its operation so ineffective that the Act is of little value in its present form and should be repealed . The more difficult question then became whether the Act should be rep 1 aced. To answer this, we considered whether there was sti 11 a need for the law, in a practical as well as a legal sense. He found that it was difficult to quantify this need, but from a liagal standpoint only a 
	To answer this, we devised a bu1 k sa'l es proposa 1 which we felt would address m,rny of the problems with the present Act. As we saw in the last Chapter, to afford creditors the type of reli1ef that bulk sales law promises , a fairly elaborate system of checks and balaInces must be created. He relied on a system of public notice to provide this, although other jurisdictions have shown that other schemes are possibl1~. Whatever type of system is chosen, w1~ concluded that, to address the piresent problems 
	-

	In this final Chapter of our Report, we weigh the costs and benefits of the two ways of addressing reform of bulk sales law -repeal or replacement -and ma~;e our final recommendations for repeal. He are aided in this analysis by the comments from members of the legal, business and credit communities who responded to our Discussion Paper. 
	A. REPEAL OR !REPLACEMENT OF THE BULK SALES ACT 
	The benefits of a replacement scheme, such as the one we have proposed, were detailed in the last Chapter. The requirement of public notice would take much of the onus away from the vendor, ensuring that creditors would become aware of a sale and that they could collect their accounts from the proceeds. The recommended changes to the scope of transactions and creditors cov1ared by The Bulk Sales Act would ensure that the Act was 
	e, we 

	for 
	for 

	applied more equitably. 
	The costs of this scheme were a11 uded to. Aside from the more onerous nature of the recommended requi rem1rnts for publ i cation and of an 
	the 

	notification of creditors by mail , increased legal and advertising costs would 
	al so result under this scheme. These would be incurred by the vendor and purchaser, whi"le the creditors would incur the cosit of monitoring publications for bulk sale notices. In addition to these increased monetary costs, the 
	~uld 

	would 
	would 

	vendor and purchaser would be unable to close a bulk sale without incurring at 
	least a one-month delay while advertising for creditors. This is an additional burden, unknown in our present Act and with the potential to alter dramatically the means of completing this type of transaction in this Province. Although the optional post-compliance provisions would be available to parties whcJ wished to avoid the delay, this system is not intended for common use and has its own major costs, including the purchaser's liability for a11 of th1~ vendor ' s debts. Finally, the change in the scope 
	last 

	Most of the dozen or so respondents to our Discussion Paper were in 
	Most of the dozen or so respondents to our Discussion Paper were in 

	agreement that the present Bulk Sales Act is unsatisfactory and should be 1
	repealed . Further, most believed that our replacement scheme would serve ement 
	thi s 
	thi s 

	lThe exception was Fred M. Catzman, Q.C., of the Ontario Bar who has written several articles advocating retention of the leHislation and who responded against the idea of repeal of the Act. Letter from Fred M. Catzman, Q.C., December 8, 1987. 
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	Figure
	to protect cr editors, but that the additional costs invol ved to accomplish this could not be justified. Many respondents, while recognizing the necessity of shifting the burden for compliance away from the vendor, were particular·Iy concerned that it would be the purchaser who would be saddled unjustly with the i ncreased costs of the scheme. 
	The majority thought that the Act should not be rep 1 aced by our proposed scheme, or by any scheme at al l.The general consensus was that, in the absence of a demonstrated need for bulk. sales legislation, the l aw imposes an unwarranted burden upon commerci a 1 transactions. It was a 1 so pointed out that, as bulk. sales legislation is now treated as a "dead letter" in the la~, and ignored by many lawyers and business people, the l egislation has, in effect, been repealed by practice. Formal repeal would 
	2 

	3
	3

	recognition of the status quo. This view is supported by the fact that 
	repeal of the legislation in British Columbiat has been descri bed as "wholly 4
	uncontroveirsial". Finally, most respondents pointed to the availability of alternati vie creditor relief such as bankruptcy and persona 1 property security legislatiom, as offering adequate protection to creditors. 
	As we noted, several respondents were uncomfortable with the idea of outright repeal of The Bulk. sales Act. The Busi ness Law Subsection of the Manitoba Elar Associ ation was of the view that, as bul k. sal es l aw provides salutary protection, the legislation should be maintained in some form. They 
	2severa 1 respondents, however, did favour imp1 ementati on of a new scheme to replace the Act: letter from The Manitoba Insolvency Associati on Inc., March 22, 1988; the Business Law Subsection of the Manitoba Bar Association suggested an alternate proposal which is discussed later . 
	3Letter from Jim Rattenbury, Co-ordinator of Legal Research, Law Reform Branch of the Office of the Attorney Genera1 , New Brunswick., September l O, 1987. 
	4Lett er from Arthur L. Close, Chairman, Law1 Reform Commi ssion of British Columbia , October 20 , 1987. 
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	agreed with our recommended changes to the scope of the legislation, but were of the view that implementing an intricate notice system to advise creditors of the availability of bulk sale funds was unnecessary as creditors would become aware of a sale during the ordinary course of business. They suggested that the Act s'imply impose a statutory trust on the funds received by the vendor for the benefit of the vendor's unsecured cr,editors. This would a11ow the unsecured creditors to make a claim upon the piu
	5 

	He appreciate that it is important to have some form of deterrent against fraudulunt bulk sales , but we are not convinced that a bulk sales statute should fiulfil this role, parti cularly in light of the deterrent effect of other l egi s 1 ati on, inc1 udi ng the Criminal Code.. Even if we assume that the Act should be kept for its salutary effect, we believe that the theoreti ca1 bem!fi ts of a statutory trust -the avai 1 abi 1 ity of equitable remedi es -would be illusory in practice. Tracing would be av
	In summary, we identify the following as the decisive factors in the debate over whether to replace or repeal the Act: 
	1. Repea1 of The Bulk Sales Act is ca11 ed for because of the irrationality and ineffectiveness of the present scheme. 
	SLetter and "Recommendations with Respect to The Manitoba Law Reform Commission Discussion Paper on The Bulk Sales Act" from Manitoba Bar Association, Business Law Subsection, January 18, 1988. 
	2. In considering whether the Act should be replaced, consideration should be given to the costs and benefits of a new Act which is designed to implement the goals of bulk sales 
	2. In considering whether the Act should be replaced, consideration should be given to the costs and benefits of a new Act which is designed to implement the goals of bulk sales 



	law. 
	law. 
	law. 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	The costs associated with an effective scheme include delay in closing a transaction, imposition of additional duties and liability on the purchaser, and increased monetary costs to all parties. 

	4. 
	4. 
	The benefits to be gained from ,l comprehensive scheme enure largely to unsecured creditors , a1nd include: rationalization of the scope of transactions covered; provision of information and advance notice of an impending sale; and simplication of the forms of relief available against non-complying vendors . 

	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	The costs and benefits of a comprehensive scheme must be weighed in light of these considerations: 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	In the modern commercial context, it is questionable whether the prob 1 em of bulk sa1es sti11 poses a significant commercial threat to creditors . 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	Alternative means of prevent'lng bulk sales are available to creditors including obta.ining credit information on potential customers and taking security in personal property. 




	Cc) Alternative forms of relief from fraudulent bulk sales are available including bankruptcy legislation, attachment and injunctions, reciprocal enforcement of judgments, fraudulent conveyance legislation and criminal law sanctions. 
	(d) The extent of the deter-rent va1ue of bulk sa1es legislation is also question,a.ble, especially in light of the deterrent effect of fraudulent conveyance legislation and applicable provisions of the Criminal Code. 
	Ce) The repeal of bulk sales legislation in British Columbia has been without adverse consequence, and many other jurisdictions, including the United Kingdom, have never adopted such laws. 

	B. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
	In reaching our final recommendations, we have considered the costs 
	In reaching our final recommendations, we have considered the costs 

	and benefits of implementing a bulk sales statute which would meet the unique 
	objectivHs for which the law was originally intended; other legal and economic 
	factors which impinge upon this analysi s; and the views of representatives of 
	the business, legal and credit communities. On balance, we are of the opinion 
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	that the benefits of maintaining a viable bulk sales Act are outweighed by the costs. This, taken together with the questionablle need for bulk sales law both from a practical and legal point of view, lead us to recommend : 
	RECOMMENDAH0N 
	That The Elulk Sales Act should be repealed cmd no scheme should be 
	implemented to replace it. 
	C. CONSIDERATIONS UPON REPEAL 
	The repea1 of The Bulk Sales Act woul cl put Manitoba out of step with the other provinces in the country, with the exception of British Columbia, and would be an abandonment of the generally accepted goal of uniformity of laws. He believe that the reasons for repea 1 of bulk sales legislation, however, override the goal of uniformity. The presence of bulk sales statutes in other jurisdictions should not pose a problem as in the many other instanc,~s where the 1aws between provi nc:es vary, the question of 
	Specific reference to The Bulk Sales AGt is made in severa 1 other 
	Specific reference to The Bulk Sales AGt is made in severa 1 other 

	Manitoba statuites. Upon repea1 of the Act, thes.e references may be de1 eted 6 7
	without consequence except in the case of The Retail Sales Tax Act. This Act adopts the definition of a bulk sale contained in The Bulk Sales Act for purposes of co11 ecting taxes upon such ,il sale. Hi th the repea1 of The Bulk sa:Zes Act, a definition of "bulk sale" would have to be incorporated directly into The Retail Sales Tax AcL 
	osts 
	osts 

	6The Cooperatives Act, C.C.S.M. c. C223, S. 144(4); The Machinery and Farm Equipment, Act, C.C.S.M. c. F40, S. 34(13); The Natural Gas Supply Act, 
	Figure

	C.C.S.M. C. 1~15, S, 27(2); The Credit Union ,and Caisses Populaires Act, Ion C.C.S.M. c. C301, s. 126(4). 
	7The Retail Sales Tax Act, C.C.S.M. c. R130, s. 8('1)-(3). 
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	This is a Report pursuant to section 5(2) of The Law Re£orm 

	Commission Act, signed this 21st day of December 1988. 
	. C. Edwards , Ch • n 
	. C. Edwards , Ch • n 
	~ssioner 




	/L1?.J_,... 
	/L1?.J_,... 
	Eleanor R. Dawson, Commissioner 
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	Pearl K. McGonigal , Commissioner 
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	Cl-llAPTER Bl00 
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	THE BULK SALES ACT 
	THE BULK SALES ACT 
	THE BULK SALES ACT 

	HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and 
	consent of the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, 
	enacts as follows: 
	Definitions. 
	Definitions. 
	l In this Act, 
	"creditor" means a person to whom the vendor of stock is indebted,, whether or not the debt is due, and includes a :surety and the endorser of a promissory note or bill of exchange who would, upon payment by him of the debt, promissory note or bill of exchange in respect of which the suretyship was entered into or the endorsement was given, become a creditor of such vendor: ("creancier") 
	"proceeds of the sale" includes the purchase price or consideration payable to the vendor, or passing from the purchaser to the vendor, on a sale in bulk, and the moneys realized by a trustee under a s,ecurity, or by the sale or other disposition of ainy property, coming into his hands as the consideration, or part of the consideration, for the sale: l"produit de la vente") 
	"purchaser" includes a person who gives to a vendor real or personal property in barter or exchange for a stock in bulk: ("acheteur") 
	"sale", whether used alone or in the expression "sale in bulk", includes a transfer, conveyance. barter or exchanige and an agreement to se 11. transfer, con\'ey, barter or exchange: ("\'ente"I 
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	LOI SUR LES VENTES EN BLOC 
	LOI SUR LES VENTES EN BLOC 
	SA MAJES'TE, sur l'avis et du consentement de l'Assemblee legislative du Manitoba, edicte: 
	Definitions 
	Definitions 
	l Les definitions qui suivent s'appliquent 
	ala present,e loi. 
	"acheteu.r" Est assimilee a l'acheteur la personne qui donne a un vendeur des biens reels ou personnels en troc ou en echange d'un stock en bloc. ("purchaser") 
	"creancier" Personne envers laquelle le vendeur de stock est endette, que la creance soit exigible ou non, et. s'entend egalement d'une caution et de l'endosse1c1r d'un billet aordre ou d'une lettre de change qui, sur paiement de la creance, du billet aordre ou de la lettre de change qui a donne lieu au cautionnement ou a l'endossement, deviendrait un creancier de ce vendeur. ("creditor" ) 
	"produit de la vente" Sont assimiles au produit de la vente le prix d'achat ou la contrepartie payable a,u vendeur ou passant de l'acheteur au vendeur :a !'occasion d'une vente en bloc ainsi que les so,mmes realisees par un syndic en vertu d'une garantie, ou par la vente ou toute autre alienation d'un bien qui vient a se trou\'er en sa possession a titre de contrepartie totale ou partielle de la vente. <"proceeds of the sale") 
	R.S.:vt. 1987, c. 8100
	R.S.:vt. 1987, c. 8100

	BCLK SALES 
	"sale in bulk" means a sale of a stock, or part thereof, out of the usual course of business or trade ofthe vendor or of substantially the entire stock of llhe vendor, or of an interest in the business ofthe vendor; ("vente en bloc") 
	"sale in bulk" means a sale of a stock, or part thereof, out of the usual course of business or trade ofthe vendor or of substantially the entire stock of llhe vendor, or of an interest in the business ofthe vendor; ("vente en bloc") 
	"stock" means 
	(a) st,ock of goods, wares, merchandise or chattels ordinarily the subject of trade and commerce; lb) the goods, wares, merchandise or chattels in which a person trades, or that he produces or that are the output of, or with which he carries on, a business, trade or occupation; ("stock") 
	"stock in bulk" means any stock or portion thereof that is the subject of a sale in bulk; ("stock en. bloc") 
	"trustee" means an authorized trustee under the Bankrupltcy Act (Canada) appointed for the bankrupky district wherein the stock of the vendor or some part thereof is located, or the vendor's business or trade or some part thereof is carried on at the time ofthe sale in bulk thereof; or any pe1rson named as trustee by the vendor or by the cr,editors of the vendor in their written consent to a sale in bulk; or any person appointed! as trustee under section 13; ("syndic") 
	"vendor" includes a person who barters or exchanges stock in bulk with another person for other property, real or personal. ("vendeur") 

	Persons to whom this Act applies. 
	This Act applies only to sales in bulk h_v, 
	"stock" 
	"stock" 
	"stock" 
	al Stock d'objets, de denrees, de marchandises ou de biens personnels qui font habituellement l'objet du commerce; bJ objets, denrees, marchandises ou biens personnels dont une personne fait commerce ou qu'elle produit, ou qui proviennent de son entreprise, de son commerce ou de sa profession, ou avec lesquels elle exerce une entreprise, un commerce ou une profession. ("stock") 
	"stock en bloc" Tout stock ou toute partie de stock qui fait l'objet d'une vente en bloc. ("stock in bulk") 
	"syndic" Syndic autorise en application de la Loi sur la faillite (Canada), nomme pour le district de faillite ou est situe le stock du vendeur ou une partie de ce stock ou dans lequel le vendeur exerce au moment de la vente en bloc la totalite ou une partie de son commerce ou de son entreprise; ce terme designe egalement toute personne designee comme syndic par le vendeur ou parses creanciers donnant leur consentement ec:rit a une vente en bloc ou toute personne dilsignee comme syndic en application de !'a
	"vendeur" Est assimilee au vendeur la personne qui troque ou echange un stock en bloc avec une autre personne contre d'autres biens reels ou personnels. ("vendor") 
	"vente" S'entend en outre, que le terme soit employe seul ou dans !'expression "vente en bloc", d'un transfert, d'un troc ou d'un echangeainsi que d'un contrat de vente, de transfert, de troc ou d'echange; " vendre" a une signification equivalente. ("sale") 
	"vente en bloc" La vente d'un stock ou d'une partie de ce stock effectuee en dehors du cadre habituel de l'entreprise ou du commerce du vendeur ou la vente de la quasi-totalite du stock du vendeur ou d'un interet dans l'entreprise de ce dernier. ("sale in bulk") 

	Personnes visees par la presente Joi 
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	\'E.\'.TES E:'\. BLOC 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	persons who, as their ostensible occupation or part thereof, buy and sell goods, wares or merchandise ordinarily the subject of trade and commerce; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	commission merchants; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	manufacturers: 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	proprietors of hotels, rooming houses, restaurants, motor vehicle service stations, oil or gasoline stations or machine shops. 


	Scope ofAct. 3 Nothing in this Act applies to, or affects, a sale by an executor, administrator, receiver, assignee or trustee for the benefit of creditors, authorized trustee under the Bankruptcy Act (Canada), official receiver or liquidator, a public official acting uinder judicial process, or a trader or merchant selling exclusively by wholesale, or an assignment by a trader or merchant for the generaI benefit ofhis creditors. 
	Statement ofcreditors to be furnished. 
	4(1) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, a purchaser of stock in bulk, before paying to the vendor any part ofthe purchase price or giving a promissory note or security for the purchase price or part thereof, or executing a transfer, conveyance or encumbrance of prop,erty, shall demand of and 
	receive from the vendor, and a vendor of stock in bulk shall furnish to the purchaser, a written statement verified by the statutory declaration of the vendor or his duly authorized agent or, if the vendor is a corporation, by the statutory declaration of its president, vice-president, secretary-treasureror manager. 
	Contents ofstatement. 4(2) The statement shall contain the names and addresses of the creditors of the vendor. together with the amount of the indebtedness or liability due, owing, payable or accruing. due or to become due and payable by the vendor to each of the creditors. 
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	a) 
	a) 
	a) 
	par les per:sonnes dont la totalite ou une partie de la profession notoire consiste a acheter et a vendre des olojets, denrees ou marchandises qui font habituellement I'objet du commerce: 

	b) 
	b) 
	par les cornmissionnaires: 

	c) 
	c) 
	par Jes fabricants: 

	d) 
	d) 
	par les proprietaires d'h<itels, de maisons de rapport, de restaurants, de stations service, de stations d'essence ou d'ateliers de construction mecanique. 


	Champ d'appliication de la loi 3 Aucune disposition de la presente Joi ne vise et ne concerne ni une vente effectuee par un executeur testamentaire, un administrateur, un sequestre, un ,cessionnaire ou un syndic dans l'interet des creanciers, par un syndic autorise en application de la Loi sur la faillite (Canada), par un sequestre officiel ou un liquidateur, par un fonctionnaire agissant en vertu d'un acte de procedure judiciaire, par un commerc;ant ou un marchand vendant exclusivement en gros, ni une cess
	Releve des creances 4(1) Sauf disposition contraire de la presente loi, avant de verser au vendeur toute portion du prix d'achat, de donner un billet aordre ou une garantie en paiement de la totalite ou d'une partie du prix d'achat ou de passer un acte de transfert de biens ou de grever des biens d'une charge,l'acheteur d'un stock en bloc doit exiger et recevoir du vendeur, qui doit le lui fournir, un releve ecrit des creances atteste par une declaration sollennelle du vendeur ou de son representant duiment

	Contenu du rel,eve 
	Contenu du rel,eve 
	4(2) Le r,eleve doit contenir les noms et adresses des cre,anciers du vendeur ainsi que le montant de la d,ette ou de !'obligation echue, due, payable, aechoir ou adevenir echue et payable par le vendeur achacun de ses creanciers. 
	RS.:\I. 1987,c. 8100
	RS.:\I. 1987,c. 8100

	BCLK SALIES 
	Form ofstBLtement. 4(3, The statement and declaration may be in the form set forth in Schedule A. 
	Payment 0111 account of purchase price. 4(4) A purchaser may. before obtaining the statement, pay to the vendor a sum not exceeding $50. on account ofthe purchase price. 
	No prefereince or priority. 4(5) iF'rom and after the furnishing of the statement and declaration, no preference or priority shall be obtainable by any creditor of the vendor in irespect of the stock in bulk or the proceeds ,of sale thereof by attachment, garnishment proceedings, contract or otherwise. 
	Paymentolfcreditors in full. 5 Before the completion of a sale in bulk, 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	the claims of the creditors of the vendor as shown by the written statement shall be paid in full; or (bl the vendor shall produce and deliver to the purchase1r a written waiver of the provisions of this Act, other than the provisions contained in section 4, from creditors of the vendor representing not less than 60% in number and amountofthe claims exceeding $50. as shown by the writt,en statement, which waiver may be in the form setforth in Schedule 8;or 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	the vEmdor shall produce and deliver to the purchasl!r the written consent thereto of creditors of the vendor, representing not less than 60% in number and amount of the claims exceeding $50. as shown by the written 




	statement. 
	statement. 
	statement. 

	When proceeds or sale to be paid over to trustee. 
	6 Where a sale in bulk is made with the written consentofthe creditors ofthe vendor under clause S(c), the purchaser shall pay, deliver or convey the entire proceeds of the sale to the person named as trustee by the creditors in the written consent, or, if no trustee is named therein, to thE:: trustee named by the vendor or appointed under section 12, t.o be dealt with as provided by section 7. 
	Forme du releve 4(31 Le releve et la declaration peuvent etre fails selon la formule prevue a!'annexe A. 
	Paiement avaloir sur le prix d'achat 4(4, L'acheteur peut, avant d'obtenir le releve, verser au vendeur une somme de 50 $ au plus avaloir sur le prix d'achat. 
	Aucun droit de preference ou de priorite 
	4(5) Apartir du moment ou le releve et la declaration sont fournis, un creancier du vendeur ne peut obtenir aucun droit de preference ou de priodte sur le stock en bloc ou sur le produit de la vente de ce stock par voie de saisie, de saisie-arret, de contrat ou de toute autre fai;on. 
	Paiument integral des creances 5 Avant la realisation d'une vente en 
	bloc: al ou bien les creances des creanciers du vendeur inidiquees dans le releve ecrit doivent etre in,tegralement reglees; bl ou bien le vendeur doit produire et remettre a l'acheteur une renonciation ecrite au benefice d11s dispositions de la presente loi, a!'exclusion de !'article 4, provenant de ses creanciers reipresentant au moins 60 %, en nombre et en valeur des creances depassant 50 $ mentionnees dans le releve ecrit, cette renonciation pouvant et.re faite selon la formule prevue a!'annexe B: cl ou
	Produit de la vente verse au syndic 6 Lorsqu'une vente en bloc est realisee avec: le consentement ecrit des creanciers du vendeur donne en application de l'alinea 5c), l'acheteur doit verser, remettre ou transferer a la personne designee comme syndic par les creanciers clans le consentement ecrit ou, si aucun syndic n·y a ete designe, a celui designe par le vendeur OU nomme en application de !'article 12, la totalite du prodluit de la vente qui doit etre afTecte de la fa~on pre\"Ue 0. !'article 7. 
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	Distribution of proceeds ofsale. 
	Distribution of proceeds ofsale. 
	7( I I Where the proceeds of the sale are paid, delivered or conveyed to a trustee under section 6, the trustee shall be a trustee for the general benefit of the creditors of the vendor and shall distribute the proceeds of the sale among the creditors of the vendor in proportion to the amounts of their claims as shown by the written statement, and such other creditors of the vendor as file claims with lthe trustee in accordance with the Bankruptcy Act (Canada). 

	Method ofdistribu:tion. 
	Method ofdistribu:tion. 
	7(2/ The distribution shall be made in like manner as moneys are distributed by a trustee under the Bankrupt,cy Act (Canada) and in making the distribution all creditors' claims shall be proved in like manner, are subject to like contestation, and entitled to like priorities as in the case ofa distribuition under that Act. 

	Rights and . 
	Rights and . 
	liabiliti.es

	7(3) The credlitors, vendor and trustee have in all respects the same rights, liabilities and powers as the creditors, authorized assignor, and authorized trustee respectively have under the 
	Bankruptcy Act (Canada), the vendor being deemed for such purpose to be an authorized assignor under that Act, and the trustee an authorized trusteH under that Act, and the priorities ofcreditors shall be determined as of the date ofthe completioin ofthe sale. 
	Publication of notice before distribution. 7(4) Before makingdistribution, 
	(a) the trustee shall cause a notice thereof to be published once in The :\1anitoba Gazette and in not fewer than two issues of a newspaper published in the province and having a circulation in the locality in which the stock in bulk was situated at the time of the sale: and (bl a period of 14 days shall elapse after the last ofsuch publications. 
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	Repartition du produit de la vente 
	Repartition du produit de la vente 
	7( I) Lorsque le produit de la vente est verse, remis ou transfere a un syndic en application de !'article 6, 1,e syndic a la qualite d'un syndic dans l'interet general des creanciers du vendeur et doit repartir le p,roduit de la vente entre les creanciers du vendeur au prorata de leurs creances dont le montant est indique dans le releve ecrit ainsi qu'entre les autres creanciers du vendeur qui deposent leurs creances entre les mains du syndic conformement ala Loi sur la faillite (Canada). 
	Methode de repartition 7(2) La repartition se fait de la meme maniere que dans le cas de la repartition de sommes d'argent par un syndic sous le regime de la Loi sur la faillite (Canada). Pour la repartition, toutes les creances -des creanciers doivent etre prouvees de la meme fac;on et sont susceptibles d'etre contestees de la meme maniere et beneficient des memes priorites que dans le cas d'une repartition sous le regime de la Loi sur la faillite (Canada). 
	Droits et obligations 7(3) Les creanciers, le vendeur et le syndic ont, atous e,gards, les memes droits, obligations et pouvoirs qu'ont respectivement les creanciers, le cedant autorise et le syndic autorise sous le regime de la Loi sur la faillite (Canada), le vendeur etant repute a cette fin etre un cedarit autorise en application de cette loi et le syndic etant repute etre un syndic autorise en application de cette loi; l'ordre de preference entre les creanciers doit etre determine aujourde la realisatio
	Publication d'un avis avant la repartition 
	7(4) Avant de proceder ala repartition : 
	al le syndiic doit en donner a vis dans un numero 
	de la Gazette du Manitoba etdans deux numeros 
	au moins ,d'un journal pub lie dans la province et 
	diffuse dans la localite ou etait situe le stock en 
	bloc au moment de la vente: 
	bl ii doit s'ecouler un delai de 14 jours apres la 
	derniere de ces publications. 
	RL'LK SAi.ES R.S.:\I. 1987. C. B100 
	No other no,tice. 
	No other no,tice. 
	7(5) It is not necessary to publish any advertisement or notice of the distribution other than as provided in subsection (4). 

	Fees oftrustee. 
	Fees oftrustee. 
	The fees or commission of the trustee shall not exceed 3% of the proceeds of the sale that come to his hands; and, in the absence of an agreement by the vendor to the contrary, the fees or commission, together with any disbursements made by the trustee, shall be paid by being deducted out of the moneys to be received by the creditors and shall not be charged to the vendor. 
	Sale void against creditors unless Act complied with. 9(1) A sale in bulk in respect of which this Act has not been complied with shall be deemed to be fraudulent and void as against the creditors of the vendor; mnd every payment made on account of the purchase price, and every delivery of a note or other security therefor. and every transfer, conveyance and encumbrance of property by the purchaser shall be deemed to be fraudulent and void, as between the purchaser and the creditors of the vendor. 
	Liability of1purchaser to account 9(2) llf, however, the purchaser has received or taken poss:ession ofthe stock in bulk, or any part thereof, he is personally liable to account to the creditors of the vendor for the value thereof including all moneys, security or property realized or taken by him from, out of, or on account of the sale or other disposition by him of the stock in bulk, or any part thereof. 

	Estoppel of purchaser. 
	Estoppel of purchaser. 
	9(3) In an action brought, or proceedings had or taken., by a creditor of the vendor within the time limited by section 11 to set aside or have declared void a sale in bulk. or in the event of a seizure of the stock in the possession of the purchaser, or some part thereof, under judicial process issue,d by or on behalf of a creditor of the vendor within such period. the purchaser ~hall ne 

	Autre avis 
	Autre avis 
	7(51 II n'est pas necessaire de publier d'aultre annonce ou avis que celui prevu au paragraphe (4). 
	Honioraires du syndic 8 Les honoraires ou la commission du synd!ic ne doivent pas depasser 3 % du produit de la vente qui vient ase trouver entre ses mains et, a defaut de convention contraire de la part du vendeur, les honoraires ou la commission du syndiic, auxquels s'ajoutent !es debours qu'il a faits, doive,nt etre payes par deduction sur les sommes que cloivent recevoir les creanciers et ne sont pas imputes au vendeur. 
	Vente nulie al'egard des creanciers 
	9tll Est reputee frauduleuse et nulle a l'ega1rd des creanciers du vendeur la vente en bloc qui n'a pas respecte les dispositions de la presente loi: tout paiement avaloir sur le prix d'achat, toute remise d'un billet ou d'une autre garantie en paiement du prix ainsi que tout transfert de biens par l'acheteur ou toute charge dont ii greve les biens sont reputes frauduleux et nuls entre l'acheteur et les creanciers du vendeur. 
	Achtiteur comptable aux creanciers 
	9(2) Toutefois, si l'acheteur a re,;u la ou une partie du stock en bloc ou en a pris possession, ii est personnellement tenu de rendre compte auxcreanciers de la valeur de ce stock ou de cette partie de stock, y compris de ('ensemble des sommes, garanties ou biens qu'il a realises ou obtenius par la vente ou toute autre alienation qu'il a faite de la totalite ou d'une partie du stock en bloc. 
	totali.te 

	Preclusion 9(3l Dans une action ou procedure en annulation ou declaration de nullite d'une vente en bloc intenlee ou engagee par un creancier du vendi!ur dans le delai fixe a !'article 11 ou dans le cas d'une saisie du stock en possession de l'acheteur ou d'une partie de ce stock pratiquee en vertu d'un acte de procedure judiciaire etabli par un creancier du "endeur ou au nom de ce creancier dans ce delai. 
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	estopped from denying that the stock in his possession at the time of the action, proceedings or seizure is the stock purchased or received by him from the vendor. 
	Rights ofcreditors ofpurchaser. 
	9(4) If the stock then in the possession ofthe purchaser, or some part thereof, was in fact purchased by him subsequent to the sale in bulk from a person other than the vendor of the stock in bulk and has not been paid for in full, the creditors of the purchaser, to the extent of the amounts owing to them for the goods so supplied, are entitled to share with the creditors of the vendor in the amount realized. on the sale or other disposition of the stock in the possession of the purchaser at the time of the
	Burden of proof01r1 purchaser. 
	10 In a proceeding wherein a sale in bulk is attacked or comes in question, whether directly or collaterally, the burden of proofthat this Act has been complied with is upon the person upholding the sale in bulk. 
	Limitations. 
	Limitations. 
	11 '.'io act.ion shall be brought or proceedings had or taken to set aside or have declared void a sa!,e in bulk for failure to comply with this Act, unless the action is brought or proceedings had or taken within six months from the date ofthe comp,letion of the sale. 
	Appointment oftrustee by judge. 
	12 Cpon the application of a person interested, if the creditors of the vtndor in their written consent to a sale in bulk ha"e not named a trustee and the vendor has not named one, a judge of the Court of Queen',; Bench. shall appoint a trustee and fix the security. if any. to be gi,·en by him. 

	Uniform construction. 
	Uniform construction. 
	13 Thi~ Act shall he ~1> interpreted .1nd con;:trutd a;; to effect its i;eneral purpo,;e ot' 111<1king uniform the law of the pm,·inces that enact it 
	89 
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	l'acheteur e:st empeche de nier que le stock qu'il a en sa possession au moment de !'action, de la procedure 01u de la saisie est celui qu'il a acquis ou rec;u du vendeur. 

	Droits des •~reanciers de l'acheteur 
	Droits des •~reanciers de l'acheteur 
	9(4) Si le stock ou une partie du stock en possession die l'acheteur a, de fait, ete acquis par ce dernier, apres la vente en bloc, d'une personne autre que le vendeur du stock en bloc et que le prix de ce stock ou d'une partie de ce stock n'a pas ete integralem€'nt paye, !es creanciers de l'acheteur ont le droit, jusqu'a concurrence des sommes qui leur sont dues pour !es objets fournis, de prendre part, avec les creanciers du vendeur, a la repartition des sommes realisees par la vente ou toute autre aliena
	Charge de la preuve 10 Dans une procedure ou une vente en bloc est attaquee ou contestee, que ce soit directemenit ou accessoirement, la charge de prouver qu'elle est conforme aux dispositions de la presente Joi incombe a la personne qui en soutient la validite. 

	Prescription des actions 
	Prescription des actions 
	11 Les actions ou procedures en annulation ,ou declaration de nullite d'une vente en bloc pour dMaut de conformite aux dispositions de la presente Joi se prtscrivent a !'expiration d'un delai de six mois a partir <le la date de realisation de la vente. 
	Nomination d'un syndic par un juge 
	12 Sur demande de toute personne interessee et adefaut par Jes creanciers du vendeur d'avoir designe un syndic clans le consentement ecrit a une vente en bloc et a defaut egalement par le \'endeur cl'en a\'Oir designe un. un juge de la Cour du Banc de la Reine doit nomrner un s.vndic et fixer le montant de la garantie que ce dernier doit. le cas echeant. fournir. 

	interpretation uniforme 
	interpretation uniforme 
	13 La presente Joi doit etre interpretee rle fa,011 ,'I donner plein effP.t ason intention genera!e d'uniformi.,ation du droil des provinces qui J',_,dictent 
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	SCHEDL'LE A 
	Statement and Declaration Statement showing names and addresses ofall creditors of: 
	·----
	-

	:--!ature of 
	When
	When
	:'o'ame of 
	Post Office 
	Creditors 
	Address 

	Indebtedness 
	Amount 
	Amount 
	Due 

	I, , of in the Province of :'vlanitoba, do solemnly declare that the above is a true and cor1rect statementofthe names and addresses ofal I ,creditors of , and shows correctly the amount ofindebtedness or liability due, owing, payable or accruing due or to become due and payable by to each ofsaid creditors. ( If the declaration is made by an agent, add: 
	I z1m the duly authorized agent of the vendor and have a personal knowledge of the matters herein declared to). 
	(Or, ifthe ,·endor is a corporation I 
	(Or, ifthe ,·endor is a corporation I 

	I, ,of in the Province of \lani.toba. do solemnly declare that the above is a true and corr,ect statement of the names and addresses of all the creditors of the Iname of corporation) aind shows correctly the amount of the indebtedness or liability due, owing, payable or accruing due, or to become due, and payable by the corporation to each of the said creditors, and that I am the ofthe said corporation, and have a personal knowledg:e of the matters herein declared to. 
	And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true, and knowing that it is ofthe same force and effect as ifmade under oath, and by virtue ofThe Canada Evidence Act. Declared before me at the of , in the Province of Manitoba, this day of , 19 A Commissioner, etc. 
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	hen 
	e 

	day of 
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	A;li:\EXE A 
	Releve eldeelaration Releve indiquant les noms et adresses de tous les creanciers die: 
	-----------'.\'om des Adresse '.liature de :Vtontant Echeance creanciers postale la dette 
	Je soussigne, , de dans la province du :'vtanitoba, declare solennellement que ce qui est presente ci-dessus est un releve fide le et exact des noms et adressesde toiis Jes creanciers de et indique correctement le montant de la dette ou de \'obligation echue, due, payable, aechoir ou adevenir echue et payable par achacun desdits creanciers. (Si la dedaration est faite par un representant, 
	ajouter: 
	,Je suis le representanl dumenl autorise du vendeur et j'ai une connaissance personnelle des faits ci-declaresl. (Ou, si le vendeur est une corporation) 
	Je soussigne, , de dans la province du ~ani.toba, declare solenne\\ement que ce qui est presenle ci-des.sus est un releve fidele et exact des noms et adresses de tousles creanciers de Ia (nom de la corporation) et indique correctemenl le montant de la dette ou de !'obligation echue, due, payable, a echoir ou adeveni.r echue et payable par la corporation achacun desdils creanciers, et que je suis le de Iadite corporation, et que j'ai une connaissance personnelle des faits ci-declares. Je fais la presente-dec
	au Canada. Declare devant moi dans le ( la) de dans la province du :'vtanitoba, ce I 9 Commissaire, etc. 
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	BCl.K SALES 
	SCHEOL:LE B 
	Waiver . . We, the undersigned creditors of _ of in the Province of :'Janitoba, do hereby waive the prov1s1ons ofThe Bulk Sales Act, ofthe Province of :'llanitoba in so far as that Act would apply to affect or cause lo make fraudulent or void the sale in bulk by the said of his stock of goods wares me;ch d. 
	0 
	0 

	and 0xture~, or _part thereof, or an interest in his business las the case may bel t~ f ~~ :~: P_rovince ~f .'vtanitoba an_d we do he_re_by admit having receive:d notice of the intended sale and agree not to disturb, dispute or q~est1on the validity ofthe said sale in any way under the provisions of the said Act 
	0 

	Dated this day of , 19 Signed in the presence of 
	Dated this day of , 19 Signed in the presence of 

	L.R.~I. I 987, c 8 I 00 n::-.;n:s E'.\ BLOC 
	A:--i'.'\EXE B 
	Renonciation
	Renonciation

	'.'\ous, !es creanciers soussignes de de dans la province du :Manitoba, renonc;ons par le present acte au benefice des dispositions de la Loi sur les ventes en bloc de la province du :Manitoba dans la mesure 01'.1 ces dispositions viseraient, modifieraient, rendraient frauduleuse ou nulle la vente en bloc par ledit de la totalite ou d'une partie de son stock d'objets, de denrees, de marchandises et d'objets fixes a demeure ou d'une partie de ceux-ci ou d'un interet dans son entreprise (selon le casl a de da
	province du Manitoba, et nous reconnaissons par le present acte avoir rec;u a vis de la vente projetee et nous nous engageons ane pas nuire ala validite de ladite vente, ane pas la contester et ane pas la meltre en doute d'aucune fac;on en application des dispositions de ladite Joi. 
	Faitce 19 . Signe en la presence de 
	Faitce 19 . Signe en la presence de 
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	·waive the to, affect or rchandise 
	in the agree not to 1d /\ct. 
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	APPENDIX B RESPONDENTS TO OUR DISQJSSitDN PAPER 
	E. Arthur Braid, Q.C. -Professor of Law, Faculty of Law, Universty of Manitoba Fred M. Catzmian, Q.C. -Lawyer, Catzman and Hahl, Toronto Mark D. Chernin -Stagiaire, MacKenzie Gervais, Montreal 
	E. Arthur Clo,se -Chairman, Law Reform Commission of British Columbia Hon. Mr. Justice H.R . DeGraves -Manitoba Court of Queen"s Bench Steven L. Harris -Professor of Law, University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) Manitoba Bar Association -Business Law Subsection 
	S.R. Moshenko -Director, Retail Sales Tax Branch, Hinnipeg 
	Donald P. Rapson -Assistant General Counsel, The CIT Group, Livingston, New Jersey Tim Rattenbury -Coordinator of Legal Research, New Brunswick Law Reform 
	Branch of the Office of the Attorney General Douglas Steinburg -Lawyer, Newman Maclean, HinniJPeg David Voechting -Lawyer, Aikens, MacAulay & Thor'llaldson, Hinnipeg 
	D.M. Ha 11 ace -Manager, Capita 1 Resources Division, Credit Uni on Centra 1 of Manitoba 
	Ken A. Zealand -President, Manitoba Insolvency Association Inc. 
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